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”Ownership must ensure
freedom and independence
of Schibsted’s media”
Freedom of speech is threatened in many places around the world. I have
become more and more convinced that ownership must ensure the freedom and
independence of Schibsted’s newspapers and other media. A free press is perhaps the
best safeguard of a strong and vibrant democracy.
On this background, I wanted my ownership stake in Schibsted to contribute to
continued editorial freedom, credibility and quality of the media that we own. I also
wanted to ensure the long-term and healthy financial development of the Schibsted
Group, with a strong, stable and Norwegian ownership.
With this in mind, the Group gave my ownership stake of 26.1 per cent special rights
in Schibsted’s Articles of Association when we decided to list the company on the
stock exchange. I established the Tinius Trust in 1996 to ensure that the Schibsted
Group continues as a media group, run according to the same main editorial and
business guidelines as at present. The Board of the Trust was instructed to monitor
this, while at the same time work to ensure the long-term, healthy financial development of Schibsted.
The Tinius Trust has in my opinion been a very effective obstacle against financially
strong players who would otherwise have tried to take over the group. Without the
Trust, Schibsted would probably not have existed in its current form, nor would we
have had the same opportunity to further develop the company. The Trust has effectively limited any interest in taking over the company.
When media companies in other countries have wanted to have Schibsted as owner,
we have noticed how the Trust has contributed to us being viewed positively as a business partner.
The strength of the Tinius Trust is that, contrary to many other Trusts and other types
of arrangements, it has power, and if that power is used intelligently, it will undoubtedly serve to protect the freedom and independence of the Schibsted Group.
I do hope that what I have done will benefit the holdings that I have worked to keep
and defend over the years.

Tinius Nagell-Erichsen
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Freedom of opinion
and a free society
Diversity of opinion is important. A free and open debate is a prerequisite
for the wide support of the continuous development of a democratic society. In the
current technological media revolution no one seems to doubt that it is important for
the democratic decision-making processes in our societies that we retain central
forums for expression of opinion. But how?
Traditionally, it was the printed newspaper that served as society’s forum for the
expression of opinion. A positive feature of the technological development is that it
provides us with a steadily increasing number of new platforms. However, with the
constant moving to new platforms the question arises: does journalism have the
power to retain its role in society?
The technological development also leads to disintegration and specialisation of the
media. One important consequence of this trend is that advertising revenues and content to an increasing degree are parting company. This threatens the funding of journalism and gives the newsrooms yet another challenge.
Against this background, the Tinius Trust has invited a number of prominent media
people to present their views on opinion-forming journalism and how to renew it.
None of them has the exact answer, but they all have opinions which inspire debate
and creative reflection.
A diverse group of media is represented in the Annual Report of the Tinius Trust. The
editor-in-chief of The Guardian, Alan Rusbridger, writes from London. The Swedish
contributions are signed by Aftonbladet’s Lena Mellin and Svenska Dagbladet’s
PJ Anders Linder. Aftenposten’s Knut Olav Åmås, VG Nett’s Espen Egil Hansen and
Stavanger Aftenblad’s Sven Egil Omdal represent the Norwegian media. Arne H.
Krumsvik and Robert C. Picard represent Norwegian and international media research
environments while Heidi Nordby Lunde shares with us her experience as a prizewinning blogger.
I should like to extend my warm thanks to them all.

Ole Jacob Sunde
Chariman of the Board, The Tinius Trust
Annual Report 2009 S T I F T E L S E N T I N I U S
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The Revival of Editorial Writing by PJ Anders Linder
Political Editor-in-Chief Svenska Dagbladet, Stockholm

Innovation and
tradition are
the key words
We must never compromise away the core of our
task – to offer qualified contemporary comment.
However, we must revive the art of editorial writing.


The editorial comment is an honourable old discipline. Development of
the genre began as early as the 18th Century but it found its real form during the first
half of the 19th Century, Sweden’s National Encyclopaedia states and names The
Times and Aftonbladet as early examples.
The editorial material provides a newspaper with identity and profile, but far too often
it has remained too venerable. We have changed all of that at Svenska Dagbladet.
We still believe strongly in editorial journalism that unites knowledge and analytical
ability with a consistent and distinct position, but we do not believe that comments
have to be made in the same way as they have always been made.
We concentrate on creating an alloy: tradition and innovation.
The editorial page faces the same challenges as the newspaper in general. On the one
hand readers are becoming increasingly well-educated and well-informed, on the
other hand they have less and less time and are bombarded with information from all
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directions. On the one hand, they like reading the newspaper in paper format; on
the other, they read more and more on the Internet. They are at least as interested as
before in well-founded opinions, but if we want to retain them as readers we have to
capture their attention and use the channels that suit them best.
The readers and their needs are changing. If this is so, then so also must the editorial
page.
The readers view their reading as communication and want to know the person
they are conversing with. The obvious thing then seems to increase the proportion of
signed material and to offer the opportunity to make comments on articles and to
indicate the blogs that are linked to the editorial pieces. We vary the choice of subjects
and the temperament, and we edit with a twinkle in our eye. When the editorial page
looks the same every day and constantly takes itself so deadly seriously, it should be
no surprise if the readership starts to tire of it. It is extremely important to maintain
high standards – however, quality does not just lie in facts and analysis, but also in
ingenuity and presentation.
The genre is old and honourable – it will do it a world of good to be regenerated. For
that reason we are trying out some of the new opportunities that developments in
technology offer. If we had not tried blogs, Twitter, Youtube and Internet TV, then we
would not have found out what works. When new channels of communication come
along, we are going to try them out. Things that do not work, we will drop; things that
do work, we will take on – to do something with real impact.
We have something to say and that makes us extra keen to find the forms of expression that will best let us say it.
Svenska Dagbladet’s print edition reports regularly on how things look at

”Tyckartoppen” (Top of the Opinions) or ”Bloggtoppen” (Top of the Blogs) at SvD.se.
Which current articles on the website have generated most reader comments? Which
have had links from most blogs?
One Monday in January 2010 – the month in which I am writing this text – articles
from the SvD editorial team were at numbers one and two on the Tyckartoppen chart
and one of them is also number one on Bloggtoppen. That is not the way it looks every
day, but neither is it a one-off occurrence. Editorial articles are frequently among the
material that is linked and commented upon most. For example, on the Monday one
week after the Monday above, slots one, two and four on the Tyckartoppen chart are
from the editorial page, and an editorial piece is in number three slot on Bloggtoppen.
Once a week in January 2010, editorial articles have received more than 300 reader
comments at SvD.se. One of them achieved almost 800 comments.
SvD has defined Opinion as a key area. Our readers are well-informed and com-

mitted when it comes to current affairs – they appreciate material with a qualified
political opinion that can influence them and against which they can test their own
views. As a consequence, the editorial page and the Brännpunkt (Focal Point) debate
page, are put in prominent positions and are matched actively in print and on the
Internet. Since autumn 2009, the editorial team does a double-spread instead of one
page on Sundays, on which we have launched the op-ed articles by writers from outside, as a new format. SvD was early in inviting readers in by making an opening for
reader comments on the Internet and by indicating the blogs that link to the articles
at SvD.se. In the media industry’s most important market reach surveys (carried out
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by the readership survey company, Orvesto) a high proportion of those who read SvD
in print respond that they read the editorial and debate articles. The percentage is
55-60. But the opinion material also functions well on the Internet,
although the overlap is limited between those who read SvD in print
and at SvD.se, respectively.
P J Anders Linder is Political
The editorials (and the term ”editorial” in this text means both un- Editor-in-Chief of Svenska
signed and signed articles on the editorial page) are not just published Dagbladet. He used to be
on paper, they are also made available every morning on the Internet; Director of Communications
we write special short editorials in conjunction with major political at the Confederation of
events and on public holidays when the newspaper is not issued and, Swedish Enterprise and the
in addition, the editorial team writes for two opinion-forming blogs. Swedish Employers’ ConfedeOne editorial article and one Brännpunkt article are given particular ration and managing director
emphasis every morning on the opening page at SvD.se and there is a of the think tank Timbro. He
plug for every new blog insert. When some major political event takes holds a degree from University
place and the editorial team writes a quick comment that can be of Lund and has studied at
published in conjunction with the news item at SvD.se, there is often a Catholic University of
huge flow of traffic. The comment can arouse just as much interest as America, Washington DC, and
the news item itself. People do not just want to know, they also want to Universität Passau, Germany.
have well-founded opinions on which to form an opinion, to agree In May 2010 PJ Anders Linder
with or oppose. The opinion texts become a foundation for continued publishes Ja. Monarkins bästa
speculations and conversations – for those who agree and for those tid är nu. He has also written
e.g. Ett folk i kollektivt
who take a different view.
näringsförbud (2006) and
Editorial articles and editorial blogs generate plenty of web traffic by
Bra för Sverige (with Anders
means of this exposure. If the three channels, on which the editorial
Grönstedt) (1990).
team works, are added together, the material attracts 35,000 – 60,000
unique web-readers a week. In autumn 2009, the average was 43,000.
Traffic to the editorial department’s sites thereby equate to an entire
week’s traffic for a daily newspaper’s site for a medium-sized Swedish town, such as
hallandsposten.se in Halmstad, for example.
The interest in the editorial material may, in part, have to do with a general

upswing in ideas-led journalism. A brand new textbook for journalism students describes the situation as follows: ”Opinion journalists are becoming an increasingly
important part of the newspapers’ profile. Professional opinionated material is one
way for newspapers and other media to create a specific identity for themselves, to distinguish themselves from their competitors and to develop a deeper, more personal
relationship with their audience. Editorial writers, columnists and reviewers contribute to providing a newspaper with a special character and a voice of its own.”
The obvious objection is that this is a description of reality from the media houses’
perspective. The producers clearly like opinion material, but what do the consumers
think? Has the readers’ interest also increased? From my own judgement and experience, I think it is probable and conceivable that the answer to this would be in the
affirmative.
The party loyalties of citizens/readers are dying off and far fewer things can be taken
for granted in politics. An increasing number of voters/readers make their minds up
late on in election campaigns, swap parties between elections and feel greater loyalty
towards ideas and values than towards organisations. The fact that the organisations
are losing members is not because interest in political issues has collapsed – it is
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because people want to have more freedom to define themselves and to form their
own opinions. Thanks to the Internet, they also have much better opportunities to
express themselves and to make their own contributions.

Circulation history:
2004: 180 800
2005: 188 300
2006: 194 900
2007: 196 600
2008: 194 800
2009: 196.900
Readership history, SvD:
2004: 471 000
2005: 468 000
2006: 481 000
2007: 486 000
2008: 505 000
2009: 518.000
Unique visitors/week,
SvD.se (at end of year):
2004: 280 000
2005: 390 000
2006: 480 000
2007: 560 000
2008: 690 000
2009: 900.000

Some people have been convinced that the new faithlessness and individualism, in combination with the new diversity of blogs and opinions
on the Web, would marginalise the traditional forums for opinion forming. But that depends. When loyalty is no longer carved in stone, it
becomes increasingly important for the individual to hear good arguments and to acquire a foundation for the opinions he or she is going
to form. The conversations on the Net and between individual people
need shared references to start out from. Certain editorial teams have
the advantage of having very strong brands and of having been fairly
strong over a period of time in their descriptions of reality, analyses
and recommendations. That provides stability. If the brands are then
nurtured and developed so that they offer well-written, thought-provoking, relevant and enjoyable reading, it will be possible to become
one of the beacons that people orient themselves by on the ocean that
is the Internet. Editorial teams that do not adapt to the new situation
but which just keep grinding on as before, run a high risk of fading
away – however, those that have interesting things to say and who say
them in an interesting way, have much greater potential.
A long time has passed since the more ambitious Swedish newspapers finally cut loose from the political parties and since the editorial teams also adopted a more independent role. Nevertheless, we
have long been living with echoes of party politics, at least to the
extent that the editorial teams have been thinking about their task in
political terms rather than journalistic ones. Orders have not been
taken from politicians and an increasingly small number have stayed
loyal to parties, but views and opinions have been the primary factors
whereas readability has become secondary. Perhaps most especially
this has become clear in the recruitment of editorial writers, where
political competence has packed more of a punch than journalistic
competence.

This too is busy undergoing change. I agree with the textbook about
editorial pages – at any rate some of them – having become ”more
unpredictable and journalistic” and about the manner of address
having become ”more informal and more personal”. In more and more
newspapers, they are cutting back on the traditional editorial column
with unsigned and more formal stances being taken, in favour of signed
material that is written in a more personal tone. Some editorial pages
no longer publish any unsigned material at all. SvD has not gone quite
that far. We still believe that there is value in the newspaper being
linked to a specific viewpoint on a number of key ideological debates
and points at issue, and that there should be a certain constancy in the opinions. SvD
as an opinion-former thus becomes greater than the sum of the individuals who are
working on the editorial team on any specific occasion. At the same time, several days
can pass without SvD publishing any unsigned editorial material and we devote considerably more space than before to allowing individual colleagues to create a distinc-
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tive personal profile and improve the contact they have with the readership. Until further notice, it is believed that the best balance is produced by applying approximately the same mix ratio as in a robust dry martini: three to four parts signed, one part
unsigned.
But. Of course, we also want to believe that the response to the SvD editorial material
is not just related to general trends but also to what we have done ourselves.
My perspective stretches back to January 2004, when I took over as political

editor-in-chief. To begin with, the work was about gradual renewal of the editorial
page in the print edition. I wanted to go further as regards the choice of subject
matter, new angles of approach and items to please the eye. One recurring criticism
of editorial pages is that they are ”predictable”. Those responsible defend themselves
by saying that it is not possible to be anything other than predictable on the opinionforming side, if you are to stay on course and not bob hither and thither opportunistically or without a plan. But the criticism does not necessarily apply to standpoints on
causes or concepts, but rather to the fact that the opinions are always put forward
in more or less the same way, using approximately the same phraseology, without
ingenuity as regards angles of attack and examples, means of expression and images.
A first measure was to create greater graphical variation on the editorial page, to
provide greater space for the pictorial material and to begin using it as an active messenger instead of as passive decoration. In combination with more lively headlining
and captions, this provided more inroads into the articles and the readers got one surprise or another when they opened the newspaper. We began to supplement traditional politics with subjects that are more like social and values issues: everything
from philosophies of life and feminism to TV series and obesity. We changed most of
the editorial page’s external columnists, reduced their number and began to publish
columns on specific days instead of ad hoc, with the purpose of giving the columnists
more distinct profiles for the readership.
And then we discovered the Internet. Six years ago, SvD.se was a fairly modest

affair where the important thing from the perspective of the editorial department was
to give the single-minded surfer a certain chance of finding his way to the editorial
articles. But we had not devoted much thought to the channel itself. However, in late
summer 2004 SvD’s then network manager, my deputy and I began discussions based
on the fact that it had become apparent that the Internet and blogs were about to
become important in the then current presidential election campaign in the US.
I thought it seemed exciting to make an attempt and without having any budget
or having carried out any investigative work to speak of, we launched the simple blog
PJ Just Nu (PJ Just Now). We beat one of our competitors in the daily press – I seem
to remember that it was Helsingborgs Dagblad – to the finish line and, since 29 August
2004, have been able to take pride in having ”Sweden’s first editorial blog”. We scored
a direct hit.
In last year’s Tinius Trust annual report, Kalle Jungkvist writes about aftonbladet.se
and about how important it is to dare to experiment to ensure you are first with new
devices. I can only agree. PJ Just Nu was nothing exceptional in itself. The format was
the simplest imaginable: short texts containing links but no illustrations and no opportunities for the readers to post comments. Nevertheless, the blog became the centre of
an exceptional amount of attention. I do not know how many conversations, interviews and appearances it gave rise to during that autumn. Time and time again, I was
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asked to talk about the revolutionary idea of writing one short editorial after the other
on a particular page on the Internet. As number two, the blog would not have had
anything approaching the same impact, but we were pioneers then.
I was very productive that first autumn and although I have not kept up the same pace
since then, PJ Just Nu is still actively in use and ongoing. At the time of writing, there
have been a total of more than 2,600 posts.
The blog rapidly showed its value to the work of the editorial team. It makes it pos-

sible to comment on incidents in real time. No need to wait impatiently for publication the next morning – you can be involved in setting the agenda immediately. Other
opinion-formers are an important part of the readership. When members of the
editorial team are contacted by radio or TV to give statements on current issues, it is
often on the basis of posts they have made on the blog. Blogging makes it possible to
make a large volume of material useful as tips for further reading and links for which,
quite simply, there is no space in the newsprint newspaper. The blog also promotes a
more relaxed way of writing and makes for closer contact with the reader. Although
for a long time PJ Just Nu lacked a comments function, it quickly came to generate
just as much interactivity in the form of email communications as the far more
widely read editorial page in the newsprint newspaper. Working on the blog made the
readers much more tangible to us and acted as an important reminder of the purpose
of our business: not to have articles written but to have them read, and to reach out
to people and make an impression.
At the start of 2007, PJ Just Nu was joined by a group blog for the entire editorial team:
Ledarbloggen (the Editorial Blog). The first contribution, on 19 February, was about
municipal tax equalisation (!), but the material is normally more engaging than that
and Ledarbloggen has established itself as one of the most influential in the Swedish
blogosphere. In barely three years, we have made more than 2900 posts and have been
the subject of an enormous number of blog links, email messages and comments. On
the blog too, our contributions must maintain high SvD quality, but of course there
are more rapid-fire, humorous contributions and tip-offs on the Net than there are in
print.
With only one tabloid page in the newspaper at our disposal, the possibilities of

publishing comments are meagre. In order not to turn into a debate page, we have to
limit the right to reply to those who have been singled out in person. In that situation,
Ledarbloggen offers a chance to show greater generosity. Responses that we would
otherwise have been forced to forego can be published on the Net, in the best cases
with a short reference from the print edition. Sometimes we can publish a shortened
version of a rejoinder in the print edition and a complete version on the Internet. We
have also been pleased with Ledarbloggen when we have become involved in specialist
issues and have wanted to promote these – issues that cannot be reckoned to attract
the interest of more than a limited number of the readership. Then we can practice a
form of rotation. We publish more detailed articles and shorter comments in the
printed newspaper together with indications towards longer Internet versions, and on
Ledarbloggen we can also include documents, summaries and links. In autumn 2009,
using this way of working, we made a major breakthrough and influenced decisions
on the issue of a new battle management system for the Swedish defence forces.
That’s an important issue, but also so narrow and complex that we would never have
been able to take it up sufficiently frequently to have a full opinion-forming effect if
we had only had the editorial page in the print newspaper to work with.
[ 12 ]
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When I had to recruit a pair of new colleagues in autumn 2007 and winter 2008,

it seemed natural to look for people who could write well and who had a special interest in communication and in forming opinion on the Internet. Naturally, they had to
have opinions that were accommodated within SvD’s centre-right tradition, but I did
not place great emphasis on a party-political contents declaration or experience. In
the end, I settled on two people who, previously, would scarcely have been considered
as members of the SvD editorial team: one had been working in commercial TV, radio
news editing and SVT (Swedish Television), and had made a name as a sharp, cogent
blogger. The second was editorial writer in a newspaper, whose ”colour” historically
had been a great deal different from that of SvD, and who was also actively running a
clever, well-written blog. Both had an academic background in the Humanities: film
and theatre studies, respectively. Now we set the agenda within the debate on cultural
policy and often use as a starting point the books, films, performances and TV
programmes of popular culture, even for comments on heavyweight issues.
Those recruitments meant that our innovative pace could increase further. We search
to a greater extent for ideas and news on blogs and websites, refer to news sources and
quotations on the Internet and are more active in the continuous conversation going
on in the blogosphere and on Twitter (where we opened an account in January 2009).
That takes place mainly on Ledarbloggen but net
references also find their way into articles in the
newsprint newspaper.
One device that has attracted attention and
appreciation, which marries serious current political comment with public education, humour and
moving pictures, has been Ledarbloggen’s work on
YouTubiana.

After having been inspired by the way a prominent
Swedish music critic created innovative, interactive
journalism by digging into the bottomless YouTube archive and presenting the greatest moments Editorial team: Per Gudmundson, Political Editor-in-Chief
in rock history, we decided to do the same thing, PJ Anders Linder, Claes Arvidsson and Sanna Rayman.
only with politics.
In autumn 2008, Ledarbloggen introduced the countdown for a top-33 chart, in which
each video clip was accompanied by an analysis which introduced the short film
sequence in a natural, comprehensible, and not infrequently topical, context. The
choice of subject matter was eclectic, humorous and more sensationalist than normal,
with the purpose of explaining contemporary and historical politics. Everything was
included from North Korean propaganda films and Czech politicians in fistfights to
tough debates in the European Parliament and embarrassing moments in Swedish
domestic politics. The project led to greatly improved web traffic – in the first week,
it broke all records by more than 250 per cent – and aroused great attention. The first
post was made on 22 September 2008, the thirty third and last on 15 December, and on
21 December we collaborated in the heavyweight SVT weekly magazine programme
Agenda to discuss the project and to comment on clips. In spring and autumn 2009,
Ledarbloggen continued with this format in two separate sessions, and using moving
pictures to score political points is now a method that has come to stay in our arsenal
– and will be developed further.
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In spring 2009, the editorial and internet teams at SvD and Aftonbladet initiated

A more informal appeal, broader choice of subjects, PJ Just Nu, Ledarbloggen,

a collaborative venture in the form of the interview and debate programme Korseld
(Crossfire), which is executed in Web-TV format and is published in parallel at
SvD.se and at aftonbladet.se. It was a little unexpected for the centre-right editorial
department at SvD and the social-democratic one at Aftonbladet to be the first
Swedish Schibsted editorial teams to bring about a collaborative venture with a
distinctive profile, but in this case their traditional antagonism was turned into a
strength.

new recruitment policy, new network of contacts and reference points, blog links,
commentaries, YouTubiana, Twitter, Korseld, iPhone…. Isn’t there a risk of the form
taking over at the expense of the content? What about substance and quality?

Korseld is based on two programme hosts (one from SvD and one from Aftonbladet)
interviewing an invited guest from their differing ideological perspectives. The programme hosts thus do not try to act objectively but subjectively, and represent their
ideas in the Web-TV programme in the same way as they would in their normal
writing jobs, which means that there can sometimes be direct debate between the two
programme hosts. There is more vigour in Korseld than in most traditional interview
programmes.
The first programme was broadcast on 16 April 2009 and it had Sweden’s Social Democrat Party economic policy spokesman, Thomas Östros, as its guest. The following
week it was the turn of the party secretary of Sweden’s Moderate Party, Per Schlingmann. Among that spring’s four other guests were
the Swedish Green Party’s party leader, Maria Wetterstrand, and Sweden’s Minister for Employment,
Sven Otto Littorin. First up in the autumn season’s
series of six programmes were Social Democratic
Party leader Mona Sahlin, who was followed by
others including the Minister for Defence, Sten
Tolgfors, and the Minister for the Environment,
Andreas Carlgren.
Viewer figures were encouraging even during the
spring but took a clear step upward during
Adversaries meet: Programme hosts Sanna Rayman (SvD)
the autumn. The programme with Mona Sahlin
and Katrine Kielos (Aftonbladet) interview guests on the basis of
greatly exceeded the level of 100,000 unique Web
their different idological perspectives. Here Party Secretary Per
viewers and the average for the last six programSchlingmann is the guest in the TV studio.
mes is in the range of 80,000 Web viewers. That means that Korseld is not just attractive to the interviewees by virtue of being new, creative and with a genuine interest in
factual matters and ideology but also by virtue of offering a large, interested audience.
At the time of writing, it has been decided that there will be a series of six new programmes during the spring – we are also holding discussions as to how the operation
can be intensified ahead of the Swedish General Election in September this year.

That is quite a natural question to ask, but I feel confident in the answer. We are very
conscious of our readers’ trust in us being based on the strength of our analyses and
arguments, and the standards we set for our own quality are at least as high as before.
We must always be on the highest level regarding technology, style and content. Our
material should be thoroughly proofread and correct. It should be attractive by virtue
of its good judgement, its joy of wordcraft, and its temperament – and it should be
written on the basis of expert knowledge and logic. We prefer to plough our own
furrow off the beaten track, but of course we ensure that we have a presence in the
heavyweight debates. The targets that we have drawn up include us acting as spies
for our readers, and introduce them to news items in Swedish and foreign public
debates. On the whole, we consider it important to write about the world outside our
Swedish Verona. Now as before, a good proportion of the editorial team’s working
hours is spent on reading up, following the debate, holding background conversations
and remaining well-informed. A confirmation that the quality line is being held
includes the many invitations that members of the editorial team receive to give
lectures, participate in panel debates and to be present on radio and TV programmes.
The desire to innovate reflects humility rather than rashness. We notice that there is
an appetite for what we are doing, but we know too that the competition for the
readers’ attention and time is incredibly stiff, and we do not believe that business
as usual should be the obvious response to how we are to become successful. We are
really clear that knowledge and clarity of thought are the factors that apply, but we are
not strangers to seeking out good new forms of presentation and distribution. Out of
respect for the needs of our readers we possibly have to write more snappily and in a
more condensed way today than we would have been able to do 10 or 20 years ago,
and we may have to communicate with our readers on several occasions during the
day. We must never comprise on the core of our duty – offering qualified contemporary comment based on a spectrum of liberal, conservative and generally centre-right
values – but we are unable to insist on being allowed to do it in precisely the same way
as before. We have to earn our trust and our readership. Precisely as other genres are
regenerated, we want to regenerate editorial writing. It does not feel like a sacrifice.

Work is also taking place at present on the Korseld application for the iPhone. Ahead
of the General Election, subscribers will be given access to a flow of questions in
which they have to form an opinion on two different responses on a current or principal political question. Once the vote is cast, the subscriber is told whether he or she
has responded like Sanna Rayman (the SvD programme host) or like Katrine Kielos
(Aftonbladet). The user successively builds up a profile, showing whether she/he is
most Rayman/SvD or Kielos/AB. It is to be hoped that the result will be both entertaining and thought-provoking.
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The new Openness

by Knut Olav Åmås
Culture- and op-ed editor Aftenposten, Oslo

Current debate
on social affairs
and culture
Public debate in Norway is extremely dynamic,
open and democratic. But there is still a great
imbalance between who does and who does not take
part in Norwegian public spheres. Important groups
have been more or less invisible.


There are differences of opinion between the Norwegian self-image on the
one hand, ie. those who consider Norway a demagogic, rebellious country with
diverging opinions, where everybody can take criticism and speak out, a country which
goes its own way and will not be forced into the conformal, streamlined Europe – and
on the other hand the real Norway, characterised by the Jante Law, very touchy when
it comes to criticism and with little headroom for open debate where people can agree
to differ amicably.
Today, as in 1933 when the writer Aksel Sandemose put it into words, the Jante Law
renders a fair picture of Norwegian mentality. The ten tenets law, published in the
novel “En flyktning krysser sitt spor“ (A fugitive crosses his tracks), gives according to
Sandemose a fair picture of “man’s innate wickedness and ability to oppress his fel-
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lowman”. It is the recipe for how to keep people with different opinions down and
how to cultivate conformity and consensus. It is an attitude seen today in integration
policy when we don’t spontaneously like the “stranger” struggling to find a footing
amongst us. The Jante Law says;
1. You shall not think that you are special.
2. You shall not think that you are as worthy as us.
3. You shall not think that you are wiser than us.
4. You shall not imagine that you are better than us.
5. You shall not think that you know more than us.
6. You shall not think that you are greater than us.
7. You shall not think that you are good at anything.
8. You shall not laugh at us.
9. You shall not think that we care about you.
10. You shall not think that you can teach us anything.
The former agricultural nation – where the independent smallholder, living at
a safe distance from his nearest neighbours, was the ideal – is still a country of
diverging opinions. Norwegian terms often seem to be the only legitimate terms for
discussing Norwegian affairs. Only seldom are we capable of seeing ourselves from the
outside, although we are so narcissistic that foreigners’ description and characterisation of the Norwegian race is a favourite topic in Norwegian media. I am tempted
to rewrite former prime minister Gro Harlem Brundtland’s (Labour Party) national
slogan in connection with the Olympic Games in Lillehammer; “It’s typically Norwegian to be good” to “It’s good to be typically Norwegian”.

In some ways, this is the self-awareness of a country describing itself as a “humanitarian power”, as a “world champion in aid” and as a country wishing (despite a strong
structural discrimination of, for example, the handicapped and ethnic minorities) to
be “the world’s most inclusive society”, according to prime minister Jens Stoltenberg
(Labour Party) in his New Year’s address to the nation. Norwegian self-image is selfawareness within a kindness regime, as the historian Terje Tvedt put it.
We love the state so much that any criticism of the expansive welfare state is regarded
as a destructive attack on collective problem solving. Therefore initiating and following through hard, critical discussions of how welfare schemes and the health and
social sector function can be difficult because calling attention to problems is interpreted as resistance to public welfare in general. Love of the state may explain some of
the mentality which can still make it trying – or maybe mostly strange – to show or
thematise or discuss one’s religiousness in the public sphere in Norway, whether one
is Catholic, low church Protestant or Muslim. The reason for this is that we have a
public religious system, a State church which takes care of our faith and our philosophy of life! Religion is a task for the state – even though the state-controlled Church
is slowly being disestablished.
With this background it is striking how powerful and great the will to discuss is in

a country like Norway. The number of emails to print media and the website debates
show this in full measure. But the yearning for consensus and conformity is also
strong. Being anxious about criticism is an integral part of our general mentality, we
curb our feelings and we want to push any unpleasantness or conflicts under the carpet instead of facing them squarely.
Norwegians often become anxious if people get angry about what somebody says, and
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if a debate engages a great many people. They fear that something is going wrong.
This mentality dominated the controversy over the Mohammad cartoons which were
first published in the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten in September
2005. There are strong forces – religious and others – that want to limit
the public sphere to this kind of expression. But «A human society
Knut Olav Åmås is Culture
without conflict would be a society not of friends, but of ants,» wrote
and Op-Ed Editor in Aftenthe Austrian-British philosopher Karl Popper in The Open Society and
posten. He started out in the
Its Enemies. Powerful meetings and clashes between values, principles
paper as a part-time commenand visions have been the driving force behind development of societator in 2005 and was made
ty – in Norway as well – and many solutions have been negotiated with
op-ed editor in 2006. In Octothe assistance of discussions in the public sphere.
ber 2008 he became head of
So let’s get back to who is and who is not present in the public the culture and debate section
sphere in Norway. In my paper, Aftenposten, we have tried to rectify of the paper. He was awarded
the imbalance with regard to who takes part in the public debate – that Den store journalistprisen in
applies to ethnic minorities as well as to other groups which have kept 2007 for his achievement as
in the background – but we still have a long way to go. Diversity in the commentator and editor and
columns is a daily struggle and a problem.
for having created a more
dynamic and interesting curThere are a number of groups whose interest we consider it particularrent debate on social affairs in
ly important to arouse, thereby enabling them to take an active part in
Norway. Knut Olav Åmås
the current debate on social affairs. I have already mentioned ethnic
majored in philosophy and has
minorities. Close to ten per cent of Norway’s population have an etha PhD in media science from
nic minority background and the integration debate is given high prithe University of Bergen. He
ority by politicians, organisations, media and the general public alike.
has written or edited a dozen
However, ethnic minority persons’ own opinions have been absent in
books, among them Det stille
many media. They are often used as a case in news reporting, but
alvoret (The Quiet Seriousmostly only in restricted cases, ie. when the subject is their own situaness), Ludwig Wittgenstein i
tion as a minority. And most often the main point has been quite proNorge (Ludwig Wittgenstein
blematising. We are therefore pleased to see that over the last few years
in Norway 1913-1950) 1994,
new and completely different minority writers have appeared on the
Norsk homoforskning
scene, among them the medical student Mohammad Usman Rana
(Lesbian and gay research in
(who won Aftenposten’s essay competition in 2009 with his piece on
Norway) 2001, Mitt liv var
“secular extremism in Norway”), the Norwegian-Syrian writer Sara
draum (My life was dream)
Azmeh Rasmussen and the IT entrepreneur Shahzad Rana – people
2004, Verdien av uenighet
who have become national opinion leaders in their fields.
(The value of disagreement).
Of other groups in that part of Norwegian society which we have tried Debatt og dissens i Norge
to give column space to over the last few years, I should like to menti- (Debate and dissension in
on young people. As the first Norwegian newspaper, Aftenposten Norway) 2007, Hvem er
has since 2005 had a much read and talked about page called Si ;D hvem (Who is who) 2008 and
(“Say It” in Norwegian), where young people can discuss issues of Norge, en diagnose (Norway,
importance to them. Others include people with psychiatric problems a diagnosis) 2008.
and prison inmates as well as religious groups outside the Norwegian
State church, whether they are Christians or belong to other religious
groups. Even in an egalitarian country like Norway, with a relatively
“weak” capital city, it has been a challenge to draw people and groups from outside
Oslo and outwith the élite of the capital’s decision-making circles to the columns to
express their opinions in writing.
There are another two groups in society which do not come under the general

term “minorities”, but which in practice are just that when it comes to participation
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in the current debate on social affairs. Here we have also tried to work systematically
during the last few years;
Firstly, it is necessary to open up our newspaper columns to the opinions and writings
of ordinary members of society to a greater extent. (The debates that have taken place
on websites in the last few years have been a source of inspiration to the printed
press.) Giving ordinary, unknown citizens space in our paper has in a number of cases
lead to contact with publishing houses and lately also to the publishing of their books.
The Oslo-based grandmother Tove Steinbo is an example of this, she published
a book titled Hva er galt med Norge? (What is wrong with Norway?) prior to the
parliamentary elections in 2009.
Secondly, the balance between the sexes in the Norwegian public sphere must be
improved, there is still a significant, marked imbalance in this field. An opinion poll
conducted by Retriever, a media monitoring firm, in the summer of 2009 showed that
Aftenposten was the “best” of the major newspapers with
In Aftenposten we 28 per cent women represented in the opinion pages over a
period, while both the tabloids, VG and Dagbladet, had only
have a definite goal: half of that. The result is not much to brag about for either of
papers. Although the situation reflects a deeper trend in
Each week we shall the
the current debate on social affairs, and although women are
have at least 40 percent in fact much less active on their own initiative and say no
thank you more often when asked to participate, I don’t think
of either sex on print in we can avoid this; It is the responsibility of the media and the
the opinion pages. editors, in their capacity as gate keepers, as directors of a significant part of what takes place in the public sphere, to compensate this imbalance. Even if one might think there is something in the more or less
speculative hypotheses that women are less conflict-oriented and less polarising, and
that they will therefore at times evade the media logic of strong current debates on
social affairs, we cannot get away from the fact that the imbalance is untenable. The
uninvited texts we receive every day show exactly the same imbalance. Therefore we
must also ask; Do any of the debates filling our pages seem particularly irrelevant to
women? How can we visibly change that situation in a short period of time? The fact
is that neither we nor our critics are willing to allow us much time.
In Aftenposten we have tried to meet the challenge and do something about the imbalance by setting down a definite goal; Each week we shall have at least 40 per cent
of either sex on print in the opinion pages. That means that we must think twice every
time we accept or reject an article and we must be more aggressive in acquiring – ie.
requesting – articles. We are, as I write this, also considering inviting readers to take
part in an essay competition for women only. The idea will probably be debated and
consequently spotlight the gender imbalance in the Norwegian public sphere.
What are the strategies we have been using over the last few years to enlarge and
diversify the debating and trend-setting media sphere with regard to external voices?
There is no hocus-pocus about this, only systematic work has given definite results –
though not as good as we had hoped. But then there is not just one solution, but a
whole package of measures which collectively must bring about changes. Let me point
out some of them;

We must take the initiative to visit the groups we want to reach – get in touch with
them, be curious about them, find out who those we communicate with know and
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thus try to discover what “turns on” the milieu and where its foremost interests lie. It
is also necessary to actively take part in society, especially outside the journalistic
circles and the news world, and to be a visible representative of one’s medium. Say yes
when asked to make introductions or give talks in communities which might have
something to contribute with, get your name on the mailing lists of as many institutions and organisations as possible and keep a close eye on their websites. The first
premise of creating more exciting public spheres is a broad base of ideas, and that is
also a prerequisite to be able to gather and shape the public spheres through editorial strategies and will-power.
Some people come back, time and again, by themselves, and they are always ready to
capture a place in the public sphere – while others have to be enticed, cultivated and
helped forward. They may have to be motivated to take part in the first instance, and
their writings will have to be re-read and re-edited a number of times. It is vital to use
the necessary resources – and to look carefully at the untidy and incomplete manuscripts which editorial offices receive unasked on a daily basis. There are many unpolished pearls to be found there. They don’t shine of their own accord.
Being successful in finding a few voices from a minority group, you will be plea-

sed to notice a self-strengthening trend; When a group gets noticed a little, that leads
to the same group getting noticed even more. Once you have published material from
one community, there will be more coming from similar communities. It’s the cumulative effect.
It is also my experience that it is very important to be visible in the debate section, to
give people someone they can identify themselves with. That way it is an advantage to
be op-ed editor and commentator at the same time – and thus be a visible participant
in the current debate on social affairs. Occasionally though, one of our readers questions whether one person should be in charge of both sections, because then you will
have to say yes or no to debate contributions which you, as an opinion maker, either
agree with or disagree with. That cannot be avoided when you are the gate keeper, and
it is objections that sharpen your ability to evaluate. So it is important to face the discussions about priority and the profile of the paper, in the columns, in print and on
the websites. Aftenposten has a weekly Leserforum (a readers’ debating forum) where
the readers can get answers and comments to any questions they may have as to how
we think and what our priorities are. It is particularly important to allow opinions
contrary to the paper’s own editorials and the viewpoints of its commentators.
So why should we make newspaper content more diverse? Because the media has
a spotlight function bringing some things out into the open while others are hidden
in the shadows. Because debates can influence the forming of opinions and politics,
ie. influence what kind of society we get. Then what is included and what is excluded
matters. The democratic mobilisation for public discussions thus becomes one of the
most important community functions the media can undertake to fill. And that is
why the public spheres must aim to be more representative and reflective. Although
the Norwegian current debate on social affairs is relatively egalitarian and open, it is
still somewhat top-heavy at times. Making it really broad, which we have tried to do
in Aftenposten, might reduce the gap between what Thorbjørn Jagland (Labour
Party), Speaker of the Norwegian Parliament at the time, in an op-ed essay not long
ago called “the media-constructed reality” and “the real reality” – ie. the reality most
people can identify themselves with. Then we can succeed in bringing more stories
from peoples’ everyday lives, about normality, about all the things that function in
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society and culture, about the successes – in the middle of our dominating media
logic which is constructively conflict-seeking and problem-oriented.
These are the reasons why it is actually significant who does write – because those who
write determine what is being said and how it is said. And in some instances, who does
the writing is crucial for anything to be written at all, not least when it comes to spotlighting taboo subjects in Norwegian society, such as loneliness, ADHD, prostitution,
mental illness, different kinds of abuse and abortion – examples of discussions of a
socio-political character which have been important to us over the last few years.
The dream of a culture and op-ed editor is to receive a strong, personal text, deba-

ting a fundamentally important subject, from an unknown person who knows how to
write. We always accept material from individuals – never from organised groups. We
never accept a text because it represents a group, but because the text, written by one
or more individuals, is well written and significant.
And we do receive manuscripts – they flood our email inbox every day, all year round.
On an annual basis we get as many as 30 000 texts to our main sections only. Approximately 100 texts come daily to the “letters to the editor“ section, while half of that
comes to the youth section, Si ;D. In all our formats we try to find a balance between
texts which create debate and texts which can stand alone as knowledge-based information. Around nine out of ten texts are refused every day due to lack of space, but
we are in the process of obtaining a higher degree of first publication on the internet
of material not included in our printed publications. In order to tempt an even greater number of serious debaters to take part in the web discussions, we are experimenting with forums requiring people to give their full name to write. We must continue
to improve the website debates – they contribute vastly to making the current debate
on social affairs more lively and vibrating, despite the fact that also net-based groups
have their “élites” and regulars. Anyway, I am convinced that any debate, including the
web debate, gets better when moderated, edited and actively nursed and cultivated.
Sure enough, there is a lot of rationality in the social media’s collective responsibility
for editing, but when everybody can be their own editor, and almost no one understands what it involves, someone must take charge. We who work in newspapers must
take control and ensure that the best web debates are to be found on our websites. We
must, through the efforts of our staff and the “rating” of our readers, employ more
resources to continually moderate and strengthen the web debates by separating the
good material from the poor.
This can all be done. By doing it, the web debates will get better and contribute to

raising the quality of the print debates. At the same time we let the best qualities of
the print debates influence the web debates. We will see new ways of interaction
between printed papers and the web in the time to come – especially in connection
with how we take part in and use social media like Twitter. As culture and op-ed editor, I weekly receive ideas and input from Twitter which become stories and articles,
and I use this social medium to give a cross section of culture and debate in the paper.
Being a competent navigator in the information society nowadays does not only
mean to add on to and add on to, it also means to be selective and to deduct. The need
to give the public thoroughly edited and carefully prepared debates is one part of this
picture. It also means that we shouldn’t just function as a mailbox, we should actively compensate the imbalances which are to be found in our in trays. If not, the discussions would be more elitist and top-heavy than what they are today – even though the
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current debate on social affairs is more dynamic and egalitarian in Norway than in
any other country I know of. If that’s not the case on TV, it certainly is so in the papers.
This means that it is actually necessary to weed out some male executives over fifty
living in Oslo. It is necessary to weed out some of the obvious lobbyists and those who
communicate with public authority representatives only – over the heads of the
readers.
Over the last few years we have done a lot to improve the opinion pages, and we

have been successful, but we still have to make the articles in the opinion pages broader and more unexpected, socially as well as geographically. In fact; Offer space to those
who see Norway from a different angle than what the journalists do, who write
differently, whose texts cannot be cut from the end of the manuscript, and who use
different words when talking about the new Norway which is emerging.
At first glance this might seem trivial and un-controversial, but it is nothing of the
kind. In Aftenposten we have faced and we are still facing opposition and are criticised
for some of what we do to create a greater diversity in the opinion writings. We are
accused of being ”politically correct” and of discrimination which obviously must
impair the quality. Call it discrimination if you like – the
point is to set down definite, binding goals for diversity,
The dream of an op-ed
whether it concerns gender or whether there are other factors
editor is to receive a
involved. And the enforced diversity does not impair quality
– there are more than enough new voices out there. We just
strong, personal text,
have to find them.

debating a fundamentally
It is at the same time clear that to recruit new pens and faces
to the public sphere does create problems. For one thing, they
important subject, from
must learn to write and to communicate their messages in
an unknown person who
an efficient, accessible and engaging way. Another thing is the
fact that new groups often involve themselves in issues of
knows how to write.
conflict and polarised discussions which can make it quite
taxing to stand up in the public sphere with opinions and
evaluations. Then, the thing is to make new writers see it this way: they have to don a
suit of armour and play a role, fill a function in the public sphere – so that they don’t
get the feeling that it is them personally who are at stake. That makes it easier for them
to handle fierce discussions, in which one often is abused and misunderstood. It takes
time to get used to this, even for the more experienced commentators. It is, however,
among our most essential duties as media people – to expose, not hide, conflicts. Conflict is normal, it is not wrong. It is in any case demanding for an individual to be in
the middle of a debate on, for example, religion or gender, which always brings out
strong feelings and high temperatures. Some who experience this, take fright and back
out. We have seen that in connection with Norwegian Muslims and Norwegian Jews
– both groups have had a hard time in the public sphere lately.
Nevertheless, although a debate can be very polarised and fierce in the short term, it
almost always turns out to be constructive in the long term. So we have to grin and
bear it, and make our writers do the same. In the capacity of editor, it is important to
be supportive and to offer advice.
Aftenposten’s debates, which have become more open, have had an impact on

other Norwegian newspapers. We are being copied and imitated – and are proud of
it. This is happening at a time when more and more Norwegian media give more and
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more space to debate and employ their own debate editors. For some newspapers
which don’t have a lot of resources, the external opinion writings become a “cheap”
way of filling the pages of their papers. It is not so for the rest of us – on the contrary.
The material is demanding to work with for those with ambitions to leave a mark on
society. The editing requires considerable resources in connection with linguistics,
checking of facts and adaptation. Contact with other editorial offices to get them to
follow up debate articles with reportage is also time-consuming, as is the interaction
between web and paper. But there are advantages.

We must convey that the columns are actually open to more than those who with the
greatest ease occupy them. A new and surprising problem which has emerged lately is
the forming of clearly defined opinion élites even in the ethnic minority environments in Norway. It is of course a sign of integration that élites are formed – but it is
also a signal for the media to search further and wider. There are lots of young,
Norwegian men with a Pakistani background out there. But where are the Christian
African women? And where are the Hindus? Where are the Vietnamese, one of the
most successfully integrated groups in Norway?

One advantage with opinion articles is the fact that they have potential to function
as media criticism – by their subjects, style or simply because they have not been
written by journalists or editors – especially when the debate articles go against the
streamlined and the expected. We who work in the media are
Journalism is to expose dearly in need of media criticism from the outside world, in
no way are we or anyone else in the business able to do that
conflicts and problems in ourselves. And we are not even duly thankful for this critiMedia environments are often very thin-skinned when
society so that they can be cism.
it comes to criticism, a spinal reflex says that someone wants
resolved and dealt with. to take charge and censor. Yes, there are definitely those who
wish to direct us who work in the media, but most people
Journalism is to see. only wish to openly discuss, criticise and influence. To accept
media criticism and give it column space, in fact to cultivate
it, is the responsibility of the media. Criticism reduces the danger of abuse of power,
and it enhances the possibility of more media getting a stronger vote of confidence
from their readers, viewers and listeners. Not the other way around, as some seem to
believe.

It is going be one of my most difficult tasks as culture and op-ed editor to increase
further participation of ethnic minority persons in the media in order for them and
society’s majority groups together to make future central debates more relevant and
realistic; Debates about value and identity, about who we are and who we wish to be,
debates about religion and society where traditional thinking is opposed to reformed
faith and secular thinking in several religions, discussions about schools and higher
education and the development of the entire knowledge society, the great politicaleconomic debate about what we are to live on in the next few decades and our place
in international society.

That is why it is so important that we in Norwegian media regularly and with a critical eye discuss the picture we paint of minority groups thoroughly – otherwise we will
lose what we have gained by making them take active part in the current debate on
social affairs. It is for instance striking to see how many more of the Norwegian Muslims take part in the public debate in this last round of the cartoon controversy compared to four years ago, in 2006. There are many new voices, many more spokesmen,
not to mention more people who speak for themselves only. This is a good sign. Besides, conflicts and disagreements have come out in the open in Muslim and other
minority environments, so that media has now for example stopped talking about
”the Muslim environment” in the singular. This progress and the change have led to
a more nuanced debate, but it is still a difficult one.
However, it is still a problem in the interaction between media and ethnic minority
people that many of them are labelling themselves by wanting to write about religion
and integration only. Integration into Norwegian society will have come a long way
when minorities take part as citizens in discussions on any subject.

My experience as an editor tells me that many readers are getting pretty fed up with
the media cultivating celebrities, with unordinary people relating their very ordinary
stories in weekend editions and magazines. The readers would rather that ordinary
people relate unordinary stories – or simply ordinary stories. The same goes for what
the readers themselves write in the opinion pages and in the other external culture
pages.

Journalism is to be in opposition. Journalism is to expose conflicts and problems in
society so that they can be resolved and dealt with. Journalism is to see. The question
then is what do we see. Journalism is to use words. That is the impotence of journalism. But it is also its power. Because words are action – sometimes constructive, at
other times not quite so constructive. They are unfortunately often of no importance
whatsoever. That is the greatest danger of journalism – the enormous production of
text that isn’t read. Because information is not knowledge, and there is not a good
journalistic language which is independent of knowledge. It is absolutely decisive to
realise this, especially in connection with the debates about values and identity that lie
ahead.
As the writer Jens Bjørneboe said shortly before he died; “What is most important for
a writer today is to get words to have meaning again”.
That challenge also applies to the significant external contributions to opinion-forming journalism.

Consequently, we who work in the media business should signal that we do not
primarily want to hear the most extreme voices of the minority groups, but that we
should like to hear the voices of those who are well-informed, wise and representative. I think the fact that we have not been able to communicate this is one of the
reasons for ethnic minorities nearly always blaming media’s destructive function in
debates concerning integration and religion. I have myself observed this in a number
of discussions, in and outside the columns.
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Qualified commentary by Lena Mellin
Political commentator and
Deputy Publisher Aftonbladet, Stockholm

The Art
of writing a
Commentary
One basic requirement for a commentary, column
or analysis of the news is that it should convey
something over and above what the news articles
contain. Otherwise it is unnecessary.


I became head of the social affairs editorial team at Aftonbladet in 1985
– so I should really have retired long ago. Having the same job for such a long time is
probably not good for you.
However, I have always had an enjoyable time and that is probably because I have
always been offered opportunities to develop.
One stage in this development was when my boss, the then Editor-in-Chief of Aftonbladet, Thorbjörn Larsson, told me that I should analyse, put into perspective, creep
right in behind the headlines and write in a rather more personal way. As well as
having a larger byline. My colleague, Olof Brundin, now Head of Information at
Schibsted Sweden, decided that, in it, I should be wearing a blue denim shirt, using a
yellow ballpoint pen and that the wind should be blowing through my hair.
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That was in 1994, ahead of Sweden’s approaching General Election. I think. Taking
note of, and memorising, changes in my own life – that is not one of my strongpoints.
It is much easier with other people’s.
As I remember it, the articles were fairly short in the beginning. Possibly because I
found the assignment hard-going. Possibly because I did not want to spread myself
out too thinly. Possibly because I felt I was walking on thin ice. Because it is not particularly easy to take the step from the relative anonymity of news articles to become
visible – and to put yourself on show.
A normal news article suffers from a type of supposed objectivity. All relevant parties
should be got hold of; the interviewee should be responsible for any value judgements
in the text, not the author. It bears all the features of inviolability.
But as everyone who has been involved in our profession for more than a few hours
knows, it is not possible to write anything other than one very simple news article –
of the type ”Lorry drove into bridge” – without forming an understanding of the subject. If so, you won’t know what should come first in the article or what should be
screened out from the collected material.
You do not have an angle unless you make value judgements. And without an angle
there is no article. Or at any rate a very poor one.
A news analysis, or a column, does not suffer from optical objectivity. The identity of the sender is made clear right from the editing stage. Whatever the subject of the
column, the content has clearly been filtered through and by the writer.
That is an important difference from a normal news article. But there are others too.
A good commentary should be the reader’s guide in already familiar territory (since
it rarely or never contains what, in everyday terms, we call news). But the writer and
reader are making new discoveries together there, not just seeing things that are
already familiar.
One basic requirement for a commentary, column or analysis of the news is, of course, that it should convey something over and above what the news articles contain.
Otherwise it is unnecessary.
A news article is profoundly dependent on the interviewees having something to
say, preferably something interesting. But sometimes that is just not enough if the
readers are to be given qualified information. For some reason, the people involved do
not relate everything, so the newspaper does not make it the whole way despite having
good reason to believe that it knows more than the interviewee feels like saying.
One simple example from the world of politics: an unfortunate state of affairs is
exposed, for which the government can be held responsible. In its rhetoric, the
government obviously plays down the unfortunate state of affairs. In this case, the
same is done by the opposition which had been in the government position when the
decision was pushed through, so it does not want to exploit the situation in the same
way as it would if the situation had only been down to the sitting government.
But this is a scandal that has broken out. And in that case someone has to come out
and call it a scandal. The initiated commentator can do this if no one else volunteers
to do so.
Some people suffer from the misconception that the news columnist sits in his or
her study and ”thinks out” the analysis. The brain is switched to ”On” and some hours
later it outputs a ready-processed article. That is totally incorrect. Writing a news
column requires the same footwork as a normal news article. You have to interview
people but have the advantage of doing this in the form of background conversations
in which the interviewee knows in advance that his or her name will not appear in the
article.
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They also have the chance to assist with assignments which they, for some reason,
have no wish to front up. That often makes the columnist happy.
Obviously that demands source criticism and fact checking. Otherwise the sources
might come out with anything at all – then it will be in the newspaper
how stupid and wrong it all is. That type of source criticism applies to
all journalists and the details become no more remarkable from their
Lena Mellin is Sweden’s most
being written in a news column.
influential political commenOver to the interesting question: Why should a newspaper,
tator. She is a political comwhether in paper or digital format, a TV station or a radio channel
mentator, Aftonbladet’s social
keep on news columnists?
affairs editor-in-chief and
As with so much else in journalism it seems to have begun in the world
deputy Publisher at Aftonblaof sport. In the Swedish media, at least, even during the time I was
det. She has been a reporter,
growing up, there was someone who personified sport. Who went to
news manager and political
all of the major tournaments, galas and Olympic Games. With whom
commentator at the newspaper
the reader experienced the event.
since 1994, and head of AftonIn my parental home, we always read Tecknar-Anders on the sports
bladet’s social affairs editorial
pages of the Svenska Dagbladet newspaper. He commentated on curteam since 1985. Books: she
rent sporting events in a good-natured, teasing manner in text and
has worked on several
drawings. Torsten Ehrenmark on the Dagens Nyheter causerie page
anthologies of Swedish politic.
”Namn och Nytt” (Names and News) was another favourite. He was a
foreign correspondent but also had his own column and it was there,
in his causeries, that we got to know the really interesting things that
were happening in the country in which he was temporarily located. Not just what the
Prime Minister or the head of the national bank had to say.
TV reviews are a form of column that are almost as old as TV transmissions themselves and something that a newspaper with ambition would find it difficult to do
without.
To my mind, as has been shown previously, a commentary on the news acts like a
map. A well informed writer places a news event in its context, offers perspective, asks
questions – but does not perhaps supply all the answers.
The writer’s skill is the central feature. With a bigger byline, you are expected to be a
little sharper, offer a little more. That expectation is shared by both your employer and
your readers.
However, it is not easy to be sharp without knowing the subject you are writing about.
Without solid ground under his or her feet, the writer is likely to become a little more
anxious and more tentative in his or her formulations. Ask me, I know.
But a news column should also be well written. Knowing how to insert full stops and
use capital letters and use words that are not part of the very most basic vocabulary
are all part of it.
In a world in which anyone at all can start up a blog and share his or her views
with the whole world, a news column needs to be both well informed and well written. Otherwise, it has no – or at least very little – raison d’être. In that case, the reader
might just as well turn to his or her favourite blogger instead.
Now I am not saying this to disparage the blogosphere. There are interesting, knowledgeable and well written blogs. But there are also an infinite number that are not.
My own for example.
So – to the actual formulation of the text. As regards being read, the most important things are obviously the headline, the picture and the layout. Unfortunately,
many editors have a much too deferential attitude to articles on the editorial page, the
culture department and columnists on the news sections. It is as if all of the normal
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requirements of the profession disappear when articles of this type are being made
up. (obviously, not always but surprisingly often).
Instead of a headline, a superscript is often made up along the line of ”Hope ignited”,
”Prime Minister worried” or something equally meaningless. Headlines that would
never be accepted anywhere else in the newspaper.
Instead of a powerful statement a minimal amount of time is spent on looking out an
image suitable for the context.
That is wrong. The publisher has chosen to have analysis columns in the newspaper
for a reason. It may be right or wrong but some thought has gone into it. And in that
case, the same high standards should be set for headlines, choices of images and layout as in the rest of the newspaper.
The columnist ought to put more work into the preamble. Sometimes, of course,
news columns are composed without a preamble. However, that does not prevent the
writer from introducing the article with an introductory paragraph in any case. In my
opinion, it ought always to be concise, preferably humorous, preferably perplexing,
which absolutely invites the reader to study the rest of the text.
Preambles are also excellent tools of the trade. If someone is unable to write a preamble then that person probably ought not to write the article either. Both the subject
and the angle will then be unclear.
For my part, I like ending the preamble with a question – a deadly sin when I was
studying journalism at university. That takes the reader by the hand – the columnist
and the reader then together make their way further to the text in which the reader, it
is to be hoped, obtains at least one, perhaps several, answers to the question.
The columnist has an easier time of it in comparison with the writer of a normal news
item. As a columnist, it is possible to start right at the beginning and insert a full stop
when it is finished. A normal news reporter seldom has that freedom – according to
the unwritten rules of the profession, that person has to write the newest details first
and end with the background.
Personally, I write quite quickly once I have finally gathered together the basic
material for the article. It rarely takes any more than half an hour to get the first version together. However, that is not what will eventually be submitted for publication.
I usually let the text rest for a while before I read through it again. Then I spruce up
the text with one or a few radical formulations which might not have been included
right at the start. The eighth deadly sin for a journalist is to bore the reader.
If the reader actually reads right through to the end, I believe that he or she deserves
a present. It might be a colourful summary of the text. A telling formulation. Or a
question directed towards someone who is relevant in that context. Quite simply,
some form of gilt edging.
I think the same requirements should be set for facts in an analysis of a news story
or in a column, as for a news article. Perhaps even stricter requirements since the text
is otherwise personally nuanced.
But overloading a text with too many figures and perhaps complex facts is never
much fun – for the writer or the reader. For that reason, I believe that the news analysis or column might very well be accompanied by news graphics and facts boxes.
Then the writer can still write easily and informally in the text itself while the readers
are also being invited in to study the facts on which the article is based. In addition,
this gives the readers the opportunity to draw their own conclusions – and these are
not always necessarily to the advantage of the columnist or news analyst. The reader
might come to completely different conclusion and then the writer is guaranteed to
get to hear it loud and clear. And not just once.
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How does one become listened to by both ordinary readers and the innermost

circles of power?
My own ambition has never been to be appreciated by the innermost circles of power.
Aftonbladet is a mass distribution newspaper with 2.5 million readers every day in
paper format and on the Net. They are, and must be, my target group. There are those
who pay for the newspaper – and those who generate traffic on the Internet.
If the readers appreciate what you write, I also think that you will get Members of Parliament, the political appointees in the Cabinet Office and perhaps one minister or
another into the bargain.
In that way, politics and journalism are quite alike. To become someone who counts,
we are dependent on a lot of people liking us, buying us or voting for us.
Being read in palaces and hovels is something of a process of osmosis. The communicating vessels are more or less as follows: The editors take note of the fact that the
readers value the columnist. The columnist is placed higher up on the website and
more prominently in the newspaper.
The political elite, the world’s best blotting paper for changes in the power balance
(however insignificant they may appear), take note of it. Note is also taken of the
number of article commentators on the Internet. The more there are the clearer it
seems to the politician, or his or her co-workers, that this is a writer with whom they
must form a relationship. Whether or not they want to.
It makes extra work for them. The parties are more than happy to see their opponents
being given a well-earned telling off by the columnist. But, for their own part, they
want to smooth things over. Under the motto ”if you can’t beat them, join them”,
therefore, the columnist is furnished with background information and perhaps a
lunch or two. The purpose is quite transparent, the columnist should feel specially
chosen and therefore be a little more friendly in tone towards the party acting as host.
But (and they don’t even know this themselves) the information provided about the
opponents is often better, sharper and more interesting that that provided about their
own politics. Consideration is shown there. However, their treatment of their
opponents is frequently merciless.
Since all parties react in the same way, however, special treatment of the writer does
not have the intended effect. Everything remains more or less as before except that the
columnist becomes increasingly well-informed and therefore wins increased respect
among readers and the political elite.
There are two important exceptions to this. The people who write political analyses must be reasonably correct according to the players on the political stage.
They may not like what you write, and often don’t, since their specific party is obviously particularly misunderstood and especially roughly treated. However, they have
to respect you as a professional. Deep inside, they ought to think that you are right
even when you describe their party or interest group in critical terms.
Or as a co-worker of a previous Swedish Prime Minister once said. ”We did not like
what you wrote yesterday at all and what you wrote today is even worse, if that is possible. However, unfortunately, you are probably right.”
The second exception is even more important, if that is possible. In my world there is
nothing on the map to say that a political columnist should be led by the nose by
anyone. The tradition is somewhat different in other countries. For example, in the
USA, it is not regarded as shady if a columnist who is writing about politics, adopts
an attitude for – or against – a presidential candidate or a senator. In Sweden, that is
impossible – you would no longer be perceived as a journalist if that was the case, but
as a person involved in the debate or in propaganda.
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In other sectors of news journalism, too, particularly on the sports pages, the writer
can legitimately and openly support a football team and even sit on its board.
However, for someone who wants to enjoy respect within the field of political journalism, this is not possible. Personally, I have not even voted since I got my present job.
Certain people think that is a bit too ascetic. However, for me it is, and has been,
important to feel that I am free. I do not support one party in secret.
A journalist on an evening paper should have some of the traits of the village mongrel that barks a bit too loudly and shrilly at the postman and plumber. But who can
suddenly slink off round the corner and become completely silent without anyone
knowing why.
A journalist on an evening paper is unfaithful. And, in my opinion, that should also
apply to the columnist.
One interesting question is whether the columnist has commercial potential –
particularly for single-copy newspaper sales. Aftonbladet has a department in the
company which analyses billboards and front pages on a daily basis, from a commercial viewpoint. The purpose is to optimise sales of the newspaper.
According to them, it is seldom possible to sell the newspaper by means of a columnist on the front page or billboard. Very few names are commercially viable for selling
newspapers and then only in the right context – in other words, where precisely he or
she has a high level of credibility.
But staying there is to make things much too simple. Newspapers are not sold just on
the basis of the message on the front page or billboard. In the long term, the relationship between the newspaper and its readers is much more important to circulation
than individual sales messages to specific groups. The columnists are important in
creating that relationship. It does not matter if they are writing about politics, the
blues, golf or bridge. If the subject is perceived as being sufficiently important and the
writer as sufficiently knowledgeable, the columnists are the most important formers
of the relationship with the readers.
At any rate of the staff members who are visible to the readers. In reality, of course, it
is the editors who are the most important. Included in their duties is screening out the
right columnists and ensuring that they are given the right place, and the right space,
in the newspaper.
On the Internet things look a little different. It is politics and social issues that
engage readers online. That is quantifiable in the form of the number of comments
and blog contributions.
But the columnist is not so important there, at least not at Aftonbladet. I believe that the
principal explanation is what I touched upon earlier – the unnecessarily cautious headline composition that often carries over from the print newspaper. Internet readers get
going on good, interesting headlines. Feeble formulations are rejected immediately.
In the endeavour to make the Internet into a meeting place, the columnist obviously
has a role to play, I really do not want to say any more than that. They also form relationships there, although the volume of clicks depends on the headline.
A discussion for newspaper management will soon be how to manage the readers’
response to the columnist’s work. At Aftonbladet we have an internal policy that states that all reader emails should be answered. That shows a very generous and polite
attitude to its readers. If you write a letter, you should, of course, get a reply. Unfortunately this is quickly going to be completely unsustainable.
If we say that a column generates a hundred emails, then it would take several hours
to read and answer them. The emails seem to have reached their peak – their numbers
will not increase but neither will they decrease.
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At a time when many media houses are on shaky ground, when revenues are declining
and staff members are disappearing out through the door in order to make savings, it
would be unreasonable to use those who are left for responding to emails for several
hours a day.
This has to be organised in a more rational manner without damaging the relationship with the readers.
In my opinion I don’t think it is going to be possible any longer to call up an email
window by clicking on the name of the author, or on an envelope close to the byline,
on the Internet. Most readers know that email addresses are usually firstname.familyname@companyname.se. If the matter is sufficiently important they will also continue emailing in future. But the most spontaneous outbursts such as ”you bitch”,
”damned middle-class philistine” or ”communist devil” would disappear, to the
advantage also of the psychological work environment.
On the Aftonbladet website there is Snack (Chat) where readers are invited to comment upon articles in the newspaper. Naturally, the writer can also go in there and
respond to those comments. I believe I have a possible model for preserving close
contact with the readers without the writer having to answer each and every one in an
email that is only directed to one person.
On top of that, the writer should perhaps try a little harder with the answer or
answers, making things a little more interesting, while more readers than just those
who are emailing would also gain access to the writer’s reflections.
There is also a great deal for supervisors to consider regarding what happens to the
writer when that person, like me, moves from a more anonymous collective editorial
team to having a large byline and more space.
Although it is now a long time ago, I remember that the changeover was not a purely
positive experience. I – and not the newspaper – was expected to take responsibility
for the content. I – and not the newspaper – took the criticism. But I – and not the
newspaper – was also the one who got the praise.
Your duties may not change very greatly. But for the readers, you suddenly become
someone quite different. They are expected to make up their minds about you and
about the results of your work. And they do so – sometimes much too vehemently.
That can be difficult for the writer to handle and it can be good for the boss to recognise this.
And so now it should be time for that present, something to add piquancy at the
end, the gilt edging. Unfortunately, there isn’t any – for the simple reason that the sack
of presents is empty. I have nothing more to add.
Apart from something that is really rather obvious. It is a long time since printed
newspapers were in the business of the latest news. You do not buy – or subscribe to
– a newspaper to get to know the latest news. No – you buy it to find out more.
This is where the commentary has its place and it is important since people always
relate to other people. Sitting and looking at a newspaper with a small child is enough
to pick up on that. The small child becomes really pleased every time a picture of
another little child appears in the paper.
Translated into the reality of newspapers, this means that the readers relate to the
writers, and so that makes the columnists important.
However, most important of all is the fact that the entire newspaper is offering more.
We have to have the same goals as the Walt Disney empire – to exceed expectations.
Without that, no news analysis in the world is going to be of any help.
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The media revolution by Alan Rusbridger
Editor-in-Chief The Guardian, London

The vital question:
Does journalism
exist?
The internet has, of course, has had a dramatic
impact on the economics of newspapers. But it has
changed almost everything else as well. The whole
world is in the middle of a revolution.


Ask any British journalist who were their editor-heroes over the last 30 or 40
years and two names keep recurring. One is Harry Evans. The other is Hugh Cudlipp.
Why were they so admired? Because they seemed to represent the best of journalistic
virtues – courage, campaigning, toughness, compassion, humour, irreverence; a serious
engagement with serious things; a sense of fairness; an eye for injustice; a passion for
explaining; knowing how to achieve impact; a connection with readers. Even if you
missed their editorships – as I did with Hugh Cudlipp – both men wrote inspiring books
about journalism: about how to do it, but, more importantly, about why it mattered.
The one thing Cudlipp and Evans hardly ever wrote about was business models. For
one thing, they didn’t have to. They lived at an age where, if you got the editorial product right, money was usually not the burning issue. There was cover price and there
was advertising and – though, of course, there were many newspaper failures along
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the road – there was no great mystery about where revenues came from. Secondly,
they didn’t see that as their job. Their job was to edit great papers: other people worked out how to pay for it.
Yet the most common question most editors are now asked is: ”What’s the busi-

ness model?”
Of course, you know why people ask. Journalism may be facing a kind of existential
threat. Whether you are a 22-year-old thinking about a career in journalism, or a 45year-old wondering if your chosen calling will see you through to retirement, it’s the
question that nags away all the time. Insecurity is the condition of our journalistic age.
So it’s a vital question. At the same time it’s a kind of deadening question for journalists to be asking of other journalists. One – honest – answer is that no one can currently be sure about the business model for what we do. We are living at a time when
– as the American academic Clay Shirky puts it – ”the old models are breaking faster
than the new models can be put into place”.
And it’s a bit deadening because journalists are, as a rule, better at thinking about
journalism – including the most fundamental question of all, of whether there is such
a thing as journalism.
If you think about journalism, not business models, you can become rather excited
about the future. If you only think about business models you can scare yourself into
total paralysis.
Having said all that, I am going to begin by writing about one business model – in
part because it is even now coming down the slipway; in part because it so radically affects
some of the most stimulating ideas of what journalism is becoming, or could become.

The business model is that one that says we must charge for all content online. It’s the
argument that says the age of free is over: we must now extract direct monetary return
from the content we create in all digital forms.
Why I find it such an interesting proposition – one we have to ask, and which, typically, that great newspaper radical Rupert Murdoch, is forcing us to ask – is that it leads
onto two further questions.

• The first is about ‘open versus closed’. This is partly, but only partly, the same issue.
If you universally make people pay for your content it follows that you are no longer open to the rest of the world, except at a cost. That might be the right direction
in business terms, while simultaneously reducing access and influence in editorial
terms. It removes you from the way people the world over now connect with each
other. You cannot control distribution or create scarcity without becoming isolated
from this new networked world.

• The second issue it raises is the one of ‘authority’ versus ‘involvement’. Or, more crudely, ‘Us versus Them’. Again, this is similar to the other two forks in the road, but
not quite the same. Here the tension is between a world in which journalists considered themselves – and were perhaps considered by others – special figures of
authority. We had the information and the access; you didn’t. You trusted us filter
news and information and to prioritise it – and to pass it on accurately, fairly, readably and quickly. That state of affairs is now in tension with a world in which many
(but not all) readers want to have the ability to make their own judgments; express
their own priorities; create their own content; articulate their own views; learn from
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peers as much as from traditional sources of authority. Journalists may remain one
source of authority, but people may also be less interested to receive journalism in
an inert context – ie which can’t be responded to, challenged, or knitted in with
other sources. It intersects with the pay question in an obvious way:
does our journalism carry sufficient authority for people to pay –
both online (where it competes in an open market of information)
Alan Rusbridger is Editor-inand print?
Chief of The Guardian.
So I want to write about those three forks today. They are not, Previously he was a reporter,
I think, simply esoteric points about the choices facing one industry columnist, features editor and
– newspapers. If, like Hugh Cudlipp, you believe that journalism deputy editor of The Guaractually matters, has some kind of moral purpose and effect, then these dian. He is a member of the
are decisions of great significance to society as a whole.
board of Guardian News and
Media, of the main board of
Which – before we think about business models – is probably a good
the Guardian Media Group
moment to introduce the man who prompted the title of this essay.
and of the Scott Trust, which
Last autumn I was at a government seminar on the future of local
owns The Guardian. He is
newspapers when one of the participants suddenly interjected: ”I don’t
executive editor of The
believe in journalism.”
Observer, a visiting Fellow of
This was a very direct challenge to my general worldview, not to men- Nuffield College, Oxford, and
tion my job, so I sought out the person who had made it – a very inter- Visiting Professor of History at
esting man called William Perrin – a former Cabinet Office civil ser- Queen Mary, University of
vant who threw it all in to run a hyperlocal website reporting on the London. Since 2004 he has
area of London where the Guardian now lives – King’s Cross.
been Chairman of the National Youth Orchestra. He has
Perrin absolutely believes in the moral power and importance of what
written three children’s books
many of us might think of as journalism. But he isn’t a journalist, he
as well as being the co-author
doesn’t call it journalism and he is completely uninterested in the
(with Ronan Bennett) of a
monetary value of what he does. He finds other ways to pay his mortBBC drama, Fields of Gold.
gage. This is William Perrin:
Rusbridger received an Hono”I set up a very simple website in 2006 … to my surprise this thing rary Doctorate of Letters from
took off and has been very successful. In three or four years we have the University of Lincoln in
written 800 articles on King’s Cross and area a mile long by half a mile September 2009.
wide …The website we have used to drive campaigns on the ground.
We’ve run big campaigns against Network Rail, where we secured a
million pounds for community improvements. We used the website
again to take on Cemex, a multibillion-pound company … we took them on and we
won. We have about four people who write for the site, on average, there’s up to six,
but normally there’s about four of us writing. We all do it as a volunteer effort. It costs
us about £11 a month in cash, which is about three of four pints of beer ... we have a
very strong community of people around here who send us stuff. None of the people
who work with me are journalists. I’m not a journalist by any stretch of the imagination; it’s an entirely volunteer effort … What I do in my community some people label
journalism, – it’s a label I actually resist.”
Depending on your point of view, you may find that vision of new ways of connecting and informing communities inspiring or terrifying. I think it is both – but it is a
useful starting point to thinking about the value of journalism, in every sense of the
word ‘value’. And it is good to be forced to think at an even more basic level – about
what journalism is and who can do it.
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So, let’s begin by thinking about this question of what the direct value of content

is. It seems to be a subject on which no one can agree. Rupert Murdoch, who has in
his time flirted with free models and who has ruthlessly cut the price of his papers to
below cost in order to win audiences or drive out competition (”reach before revenue” as it wasn’t called back when he slashed the price of the Times to as low as 10p),
this same Rupert Murdoch is being very vocal in asserting that the reader must pay a
proper sum for content – whether in print or digitally. The New York Times announced
some month ago that it would be reinstating a form of pay wall around its
content. Casual readers will get the NYT for free. Repeat, or loyal, readers will be
expected to pay.
At the other end of the spectrum we have millions of William Perrins, beavering away
for free, not to mention a Russian oligarch and former KGB man, the owner of The Evening Standard Alexander Lebedev, who is experimenting with giving away everything for
free – in print and digital. He is junking the one tried and tested revenue model of people
handing over money for the printed paper. So there is no agreement among publishers,
never mind the public, as to whether journalism has a direct value in any form.
Many people would like Murdoch and the New York Times to succeed – who could
be against anything which could be relied on to support this thing which looks like
journalism well into the future?
Now, I happen to believe that Rupert Murdoch is a brave, radical proprietor who

has been a good owner of the Times and that he has often proved to be right when he
has challenged conventional thinking. But many people who similarly admire him
have nagging doubts about whether he’s right this time. The publisher of the New
York Times, Arthur Sulzberger Jr, has admitted that his own pay wall proposals are, to
some extent, ”a bet”. Full marks for honesty. What they’re doing is a hunch.
To put it another way, it may be right for the Times of London and New York, but not
for everyone. It may be right at some point for everybody in the future, but not yet.
There is probably general agreement that we may all want to charge for specialist,
highly-targeted, hard-to-replicate content. It’s the ”universal” bit that is uncertain.
Murdoch, being smart, knows better than most that a printed newspaper – a tightlyedited basket of subjects and articles – becomes a very different thing in digital form.
He will know the argument that says that in future you may be able to charge for
mobile, but not for desktops. That specialist information may have value, general
information little or none. The arguments hardly need rehearsing. We all know the
Walmart-Baghdad subsidy theory – that it is retail display advertising that pays for the
New York Times Iraq operation, not the readers.
On mobile, we’re all at the start of an experiment that is fascinating but un-

known. We had no clue what, if anything, to charge for the Guardian’s iPhone app
when we launched it at the end of 2009. We settled for £2.39 and sold 70,000 in the
first month. It’s one clue to the future, not an epiphany.
This year will see a fascinating struggle for dominance between the Kindle, the Sony
reader, Plastic Logic’s Que, the Skiff Reader and LG’s 19-inch bendy e-journal. They
may all have (if they don’t already) significant revenue opportunities. Things are
moving fast. Apple has, as we all have recently learned, launched the iPad.
That’s mobile, where different rules may well apply. Universal charging brings
different challenges. For universal charging to work, the argument goes, every news
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organisation would have to put all content behind a pay wall. One of the favourite
Murdoch arguments against the BBC is that – so long as it exists and is ”free” then that
makes it harder for commercial news organisations to charge, James Murdoch describes what the BBC does as ”dumping free, state-sponsored news on the market”. The
Murdochs would like the BBC to be drastically curtailed in order for their business
model to have a better chance of success.
Now, Australians sometimes find it easier to speak bluntly to fellow Aussies than

we Brits do. So I read with interest a recent speech by the head of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation – called ”Media after Empire” – by their director general,
Mark Scott.
The ”empire” in his title was not the British Empire, but old media empires. He used
his speech to rebut the notion that public broadcasting in Australia should have its
wings clipped to prop old media models up. Yes, it’s the same issue down under.
This is the speech you won’t hear from Mark Thompson – or indeed anyone in
British political or regulatory life:
”This old proprietorial model, long run by media barons, operated as a form of protection from harsh realities the business might otherwise have faced. They were still
vastly profitable ... The barons worked a variation of the J Paul Getty formula for
success: ”Rise early, work hard, strike oil”. TV, radio, newspapers were their oil …
Media policy amounted to not much more than a tawdry chaos of compromises
designed to appease these moguls.”
”Today they seem largely out of solutions – and instead challenge reality by seeking to
deny a revolution that’s already taken place by attempting to use a power that no longer exists, (and) by trying to impose on the world a law that is impossible to enforce.”
To Scott’s way of thinking, newspaper companies are facing dreadful problems because – in his haunting phrase – ”technology companies (have) continually outclassed the
content companies”.
”It would be wonderful to be able to present you with some blinding vibrant future for
the old media organisations … For newspapers, the last great hope now seems to be
something called Waiting for Rupert.”
Scott’s argument is it would be utterly wrong to hobble the one model that does
successfully produce distinguished and serious news journalism – publicly-funded
broadcasters – in order to sustain a failed business model.
A little digression about the BBC. I know it is regarded as an act of faith by some

that all print journalists should be baying for BBC blood, wanting it neutered or drastically reduced. I find it difficult to join that particular chorus for three reasons.
Firstly, look across the water to America, where newspapers are in as much trouble as
they are here. They have no public service broadcaster to speak of to contend with,
and yet they are still in desperate trouble. So you could do an awful lot of damage to
the BBC and still find you had not solved the problem of newspapers because it is
actually a worldwide challenge, not a specifically British one.
Secondly, as a citizen rather than competitor, I’m afraid to admit that I really like,
admire and respect the BBC – including, even, its website. Now, of course, there is
plenty to criticise – the BBC can be arrogant, hard to work with, complacent, needlessly expansionist and insensitive to the plight of their colleagues in the commercial
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sector. We need to agree, or understand, the limits of its expansion. But the BBC is
almost certainly the best news organisation in the world – the most serious, comprehensive, ethical, accurate, international, wide-ranging, fair and impartial. So I hesitate
to join the sometimes deafening chorus of BBC denigration, even though I suspect
the Guardian would undoubtedly thrive even better in the digital world were the
BBC’s website, in particular, to be curtailed.
Thirdly, there is another really excellent broadcaster with an irritatingly good news
website – Sky News. I have seen nothing to suggest that there is any intention to put
this website behind a pay wall. So, any British newspaper intending to charge for general content would have to contend – not only with the BBC – but with the free availability of a first rate Murdoch-owned general news service on the web. All the arguments about competition from a ‘free’ BBC online apply to a ‘free’ Sky News website.
So charging might be right for some bits of the Murdoch stable of media properties,
but is it right for all bits of his empire, or for everyone else? Isn’t there, in any case,
more to be learned at this stage of the revolution, by different people trying different
models – maybe different models within their own businesses – than all stampeding
to one model?
One difference between the Murdochs and most other people is that they already
have a digital business in this country – a highly successful and profitable one in Sky.

The Guardian is our digital business.
And it is a business, not a charity. The paper has always employed very talented and
driven commercial people. The move from Manchester to London was a tough business decision as much as an editorial one – and how right that was. Our first decade
of digital growth wasn’t subsidised by the Scott Trust – it was relatively modest and
covered by the profits of the paper.
And, before anyone makes the obvious point that we are trust-owned and lossmaking, let me make the equally obvious point that all the Scott Trust does is to
enable the Guardian to compete on the same more or less level playing field as a host
of other loss-making papers, whether their own cross-subsidies come from large
international media businesses, Russian oligarch billions or unrelated companies
within the same ownership or group.
As 2009 ground on there was no shortage of digital sceptics who were ready to call

time on the business of digital publishing – mainly on the grounds that search
engine optimisation (SEO) was bringing in readers who didn’t stay and who were
hard to monetise.
There was something in their critiques. The indiscriminate chasing of numbers will
do no good long term for any serious news organisation. And it is perfectly true that
2009 was a disappointing year for those who hoped for an unbroken pattern of
growth in digital advertising.
But to dismiss the potential growth of digital right now – on the basis of the worst
economic crisis since 1929 – may be a little premature.
Here’s Sir Martin Sorrell, head of WPP, and one of the most influential figures in
advertising anywhere in the world. He employs 140,000 people in 106 countries and
takes $60bn a year in billings, with revenues of $14bn. He makes weather in advertising, the same way as Murdoch does in print.
[ 40 ]
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”I would hope that within five years, so let’s say 2013, or something like that, we would
be at least one third in digital. We know that customers are spending 20% of time online. So if clients are spending 12% and consumers are spending 20% – and I’ve seen
some evidence to suggest they are spending more than 20% – then there’s a natural
gravitational pull to 20% of the budgets being spent online … my guess is that
when we get to a third of our business in 2014 we may very well want to up that
percentage to 40% or even 50%.”
Sorrell is not saying all this advertising is going to newspapers, and he has some sympathy for the pro-pay wall arguments. But he is signalling a steadfast belief that the
digital share of the advertising cake is going to grow very sharply and significantly.
My commercial colleagues at the Guardian – the ones who do think about business
models – are very focused on that, want to grow a large audience for our content and
for advertisers, and can’t presently see the benefits of choking
off growth in return for the relatively modest sums we think
In 50 years the Guardian
we would get from universal charging for digital content. Last
has grown from sending
year we earned £25m from digital advertising – not enough to
sustain the legacy print business, but not trivial. My commer650 copies abroad to
cial colleagues believe we would earn a fraction of that from
any known pay wall model.
becoming one of the
They’ve done lots of modelling around at least six different
eight most read newspay wall proposals and they are currently unpersuaded.
papers in the world.
They’re looked at the argument that free digital content cannibalises print – and they look at the ABC charts showing that
our market share of paid-for print sales is growing, not shrinking, despite pushing
aggressively ahead on digital. They don’t rule anything out. But they don’t think it’s
right for us now.
So, having said I wouldn’t talk about business models, I’ve said far too much. But
that’s because it’s difficult to ignore this particular business model in writing about
how the future of journalism is shaping up.
As an editor, I worry about how a universal pay wall would change the way we
do our journalism. We have taken 10 or more years to learn how to tell stories in
different media – ie not simply text and still pictures. Some stories are told most effectively by a combination of print and web. That’s how we now plan our journalism. As
my colleague Emily Bell is fond of saying we want it to be linked in with the web – be
”of the web”, not simply be on the web.

Some stories can be told in one sentence plus a link. Some journalists are fascinated
by the potential of the running, linked blog. Andrew Sparrow’s minute by minute blog
of Alastair Campbell’s appearance before the Chilcott inquiry was a dazzling example
of this new form of reporting, which relies on the ability to link out to sources and
other media, including original documents and even (in the lunch break) Campbell’s
own Twitter feed.
You can see journalists everywhere beginning to get all this.
Ruth Gledhill at the Times is, for me, an inspired example of how you can layer reporting – with the most specialist material in the blog (linked to yet more specialist
source material on the web – and the most general material in newsprint.) The paper
will carry a paragraph on a controversial sermon by the Bishop of Chichester. GledAnnual Report 2009 S T I F T E L S E N T I N I U S
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hill will explain its significance on her blog, and link to the full sermon for those who
want the source. Readers can then debate the text on the blog and follow other links.
It’s called through-editing.
Ben Brogan does something similar at the Telegraph, as he did in pioneering form at
the Mail previously. Robert Peston and Nick Robinson increasingly regard their blogs
as the spine of what they do at the BBC. That’s where they put the detail: the Ten
O’Clock News is the icing.
This, journalistically, is immensely challenging and rich. Journalists have never
before been able to tell stories so effectively, bouncing off each other, linking to each
other (as the most generous and open-minded do), linking out, citing sources, allowing response – harnessing the best qualities of text, print, data, sound and visual
media. If ever there was a route to building audience, trust and relevance, it is by
embracing all the capabilities of this new world, not walling yourself away from them.
Two further points about this fluid, constantly-iterative world of linked reporting and
response: first, many readers like this ability to follow conversations, compare multiple sources and links. Secondly, the result is journalistically better – a collaborativeas-well-as-competitive approach which is usually likely to get to the truth of things,
faster.
When I think about universal pay walls, I wonder how this emerging world of edi-

ting and writing would change. How would you handle a story like the Guardian’s
exclusive revelation that Google was about to drop censorship in China – a hugely
significant story that bounced around the world within seconds of us breaking it online at 11pm on January 12?
Had there been a universal pay wall around the Guardian that would have been a difficult story to handle.

• Wait and publish in print? But we knew that Google was about to post the story on
its own blog at 6pm Eastern.

• Publish digitally and hope that people would buy a day pass to read it? But in the
time it took to key in your credit card the essence of the story would have been Twittered into global ubiquity. It is one of the clichés of the new world that most scoops
have a life expectancy of about three minutes. A valuable three minutes for the FT
or the Wall Street Journal if it’s market sensitive information. Most people, with
most information, and without subscriptions paid for by their companies, are
happy to wait.
If you erect a universal pay wall around your content then it follows you are
turning away from a world of openly shared content. Again, there may be sound
business reasons for doing this, but editorially it is about the most fundamental
statement anyone could make about how newspapers see themselves in relation to the
newly-shaped world.

The internet has, of course, has had a dramatic impact on the economics of newspapers. But it has changed almost everything else as well. The whole world is in the
middle of a revolution. This may sound an old-fashioned thing to say, because it has
been true for at least 10 years. Things are still changing overwhelmingly and fast; in
part, because the first digital generation is still growing up.
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There’s been one change so big and obvious in the last decade that we may not have
noticed it: the new media have disappeared. They are just media now: the means
through which our world must be experienced. No one under 25 can remember a
world without them. Everything shows up on screens, from the big ones we sit in front
of all day at work to the small ones on the phones with which we spend our leisure
hours – when they’re not sending us emails.
These screens give us very much more than written words, and they change the ways
we understand the world – from text to multimedia; from linear to hypermedia; from
passively absorbing material to learning how to navigate actively – and we change
them right back.
Don Tapscott, in his book Growing Up Digital, has explored some of the ways in which
the technologies of the last 20 years have helped develop a generation of fierce independence; of emotional and intellectual openness; of inclusion; biased towards free
expression and strong views; interested in innovation, used to immediacy; sensitive
to/suspicious of corporate interest; preoccupied with issues of authentication
and trust – which includes having access to sources; interested in personalisation or
customisation rather than one-size fits all; not dazzled by technology, but more
concerned with functionality.
In the digital world, the distance between impulse and action is shorter than ever

before. The goal of most interface design is to make it vanish altogether. In this open
and immediate world millions of people are realising they can be publishers, that they
don’t need intermediaries. The British Museum or the Tate or the Royal Society or
Imperial College don’t have to wait any longer for the BBC or Channel 4 to ring and
suggest a programme or series; they can make their own. The same is true of any
writer, scientist, politician, photographer or activist. To call this the ”democratisation
of communication”, or of information, or of culture seems somehow inadequate.
Governments are freeing up their data, records and information; museums and galleries
are throwing open their doors; NGOs and charities are becoming publishers; universities are opening their lecture halls; scientists and corporations are sharing knowledge in
ways which would have been unimaginable even 10 years ago. And then there is Google,
with its ambition to digitise and organise all human knowledge since time began.
Mention Google, and we think of China: the spread of disorganised information is
balanced by organised disinformation and censorship. We can’t know yet who will
win, but we know what side we must be fighting on.
We know that the fastest – almost vertical – growth in amongst all this is what is
rather lumberingly called ‘social media’. This involves the power to generate content
and connect with others at low, or no cost; in real time. The innovation that made all
this possible – crudely, developments associated with Web 2.0 – is now happening
alongside the evolution of so-called semantic web, which wants to find better ways of
understanding the meaning of content and how to find it, organise it and share it.
Where do news organisations think they fit into all this? Are we in, out – or in

only if we can make it pay in the immediate future?
I try to imagine the Guardian deciding it doesn’t want openly to be part of this world
I’ve just described and I struggle. And do, please, forgive me for writing about
the Guardian a bit, but it is necessarily the thing I am most focused on, and which
illustrates the point that one size may not fit all.
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The other day I interviewed the playwright Michael Frayn for the Guardian and
Observer archive. He described life on the Manchester Guardian he joined in 1957 –
just over 50 years ago, but within one working lifetime.
The paper he joined was still a provincial morning
paper, hugely influential, but not always readily available on the day outside the north-west and parts of
London, Oxford and Cambridge.
The ledger shows the sale of the Manchester Guardian
in and around Manchester in January 1956 – the year
before Frayn joined the paper.
It was a paper which counted every sale in Rusholme,
Didsbury or Cheetham Hill.
Today, in print, the Guardian is, even now, the ninth or
10th biggest paper in Britain.
On the web it is, by most measurements, the second bestread English-language newspaper in the world. If the
New York Times really does start charging for access, the
Guardian may become the newspaper with the largest
web English-speaking readership in the world.

The ledger: The Guardian’s Manchester sales in 1956.

In December the journalism we’re producing at GNM
was read by 37 million people around the world – very
roughly a third in the UK, a third in North America
and a third in the rest of the world.
Go back to the 1956 Manchester Guardian ledger of
sales outside Manchester, the paper Frayn joined.
The last line shows the worldwide sales of the Guardian
– ”foreign agents” – to be 650 copies. We had more
readers in Colwyn Bay than in the rest of the world.
In Michael Frayn’s professional working life the Guardian has grown from sending 650 copies abroad to
becoming one of the eight most read newspapers in
the world, a ranking that includes two Chinese, one
Japanese and one South Korean.
I think back to an essay CP Scott – for 57 years edi-

tor of the Guardian – wrote in 1921 – not the famous
essay on the separation of comment and fact – but the
preface to the American edition of the centenary history of the Manchester Guardian.

The ledger: The Guardian’s sales outside Manchester in 1956.
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”The world is shrinking. Space is every day being
bridged. Already we can telegraph through the air or
the ether, from Penzance to Melbourne and tomorrow
we shall be able to talk by the same mechanism. Physical boundaries are disappearing … What a change
for the world! What a chance for the newspaper!”
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Scott would, I think, have been intensely intrigued to know that the paper he edited
for so long and in whose name a family trust was established to continue the spirit of
the Guardian – was so openly available and read around the world. That it was
becoming as influential in Beijing and Washington as in Paris or Delhi. That its
reporting could change the minds of governments, inspire thinking, defy censorship,
give a voice to the powerless and previously voice-less. The same is true of all the
British newspapers who have grasped the importance of the web.
It’s certainly a powerful thought for journalists on all these papers. Reporters and
commentators who were digital sceptics even a couple of years ago now realise they
are part of, and linked to, a worldwide conversation. An art critic will be picked up
and referenced in Berlin; a defence correspondent in Moscow; an environment writer
in Copenhagen. Tell them their work was about to disappear from that conversation
without the production of a credit card, and they would not be overjoyed unless they
knew it was the only answer in business terms.
In an industry in which we get used to every trend line pointing to the floor, the
growth of newspapers’ digital audience should be a beacon of hope. During the last
three months of 2009 the Guardian was being read by 40% more people than during
the same period in 2008. That’s right, a mainstream media company – you know, the
ones that should admit the game’s up because they are so irrelevant and don’t know
what they are doing in this new media landscape – has grown its audience by 40% in
a year. More Americans are now reading the Guardian than read the Los Angeles
Times. This readership has found us, rather than the other way round. Our total
marketing spend in America in the past 10 years has been $34,000.

Nor is all this being bought by tricks or by setting chain-gangs of reporters early in the
morning to re-write stories about Lady GaGa or Katie Price. In that same period last
year, our biggest growth areas were environment (up 137%), technology (up 125%) and
art and design (up 84%). Science was up 81%; politics 39% and Comment is Free 38%.
This is the opposite of newspaper decline-ism, the doctrine which compels us

to keep telling the world the editorial proposition and tradition we represent are in
desperate trouble. When I think of the Guardian’s journey and its path of growth and
reach and influence my instincts at the moment – at this stage of the revolution – are
to celebrate this trend and seek to accelerate it rather than cut it off. The more we can
spread the Guardian, embed it in the way the world talks to each other, the better.
And that leads to the third fork – the one that pitches authority against involvement,
or Us against Them.
A new website, recently launched, aims to do for books what Facebook has done for
general social engagement.
Bookarmy is a rather clever site – completely free – where, once you’ve registered, you
can share your passion for books with thousands of others. You can join forums
around types of books, or individual books. You can have virtual discussions with
authors, link your reading group to others, publish your own reviews and so on. Apart
from the authors themselves, there are no ”authority” figures here.
Compare it with, say the Times books pages. Here the reverse is true: the emphasis is
on ”expert” reviews by critics, with not much interest in what you might have to say
about a particular book. There is a kind of book group, but you would have to say that
interactivity is not the feature it most promotes.
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Why am I comparing these two sites? Because both are owned by Rupert Murdoch.

No – but you could keep both.

BookArmy – though it avoids saying so – is an offshoot of Harper Collins. The two
enterprises point in completely different directions. As it was explained to me, the
point of BookArmy is to get as many avid book readers engaged as possible and learn
as much as possible about their likes and dislikes. At some point in the future (the
theory goes) publishers will no longer need to spend a fortune on marketing Max
Hastings’ next book by lavishing money on Waterstones or in print. They will go to
BookArmy and say ”We know you have a database of the 80,000 people in the country who read books of military history. We’ll give you our targeted marketing spend
instead.”

Many of the Guardian’s most interesting experiments at the moment lie in this area
of combining what we know, or believe, or think, or have found out, with the experience, range, opinions, expertise and passions of the people who read us, or visit us or
want to participate rather than passively receive.

BookArmy is a telling illustration of two aspects of the digital world.

• One is the ability of digital disrupters (in this case, even within the same company)
to take one bit of a newspaper and do it with a conviction, range, depth and passion that a portmanteau print-based newspaper cannot match, especially in digital
form. It is the unbundling of newspapers.

• And the second is the only hope of matching the power of the these digital disrupters is to harness the same energy and technologies which they are using.
So, all credit to the Murdoch empire: they are themselves beavering away to unbundle parts of the print world in digital. How should other papers
care about books react? Sit behind a pay wall while the
During the last three which
audience is unbundled for us by the make-it-free bit of the
months of 2009 the Murdoch empire? Or get out there and have a chance of being
part of the way the rest of the world is going?

Guardian was beeing read
by 40% more than during
the same period in 2008.

If you still want convincing look at the Artsdesk, a site on
which a lot of arts writers who used to work for the national
press have set up their own culture site. That’s right, they want
to unbundle the arts coverage from newspapers. I imagine
they begin each day with a prayer session for all national
newspapers to follow Rupert Murdoch behind a pay wall. That’s their business model.

There has been over-by-over cricket – not replacing Mike Selvey or Vic Marks, both of
whom played for England and know a thing or two, but adding the enthusiasm, passion and graveyard humour of cricket-loving Guardian readers to the blogging of Rob
Smyth or Andy Bull.
There is Comment is Free – infinitely more diverse, wide-ranging and, at its best,
enlightening than any newspaper ever achieved by simply pushing the opinions of a
few columnists out of the door and slamming it shut.
The last year has seen us crowd-source tax-avoidance – the internal Barclays

documents that can (after a legal fight) be found on Wikileaks and whose publication
undoubtedly led to changes in legislation and attitudes to corporate tax avoidance. It
began with a traditional piece of investigation by David Leigh, followed by participation and analysis by people who really understood this world. It was classically an
example of ”our readers know more than we do” – the bit of new media theory which
seemed so daring when first aired by Dan Gillmor in 2004.
There have been other examples of crowd-sourcing:

• The G20 protests – another example where old fashioned reporting was allied with
the mass observation of people we wouldn’t call reporters, but who were, on the day,
able to do acts of journalism. The truth about the death of Ian Tomlinson probably
wouldn’t have been uncovered without the doggedness of one reporter – Paul Lewis
– but it certainly wouldn’t have emerged without thousands of people searching
their own digital record of the day for the crucial evidence.

We know about the audience for social media forms of engagement – 350 million
active users on Facebook, 2.5bn pictures posted a month; Twitter growing at 400% a
year. We know people spend much more time with such sites than with newspaper
websites.

• There was the widget we built to allow 23,000 Guardian readers to help us sort

Now, of course, lots of journalists find this hard to take. We are supposed to be the
ones in the know, or with special access or insights. ”Social media is interesting,” say
the digital sceptics, ”but it may be transient – and it has got nothing to do with what
we do. Our brands are about authority.”

• There was the exercise of asking readers to get to the bottom of Tony Blair’s tax

But this position – that journalists are uniquely knowledgeable and insightful – is a
hard one to sustain to anyone who looks at the blogosphere with an open mind, or
looks at the astonishing way in which a tool like Twitter can be customised into a personalised news feed to give you extraordinarily rich and deep content on specialised
subjects faster (and in many cases deeper) than any newspaper could hope to match.
Does all this mean you sack Michael Billington, with his 39 years of experience, and
ask all the Guardian readers in the National Theatre audience to tweet their reviews
in 140 characters or less?
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There have been long-standing innovations such as Travel – where the experiences of
readers, properly harnessed, is necessarily going to be broader, deeper and more eclectic than any us-to-them travel section based solely on the individual experiences of
travel writers. 433 views of Amsterdam, rather than one.
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through hundreds of thousands of documents relating to MPs expenses. The Telegraph’s original investigation was brilliantly executed. But the future will also be
about asking for help in digesting vast and complex amounts of data.
affairs – expertise which did not lie within our own offices and which could have
cost many thousands of pounds to buy in.
There has been Twitter and the way individual journalists have used it to draw on
the expertise of specialist followings. Significant communities building around reporters or subjects – 1.5 million and counting who have chosen to follow the Guardian’s
technology team. The most enterprising reporters are learning how to use Twitter to
research; as a customised, specialised, personalised wire service; to break news; to market and distribute content; to build communities and bring them into the Guardian.

There was the Guardian’s environmental site – something we went into knowing we
couldn’t possibly do such a huge and complex subject on our own. So we joined up
Annual Report 2009 S T I F T E L S E N T I N I U S
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with a network of environment sites and bloggers. We link to them; they link to us. We
give them a platform and deliver a large audience (and a share of advertising). They
give us a diversity and range we could not hope to achieve ourselves. It’s difficult, in
our industry, to argue with 137% growth.
And there was Trafigura. Again, this started as a piece of conventional reporting by
David Leigh (not forgetting the BBC, and colleagues in Norway and the Netherlands).
They uncovered a truly shocking story about a company which had hitherto been
comfortably anonymous and which wanted to keep it that way.
After dumping toxic waste in the Ivory Coast Trafigura was hit with a class action by
30,000 Africans who claimed to have been injured as a result. The company employed
Carter-Ruck to chivvy journalists into obedient silence and then, having secured the
mother of all super-injunctions, made the mistake of warning journalists that they
could not even report mentions of Trafigura in parliament.
One tweet and that legal edifice crumbled. Within 12 hours of my tweeting a suitably
gnomic post saying we had been gagged – Trafigura became the most popular subject
on Twitter in Europe.
Some tweeters beavered away trying to find out what it was they were banned from
knowing. One erudite tweeter uncovered something called the 1840 Parliamentary
Papers Act, which no media lawyers seem to know about. Others pointed to where a
suppressed document was available. Others found and published the parliamentary
question we were warned not to report.
Within hours Trafigura had thrown in the towel on the injunction and dropped any
pretence that they could enforce a ban on parliamentary reporting. The mass collaboration of strangers had achieved something it would have taken huge amounts of time
and money to achieve through conventional journalism or law.
These examples show how – so long as it is open to the rest of the web – a main-

stream news organisation can harness something of the web’s power. It is not about
replacing the skills and knowledge of journalists with (that ugly phrase) user generated content. It is about experimenting with the balance of what we know, what we
can do, with what they know, what they can do.
We are edging away from the binary sterility of the debate between mainstream media
and new forms which were supposed to replace us. We feel as if we are edging towards
a new world in which we bring important things to the table – editing; reporting;
areas of expertise; access; a title, or brand, that people trust; ethical professional standards and an extremely large community of readers. The members of that community could not hope to aspire to anything like that audience or reach on their own; they
bring us a rich diversity, specialist expertise and on the ground reporting that we
couldn’t possibly hope to achieve without including them in what we do.
There is a mutualised interest here. We are reaching towards the idea of a mutualised
news organisation.

One of his favourite Mirror front pages came at the height of the controversy
over whether Princess Margaret should be allowed to marry Group Captain Peter
Townsend, who, as well as being a Battle of Britain hero, was also a divorced man. One
Monday in July 1953 the Mirror put the question to its readers, with a voting form on
the front page which, in pre-Twitter days, readers had to cut out, stick in an envelope,
attach a stamp and post.
By Friday 70,000 Mirror readers had responded, with a 97% vote in favour of Margaret being allowed marrying Townsend.
The sequel – nine days later – was a rap over the knuckles by the Press Council –
”strongly deprecating as contrary to the best traditions of British journalism the
holding by the Daily Mirror of a public poll in the matter of Princess Margaret and
Group Captain Townsend.” The following day the Mirror led on Lord Beaverbrook
denouncing this ”smug, pompous resolution” and itself describing the censure as
”ridiculous”.
So newspapers criticising self-regulators isn’t new either.
Yes, there are lots of concerns about this world I’m describing, not least the ignorant, relentlessly negative, sometimes hate-filled tone of some of what you get back
when you open the doors. That can sometimes feel not very much like a community
at all, let alone a community of reasonably like-minded, progressive intelligent people
coming together around some virtual idea of the Guardian. So there are a throng of
issues around identity, moderation, ranking, recommendation and aggregation which
we – along with everyone else – are grappling with.

But let’s grapple with them rather than dismiss them or turn our backs on them. Let’s
not leave the field so that the digital un-bundlers can come in, dismantle and loot
what we have built up, including our audiences and readers. ”Comment is Free” ...
”Publish and be Damned” … Fleet Street is the birth place of the tradition of a free
press that spread around the world.
There is an irreversible trend in society today which rather wonderfully continues
what we as an industry started – here, in newspapers, in the UK. It’s not a ”digital
trend” – that’s just shorthand. It’s a trend about how people are expressing themselves,
about how societies will choose to organise themselves, about a new democracy of
ideas and information, about changing notions of authority, about the releasing of
individual creativity, about an ability to hear previously unheard voices; about
respecting, including and harnessing the views of others. About resisting the people
who want to close down free speech.
As Scott said 90 years ago: ”What a chance for the newspaper!” If we turn our back on
all this and at the same time conclude that there is nothing to learn from it because
what ‘they’ do is different – ‘we are journalists, they aren’t: we do journalism; they
don’t’ – then, never mind business models, we will be sleep walking into oblivion.

To end where we began: Hugh Cudlipp does not feel to me like an editor who

would have wanted to cut himself off from a revolution such as we’re living through.
He feels like someone who would have seized on today’s technological opportunities
to embrace the Mirror readership – just as he did with the Mirror’s Live Letters. He
lived by the credo – when in doubt, ask the readers.
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The New Media Landscape by Espen Egil Hansen
Editor-in-Chief VG Nett, Oslo

How to safeguard
journalism in
times of diversity
If the press position itself in
the available space between traditional
and social media, the best years of
journalism lies ahead of us.


In the media business we have been living in a wonderful world of monopoly.
Since establishing newspapers, or TV- and radio stations, demands very large investments, geographical monopolies have in practice emerged. Thus, the press has not
only had the power to set the agenda, it has had the power to decide what should not
be on the agenda. Media have been crucial to building democratic societies, but its
near monopolistic hold on dissemination of information has also represented a
democratic dilemma.
Now this monopoly is dead, killed by new technology. Today, you can launch a media
operation without making any other investment than the labour you put into it. A few
years ago it was necessary to have access to a printing press, lorries, transmission equipment, special licences etc., now anyone with a decent mobile phone is a potential publisher. However, as anyone who reads the comment sections of online newspapers can
observe: owning a mobile phone does not necessarily make you a great commentator.
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Many people, especially journalists and editors, play down the internet’s increasingly
important role in forming public opinion. They compare the best newspaper content to
the worst digital content. They find information of dubious quality and conclude that the
internet is not to be trusted. Pleased with themselves, they retire from the arena.
Of course, the critics are right in that there is a lot of rubbish on the internet, but they
ignore a vital fact: it also offers unparalleled, direct access to expertise and ways in
which to filter the vast amount of information available, highlighting only the most
relevant information and sources. The result is a radically altered media landscape
where mainstream media constantly finds itself challenged where it hurts the most,
i.e. on quality, relevance, speed and popularity.
It is sometimes easier to survey this landscape from a slight distance. In the aftermath
of the 2009 presidential election in Iran, when alleged electoral fraud caused widespread protests, the authorities managed to throw out foreign journalists, censor their
own journalists and close down telephone and mobile phone lines – all in an effort to
crush the increasing number of demonstrations. However, today it is almost impossible to suppress digital conversation. In what has been named the Twitter Revolution,
demonstrators and eyewitnesses in Iran posted messages and pictures to micro-blogging site Twitter continuously. In this way, the Iranian authorities’ use of force was
exposed to the international community, as well as Iranians not caught up in the
events, in real time, while the clash between protesters and police was taking place.
The protesters did not only expose what was happening on the streets of Teheran by
way of social media, they used Twitter to mobilise people to take part in the actual
demonstrations and to secure international support.
In 2008, Chinese authorities and enterprises tried to put a lid on an ever growing milk
scandal. More than 300 000 children were poisoned, and many died after a number
of dairies had sold milk containing the toxic substance Melamine. On blogs and in
social media networks however, the number of eyewitness reports grew to a level
where it was no longer possible to control the story.
It is still possible to control journalists and editors – 136 journalists are now imprisoned in China according to the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ). But, it is not
possible to silence a nation of 750 million mobile phone users. It is easy to understand
why the authorities and the press in totalitarian societies are challenged by the new
media. It is perhaps more difficult to accept that the same mechanisms manifest
themselves in free democracies.
A snapshot

As I write this, there are great expectations attached to two important events taking
place at the same time. One is Barack Obama’s first State of the Union address to the
Congress. This is delivered at an important stage of Obama’s presidency, his popularity is falling and one of his most prestigious projects, the health reform, is in jeopardy. With the American political élite gathered in the hall, and millions of viewers
watching on live TV, this is among Obama’s most important speeches so far. If he is
to get the health reform, the new financial policy and a number of other reforms
through the Senate, it is vital that he convinces some of his political opponents.
The other important event taking place on the same day is Apple boss Steve Jobs’ presentation of the company’s newest product: the iPad. As always when Apple launches
a new product, the expectations and advance speculations are enormous. Steve Jobs
has on numerous previous occasions launched products which have totally changed
the competitive conditions and the rules of their market segment.
If we turn the clock back a few years, this kind of event was a festive occasion for journalists. Typically, the newspapers published advance articles leaking information, pre[ 52 ]
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dictions, giving expert advice, etc. The next day they provided reports, expert analyses,
political commentary and summary, all of which the commentators would put into
context. Letters to the editor and debates followed, and the Saturday paper rounded it
off with an extensive in-depth feature article. Of course, the highlight was when the
editor-in-chief stood up, raised his glass and announced the paper’s official opinion
in the editorial pages.
That’s how it was when George Washington gave his first State of the
Union address in January 1790, that’s how it was when Harry S. Truman gave his address in 1947, the first ever to be televised, and that’s
how it is in January 2010. Journalism has not changed, but everything Espen Egil Hansen is Editorelse has. We no longer have the stage to ourselves. The monopoly is in-Chief of VG Nett, member
broken and mainstream media has to fight to get, and keep, the atten- of the board of Nettby,
tion of ”the people formerly known as the audience” who often are busy 20 minutos in Spain, and the
broadcasting their own opinions or experiences, or listening to what Association of Norwegian Editors (Norsk Redaktørforening).
bloggers, expert sources or their friends have to say on the matter.
The social media analytics platform Viralheat analysed the stream of Espen Egil Hansen has 20
information on popular social media sites Facebook and Twitter in the years of experience as journafirst 48 hours after the two events took place. In that space of time list, photographer, editor and
Obama’s speech was mentioned as much as 68 000 times. Still, this is executive of VG, Expressen,
modest compared to the ”buzz” created by Steve Jobs and the iPad. Agderposten and VG MultiAlmost 500 000 messages about iPad were transmitted over the same media, among others.
period, and these were exposed to more than 22 million readers who
were part of the networks through which these messages were published.
And that was only a minor part of the digital conversation. Over the
next seven days the word iPad was registered 130 million times on Google’s search
engines.
The numbers as such do not say anything about quality, relevance or influence.
Primarily, they bear witness to a monumental change in the way people use media.
Although the internet is already in its teens – the online newspapers celebrate their
15th anniversary this year – these media habits are fairly new.
The technological three stage rocket

The changes were instigated by a technological three stage rocket:
1. The actual start engine was the internet itself. The internet connected computers,
allowed us to exchange information, send e-mails, read digital newspapers, look at
pictures etc. On top of this, we have the search engines which help us find accurate
information.
2. Then broadband was rolled out to ordinary households. With the computer and
the mobile phone “always” logged on, other users and all kinds of digital information is easily accessible at any given time.
3. Nevertheless, the last, and in my opinion crucial, stage of the rocket launch is social
media, which has provided most of us with access to the equivalent of our own printing presses. These tools allow us to communicate and share experiences with other
people irrespective of geographical and social divides.
Although this aspect of the web has been with us from the early days of the internet,
new platforms and software improvements have radically lowered the threshold for
participating on this arena, and, now that social media has reached a critical mass, we
are starting to see a huge impact on our day-to-day lives. These days, even Grandma
Jo is on Facebook, and internet cafés and mobile internet is giving large segments of
the less well-to-do and people in remote, even the most politically oppressed, corners
of the world access to the web. It is this last stage of the rocket launch that creates the
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biggest changes and challenges for the mainstream media. The world of social media
is complex. There is no beginning and no end. There are no responsible or defined
senders. Communication and content production take place simultaneously and
business models are vague.
Media tradition

Newspaper history is firmly linked to political parties, -movements and business
interests. Historically, the newspaper was a mouthpiece for a clear political agenda,
and the editors-in-chief were in general central figures with great influence in the
party machines and organisations.
Although modern media cut its ties to the political parties and special interest groups
a long time ago, the basic communication technique – the monologue – is still the
same.
We have a tradition of speaking to – not with – the readers. We find the clearest
examples of this among commentators and columnists: here pure monologue is the
tradition.
Newspaper commentators are high-profile employees with large by line photos and a
permanent spot on popular TV debate programmes. They have a central, yet not
undeserved position, in the editorial organisations. They are among the most
eloquent of journalists, often with a unique aptitude for identifying important trends
or turning points, for seeing the bigger picture, showing correlations and providing
insight.
The commentator’s standing also illustrates how the media’s position has been associated with volume. The larger a commentator’s audience, the more influential the
commentator.
The social aspect of traditional media use has not been associated with a dialogue
between the commentator and the reader, but media use has always been social.
People read papers to have something to talk about at lunchtime.
Network economy

This social dynamics is multiplied on the internet. For every person spending time on
the internet, the value increases for others doing the same.
In the article ”New rules for the new economy” in Wired Magazine in 1997, Kevin
Kelly outlines 12 rules for what he calls network economy. In the rule ”Plenitude, not
scarcity” he uses the telefax machine as an example. The first person who purchased
a fax machine had no use for it. There was no one to send messages to and no one to
receive them from. The value increased as soon as another person got a machine, and
because new machines were connected to a network the value went up with each new
fax machine. Kelly also pointed to an interesting characteristic of the owners of the
fax machines. The value of being present in this network is so great that any new fax
owner automatically becomes an evangelist of the fax network. ”Look at my new telefax – you should get one too!”
The same mechanisms manifest themselves in social networks. Machines do not generate value, people do. Once you start using Facebook, Nettby or Twitter, you have a
clear self-interest in making your friends do the same. The more people taking part,
the greater the value.
The eco system

The internet has a few key functions and characteristics which makes it an effective
communication channel and a sustainable eco system for information exchange.
These are characteristics which also challenge mainstream media and its traditions.
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1. The editorial role is re-created in link recommendations

Mechanisms which at first sight seem totally insignificant are probably the most
powerful elements of this eco system, such as linking.
Since most things posted to the web has an address (a url) it is also possible to link to it.
Not many years ago, linking to content outside our own news site met with resistance
even in my newsroom. Our tradition and our competitive instinct as journalists
impelled us to hold on to our readers – not send them to other sites and risk losing
them.
Now, linking is defined as a central element of the journalistic assignment. In the
same way as the journalist decides what information to include and what to exclude
in an article, she also provides the reader with background material and points him
or her to where they can find more information.
However, even more important than linking from an article is the fact that you can
link to an article.
This is, in my opinion, becoming a major problem for printed newspapers: you cannot link to a piece of paper. Newspaper articles are thus cut off from the digital
conversation. Facebook alone has more than one million new users every day. More
and more people spend an increasing amount of time communicating online. A basic
characteristic of these conversations is link recommendations: ”Have you read this”,
”you should see this film”, etc. Many of the conversations circle around articles or
videos, but the users don’t stop there – they link to the content. Furthermore, hyperlinks is the way in which online users communicate with each other. A blogger will
often add his or her experience or thoughts on an issue raised by another blogger or
in a newspaper, and linking to the first story is not only a service to the blogger’s
readers, but also a way to invite the original source into the conversation.
Recent figures from the web community Facebook show that their members make
five billion recommendations each week and several American websites now find that
they have more traffic from social media than from search engines.
The editorial role is in reality re-created through these link recommendations. The
networks of the social media are woven by people with common interests. Media
enthusiasts in Norway are linked together with media enthusiasts in the US, Australia
and Spain. As for me, my network on Twitter is now my most important source of
information on media developments. Instead of following the international periodicals and magazines specialising in this field I now find that my “editors” are far more
efficient in pointing to articles I should read. I have, over a period of time, learnt
which members give me the most relevant recommendations, and who does not provide much value.
Therefore, when Barack Obama and Steve Jobs fought for attention, I did not have to
navigate the millions of pieces of information, blogs and articles that were produced.
Nor did I have to wait for next day’s newspaper. I knew that the best and the most relevant content would come to me by way of the mechanisms of recommendation, all I
had to do was to keep an eye on those in my network that I trusted the most.
From mostly being confined to the best writing that Norwegian papers can offer, these
days I’m constantly alerted to the best writing the world has to offer. One day it can
be the New York Times’ commentator David Pogue, another day a political blogger in
Prague.
My media use is more and more about who to follow to get the best recommendations and steadily less about which media to use. Before, I looked for content on
certain news sites or in newspapers – now the content finds me.
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2. Build on, create

The users of new media do not stop at reading and recommending. They create their
own content and build on the content of others.
This is, in its simplest form, the comments on a blog post or a news site’s article. The
article has a definite owner and a sender, and the users can offer their opinions or
share information and experiences underneath.
Once again, social media has not only increased the amount of content, it has added
functionality which dramatically increases the value of the content, and its users have
invented ways in which to easier communicate about it. For instance, on Twitter, the
hash tag is used to make key words more easily searchable. When Steve Jobs introduced his e-reader, iPad immediately became the key word for this subject. Thus the
users could easily navigate between information and content on the same subject,
whether created in Boston or in Bergen.
If we delve deeper into the problem, traditional journalistic mentality and practice are
once again challenged in a key area.
In journalism we produce our own content – our job is primarily to create an independent journalistic product which we then offer to our readers. In the digital world
that kind of mentality makes sense only in part. If a blogger refers to an article, she
will also link to the original article and add her own take on it, experience, pictures,
videos, etc.
Content created by professional media is only a small part of the production in this
eco system where everyone can contribute.
3. Extreme quality, extreme depth

Imagine an area of interest or a field of specialisation, the circumstances of life, a product, an idea or an issue you consider to be completely marginal. Then Google it. You
know the answer already; someone has already created a website or blog dedicated to it.
Some people like to give the impression that content on the internet is of poor
quality, short and superficial. That picture is wrong. It can be difficult to find your way
on the internet and it can at times be difficult to separate the wheat from the chaff.
But the one characteristic of the internet as a medium is that it gives you access to
extreme quality and extremely in-depth articles.
Academia, trade unions, politicians and institutions have been slow in approaching
new technologies and new ways of using the media. They are, however, under way:
today everything is digitalised, everyone is on the internet and everyone feels the need
to be present in the digital world.
Last autumn I was invited to a seminar by the judiciary’s media group which has
representatives from courts of law all over the country. Their task is to give advice
to the different courts of law on how to handle the media and to assist journalists
requiring information.
At that time, the group felt a need to establish its own website where it could present
its own versions of events and give more detailed information in matters of public
interest. In a diplomatic way those present signalled that the courts did not always
recognise the way in which they and the work they did was presented in the media.
I don’t know if this website will ever come to anything, but it is an example of how
the information monopoly of the press has been broken. The power of experts and
niche web sites also increases dramatically when they not only publish their side of the
story, but also exploit the opportunities the internet offers to connect people, share
experiences and mobilise people around an issue.
In June 2005, Michael Arrington, a member of the legal profession, was fed up with
his job and established his own technology blog Techcrunch.com. His in-depth
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analyses of new technology undertakings were so good that other capable, technology-interested people spent time commenting on his blog. This in turn attracted
more readers, which made the site even more of a must-read for tech people.
In 2008, only three years after the start-up, Michael Arrington was named one of the
world’s most influential people by TIME Magazine. Arrington was in the position to
determine the success or fiasco of new technological products.
At that time, the blog was still operated from Mr. Arrington’s bedroom.
The last analogue generation

I belong to the last analogue generation, the generation that grew up with printed
newspapers and had to learn how to master the digital world as an adult. Some of the
great experiences of my youth are associated with the discovery of the printed paper
and agenda-setting journalism.
In my first year in upper secondary school we had a free period between 11:00 and 12:00.
That gave me just enough time to get on my bike and pedal down to Spisekroken café in
downtown Grimstad. In the spring sunshine, on a bench outside the café with a mug of
coffee and the café’s own croissant with butter, cheese and ham, I read Dagbladet.
It was a wonderful time of life to discover the pleasure of newspaper reading. Argentina invaded the Falkland Islands and Margaret Thatcher, the iron lady, hit back.
The Apartheid regime in South Africa was beginning to crack, there was a curfew in
Warsaw and Yasser Arafat fled to Tunisia. Ronald Reagan intensified the cold war by
launching his Star Wars programme – a weapons system placed way out in space. Here
at home ”Nei til atomvåpen” organised protest marches against nuclear weapons,
mobilising hundreds of thousands of people, while the movement to stop hydro electric development of the Alta river had to accept that the battle was lost.
The editorial of the day was discussed on the bench in the spring sunshine. The
town’s red wine drinking author (was he ever published?) needled Karl-Christian who
had lived in the US for 30 years and who was soon to dismiss Dagbladet, NRK as well
as all Norwegians as a bunch of Moscow-controlled communists.
It was a wonderful time of life to discover newspapers, and here is the point: I was 17
years old and at the stage of life when habits are formed, habits we keep throughout
life. That goes for media habits as well. I got hooked on newspapers that year, not
because I was told reading was important, but because Dagbladet gave me relevant
information and pleasure: the newspaper gave me ammunition for discussions in the
social economics classes and at late night Saturday parties.
I have that in common with the majority of my generation. Politicians, civil servants,
professionals, union leaders, business managers, organisational people and media
people actually tend to be my of age. That means that they have about the same
references and habits as I do.
Therefore, newspapers will continue to play an important role in forming public
opinion for many years to come.
But the question is, do young people today get on their bikes in their free periods to
steal half an hour with a printed paper and a cup of coffee? Of course they don’t. I
think we can safely put teenagers who are enthusiastic about the printed press in the
same category as those who collect stamps or play bridge. They are there, but there are
certainly not many of them.
Why are the media so irresolute?

When it comes to the newspaper industry, two considerations are tied in a seemingly
irresolvable knot.
A key element in its business model is the fact that the readers pay for the newspaper.
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A large part of newspaper income (and cost) is associated with the old media, and it
is difficult to find equally steady revenues from new media.
As the old media still yield considerable income, it seems logical to maintain most of
the journalistic efforts and investments here.
Many newspapers still confine commentary and more analytical, in-depth journalism
to the print because they believe this to be an important reason for readers to buy
the newspaper. At the same time they preclude this part of journalism from the increasingly more significant digital conversation, even though it is especially suited for
the web because it invites exchange of opinion, communication, involvement and
sharing.
The other reason is in our heads. Newspapers have been monopolists for so long that
it is difficult to deal with the fact that we are no longer alone. The users have always
come to our media and this makes this new media landscape seem foreign to us.
The industry is characterised by the widespread and pacifying attitude of ”It
shouldn’t be like that”.
The result is that there is not enough journalistic focus on digital platforms. We
do not exploit the potential of the new media, but let ourselves be governed by the
limitations of the old. Cost levels, business models, production and work methods
continue to follow century-old industrial traditions rather than utilising the powerful
network mechanisms online.
A large part of the media industry is thus in danger of landing in the same situation
as the tall ships industry in my hometown did at the transition to the 20th century.
The industry was sceptical to modern inventions like engines and steel and defined
their business to be sails and wood. The outcome was, as we know, disastrous. Others
saw the potential and went for it. These traditional ships are now only used for
training purposes and in tall ships races.
The vacant in-between position

I am convinced journalism does not have to end up as training ships or trusts. The
world needs journalism, and there is a market for it.
It is up to us. We must exploit the best mechanisms of social media, but position ourselves with regard to its weaknesses: it encourages polarised viewpoints and debates;
anonymous senders cannot be held responsible; the niches tend to get so deep that
the users disappear into the depths. Only seldom do they provide the big picture, continuity or a common experience for large groups of people.
And this is exactly where the strength of journalism lies. Journalism creates content
and presents it so that it is relevant for many people, not just for a few and their
friends.
Journalism stands for tradition, ethics and a profession cultivating quality and relevance. It has a burning desire to make an impact, to be influential, to entertain and to
be at the centre of things. Journalism has knowledge and tradition of editing, emphasising and making content relevant for a larger audience. It has responsible owners
and regulations ensuring editorial independence and integrity.
The future of journalism lies in the vacant position between traditional and social
media. We must build on the best qualities of journalism and we must be present
where people are. It must be possible to link to what we do and share it. Journalists,
editors, commentators and journalism itself must take part in the open, digital conversation. Media use has always been a social experience. People read content because
their friends have recommended it, and because common references strengthen their
relations. In this in-between position we can strengthen the social aspect and turn the
journalistic products into topics of conversation in the digital world.
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VG Nett is an example of a successful editorial product in this in-between position. The
product is deeply rooted in journalism, but it utilises the best elements of social media.
We have managed to create profitable business models and we have a higher standing
in the reader market than any other online newspaper worldwide.
We shape VG Nett’s editorial product along two major lines. Firstly, we continue the
strong tradition of the brand name by offering the best possible editorial coverage
of news, entertainment and utility. We focus hard on journalism and journalistic presence utilising the narrative techniques of digital communication.
Secondly, with VG Nett we try to break the industry’s tradition of one-way communication. I usually illustrate this by drawing two overlapping circles where one represents traditional journalism, the other social media.VG Nett’s journalism is in the
middle and absorbs elements from both sides.
We therefore combine our news reporting and editorial tradition with establishing
platforms where the users can create their content alongside ours. That is why journalists and editorial sections have their own Twitter profiles and Facebook pages
where they meet readers and get input. I have identified the social aspect of our journalism as being so important that our aim is to have our journalists spend at least
10 per cent of their working hours on this. I regard this as crucial when it comes to
creating a stronger community for our brand and expanding our range of sources.
Our journalists have web profiles instead of by lines, and we weave functionality that
encourages reader participation and the sharing of articles into the articles.
In the future, we intend to put a greater emphasis on commentary journalism by
using more profiled bloggers and commentators. They will not be senders but participants.
“Freedom of the press is guaranteed only to those who own one”. The legendary New
Yorker journalist A. J. Liebling wrote this in the article “Do you belong in journalism”
in May 1960.
The issue then, as now, was the death of newspapers – or maybe rather the killing of
them. Liebling’s concern was the continual decrease in the number of newspapers due to
the wealthiest papers purchasing and closing down troublesome competitors. Thus, they
didn’t only have an advertising monopoly, they also had a monopoly over opinions. The
article was a battle cry demanding journalistic diversity in a democracy.
”Diversity – and the competition that it causes – does not insure good news coverage,
but it increases the chances”, he wrote.
Today diversity is ensured, but journalism is threatened. New technologies have
created prerequisites for an open and democratic exchange of information, but they
have at the same time shaken the foundations of the most important funding models
of the press.
Liebling’s question in 1960 “Do you belong in journalism” is still topical, but the problem is now reversed. ”How to insure diversity when journalism gets too strong” has
now become “How to insure journalism when diversity gets too strong”?
I think it’s up to us. The profession and identity of journalism are associated with the
monopoly and sender mentality. We must concentrate one hundred per cent on journalism, but we must change the journalistic attitude. We cannot continue to be senders
talking to our readers, we must get out there and be part of the open conversation.
If we can do that, journalism will be more relevant and play a larger part in peoples’
lives. This is not a position we will be given – it will have to be fought for and won
every day.
If we are successful we may enter the golden age of journalism.
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The Bloggers’ World by Heidi Nordby Lunde
Award winning Blogger

I, VamPus:
A Blogger’s
confessions
There is no formula for a good personal blog.
The key is to have something to convey, and to convey
it well. So simple. So difficult.


Extract from telephone conversation, 8 December 2005:
Dagbladet: Hi, this is Dagbladet. Congratulations, you have won the Golden Blog (Gullbloggen). The whole thing.
VamPus: Hi, I ..eh, what was that you just said?
Dagbladet: You have won the jury prize for Best Blog, congratulations!
VamPus: That’s great...Oh, no! Do you realise how much abuse VamPus is going to get
over the next week? *hmmph*
After a few weeks of nominations and intense debate in the then small, but so very
overhyped, Norwegian blogosphere, the jury for the Dagbladet newspaper’s Golden
Blog competition had announced its verdict.
”For several months, via her pseudonym, she has developed an identity based on what
she writes and the social network she builds up via comments and links. She has in
this way contributed to a renewal of the blogging genre, viewed from a Norwegian
perspective”, was how the citation went.
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However, I suspect that they really liked the fact that I was what they called a
”genuine, rather cheeky right-wing feminist hedonist”. And I knew that this would not
necessarily create only enthusiasm in the blogosphere.
Where do we come from?

blog (pron: blog), noun, short for weblog, or Internet diary. Easily accessible and cheap
publishing technology which means every garrulous idiot with access to a computer and
the Internet is freely able to express his or her opinion without any disruptive intervention from editors, setting aside the writer’s relationship with facts, correct spelling and
capacity to express him- or herself.
or
blog (pron: blog) frequently updated personal Internet page arranged in reverse chronological order, with the option to incorporate text, pictures, videos and reader comments.
The style is often personal and informal, and varies in content, quality and ambition. The
blog contributions are often supported by links to other websites, putting into context the
topic that is being written about.
It needs neither good stories, nor good language, nor a sparkling intellect to convey
one’s message via a website. Unfortunately. There are thousands of relatively uninteresting blogs out there, and perhaps a few hundred really good ones. It does not
necessarily follow that everyone ought to blog, but that the blogosphere bears the alltoo-clear stamp of this. But not everyone writes for, or wants, a large audience. If
diversity is to be respected, you also have to accept elements of naiveté.
23 February 2005: My first Blog

”Hmm. Am sitting here speculating on whether it is necessary to add something extra
– a bit of a ”wow” factor the first time you blog. Then I came to the conclusion that it
is like the first time you have sex – it won’t be particularly impressive in any case, so
you might as well just get on with it.
That is why this became my first blog.”
This was the first insert into the blog VamPus’ Verden (VamPus’s World). So it can be
just as unimpressive as that. The reason was that someone I knew had started his own
blog, and I thought, ”To be honest, if he can then so can I”. By registering myself with
a username and password, choosing a template for the layout of the blog and a name
– hey presto – I was a keystroke away from overturning governments, challenging the
media’s ideology of politically correct equality, directing a critical searchlight on
society and the world around us. Overall – setting the agenda for the political debate.
Perhaps writing about the cat, the dubious joy of the single life and tearful declarations of love to Orlando Bloom. I chose the latter. To start with.
Naked blogging: Before I was characterised as a ”genuine, rather cheeky right-wing
feminist hedonist”, blogging was primarily an expression of my joy of writing, not just
of engagement with social affairs. As an anonymous blogger, I could personally to
choose which side of myself I was able to introduce. From short little contributions
about thoughts and experiences from everyday life, the voice of ”VamPus” gradually
became a character in the 3rd person singular, a stylised edition of myself. Naked men
would turn up in text format, but that was more about life as a single person in Oslo
than sex in the city. In any case, it attracted readers and a curiosity about who was
hiding behind the name of ”VamPus”.
In other people’s blogs, I could read deeply engaging personal histories, thought-
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provoking contributions from other people’s lives, perspectives on everyday life and
incidents that could turn it right on its head. Naked blogging, in which the individual
offers him/herself up in raw text, is a demanding format. Few people can cope with
writing on a personal basis without letting it become too private. The frequently
chosen anonymous existence in a blog has given many people the opportunity to
write their life story. For good and ill. Those who succeed in undressing themselves in
front of their audience without seeming to be vulgar or trampling over
other people’s limits of intimacy, manage to convey their story in a way
that creates closeness and warmth.
Heidi Nordby Lunde writes
My anonymous everyday life led to friends and acquaintances being
one of Norway’s most popular
talked about as characters with their own nicknames, fully recognisable
opinion blogs. In 2005, she was
to people within the circle of friends, but anonymous to the world outvoted Blogger of the Year by
side. My version of naked blogging was primarily just about them.
the Dagbladet newspaper and
”Naked man II”
has since been an active parti– Pussycat?
cipant in the social debate and
– *sniff.grunt.snort*
a writer in different media. In
– Pussycat?!
addition to her day-to-day
– Erm. Well?
work as product manager for
– Are you lying naked in VamPus’s bed?
community and social media
Quiet.
in the ABC Startsiden Internet
– Pussycat?
portal, she has hosted the
– Actually no.
Studio 5 talk show and is an
– ??
active member of Norway’s
– I have socks on.
Conservative Party (Høyre).
She is now writing a book
While my own blogging voice was developing, political interest came
about the false fellowship we
to life again. This coincided incidentally with bloggers starting to
call Norway. Heidi Nordby
manifest themselves in the social debate within various arenas.
Lunde is a member of the
The PJ brigade: The president of CNN in the USA, Jonathan Klein, Norwegian Governmentcreated the image of a blogger as ”a guy sitting in his living room in his appointed Media Support
pyjamas, writing what he is thinking”. Like so many other sceptics, he Committee (Mediestøttethought that normal bloggers were being ascribed too much power, utvalget), which is evaluating
and were also lacking the professional media’s source-critical eye for press support in Norway.
compliance and objectivity.
During the American presidential election campaign in 2004, American bloggers revealed the fact that CBS News put forward false documentation about George W Bush’s period of military service. Previously, to start with,
Vice-President at CBS News, Jonathan Klein, dismissed accusations from bloggers by
stating that compliance and objectivity was better taken care of by a news organisation with professional investigative journalists, than by individuals who were sitting at
home in their pyjamas in front of their PCs. It was not long before the bloggers adopted the word and began using the terms ”PJ brigade” or ”Pyjamahadeen” about
themselves. Collaboration was the key to success. The ability of bloggers to pick up on
other bloggers’ points and issues and to ensure that these are distributed further is an
important factor in making a breakthrough.
In Scandinavia, too, bloggers have made their mark on major issues. In Sweden, the
social democratic blogger, Magnus Ljungkvist, contributed to the enforced departure
of two ministers in Sweden’s Conservative Government just one week after they had
been appointed in 2006. The special thing about Ljungkvist was that he was no ordiAnnual Report 2009 S T I F T E L S E N T I N I U S
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nary outsider, but had worked in the information department of Sweden’s Social
Democratic Party. Self-interest, combined with insider information, is also a contributory factor for setting the agenda.
News managers, politicians, business leaders, companies and organisations throughout the world have been exposed for inappropriate behaviour, lies and fraud. Ordinary citizens use the Internet for gathering and analysing information and sharing
this with others via social media. If good journalism is a craft, the tools can be used
by everyone. Despite the lack of background in journalism, the man in the pyjamas
can be right. But, like the great majority of the world’s professional journalists,
amateur writers do not deliver Watergate scandals every day on their blogs either. The
quality of content in blogs, and of journalism in the traditional media, will always be
determined by the sender’s available resources, capabilities and ambitions.
Out of the closet: Gradually, as the Norwegian media interest in the blogosphere

picked up, the debate also turned to anonymity on the Internet. Whether we can read,
interpret and understand content with a critical eye when we do not know who is
behind it. ”Is the blog phenomenon on the point of introducing a new group of
masked people expressing their opinions in the public debate?”, asked the VG commentator Anders Giæver after Dagbladet voted ”VamPus’ Verden” the best blog in
Norway in 2005. He questioned anonymity in relation to freedom of the press and
press responsibility, and was also interested in the fact that I had previously fronted
up political issues and had been active in right-wing politics in Norway.
The right to anonymity on the Internet is a right I will always defend. There can be
excellent reasons for wanting to be anonymous, whether you are writing about your
life, are using a pseudonym as a fictitious identity to play with words, or are a political dissident. But anonymity is not without its problems. Even if I continue to maintain that honesty and compliance is something a blogger builds, brick by brick, by
means of his or her contributions and source references, transparency in relation to
where he or she comes from, and potentially the people he or she is blogging for, is
essential in the long term. But it was a drawing that finally let the cat out of the bag.
In January 2006, they began burning the Norwegian flag in Gaza.
Freedom of speech is burning

Everyone who reads VamPus Verden fairly regularly knows that VamPus is an adherent of open immigration and an opponent of racism. ”...” A diverse, liberal society is
a blessing. Ideas are created when cultures meet. Diversity gives rise to new ways of
thinking. But then they started burning the Norwegian flag in Gaza. And that made
VamPus furious.
Norwegian newspapers had printed the infamous Muhammad cartoons and it was
not just the debate that blew up. When the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs formulated a letter containing an official apology for the printing of the drawings, I
asked the question about when Norway began to apologise for democratic rights such
as freedom of speech to authorities in countries which themselves violate fundamental human rights. With a challenge to all bloggers to publish the cartoons, both as a
protest against self-imposed censorship and in support of those who were subjected
to violent reactions, it was high time to come out with my full name.
It is cowardly to challenge other people to do something that you yourself will not
stand for under your full name. My anonymity was incidental. Coming out under my
full name was not.
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Transformation: During the course of a few hours of throwing down the challenge

under my full name, my email inbox was full – several hundred comments on my
blog, several enquiries from the media and a handful of death threats. During the following 24-hours, hate pages were published giving my full name, address and maps,
and were then removed by moderators. There is a cost to coming out. And the cost is
higher if you are a woman.
The transition from being an anonymous Bridget Jones figure to being a completely
identifiable person was initially not as tough as I had thought. I had participated in
public debates before, and am relatively experienced as a lecturer and debater. It was
not difficult to adapt to being out there and taking an active part in the debate – even
in the real world.
But what this would mean for the blog did not become clear to me until later. Slowly,
but surely, it was revolving more around politics and less around personal relationships. Something happens to the blog when I know that my mother will be reading it.
Sleepy Norwegian blogosphere: If the Norwegian blogosphere has not been

blamed for blogging in its PJs, it has seemed rather sleepy. The major breakthrough
has taken some time, although the interest in blogging and later in social media has
been growing steadily. When the headline ”Bloggers sink Government’s Blasphemy
Bill” appeared in the Dagbladet newspaper on 4 February 2009, there were many
people, therefore, who were happy to see it.
A month and a half earlier, the Norwegian Ministry of Justice and the Police issued a
press release which announced that the Government had decided to propose to Stortinget, the Norwegian Parliament, that § 142 of the Norwegian Penal Code, known as
the ”blasphemy paragraph”, should be removed. A little further down in the announcement it emerged that the Government was also proposing extending § 135a against
hate-filled statements ”such that the provision takes account of the need for legal protection against qualified attacks on religious doctrines and philosophies of life.”
The blasphemy paragraph was therefore going to be replaced by a greater limitation
on freedom of speech in relation to criticism of religion. While this went right over
the heads of the collective Norwegian media, the Opposition in Parliament and professional political commentators, the news just exploded on the Net. For over a
month, the debate raged on websites and blogs, and it was 23 January before the
media first became aware of the Bill. A petition signed by several writers, bloggers and
participants in the social debate was published and familiar names attracted attention. When the Government pulled the Bill one week later, 8,267 people had signed it
and 4,485 petitions had been sent out.
For the first time, bloggers had set the political agenda in Norway and influenced the
outcome. Once again, it was not one lone blogger who affected the outcome, but several of them getting together, keeping the debate going, linking up with one another
and starting a campaign against the legislation. Only once celebrities appeared on a
petition did the traditional media take an interest.
So, the PJ Brigades can make a difference. If you limit yourself just to the bloggers who
write about politics and society, you soon see that the ones that are read most are
competent, committed and often politically active. The bloggers who are read most
also function as a filter in relation to less well-read or more unfamiliar bloggers, who
get picked up on and commented on by those that are more widely read. This is often
reinforced by spinning good contributions further in other social media such as
Twitter and Facebook. And you do not need to be involved in politics and social affairs
to be heard.
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The amateurs are coming: The American journalist Henry Louis Mencken once

said that ”Freedom of the press is guaranteed only to those who own one.” Cheap and
easily accessible publishing technology for the Internet has meant that you no longer
need to own a publishing house or to be a business leader, politician or naked model
to gain some attention and express your opinions to a greater audience. New technology has made the publishing houses superfluous. You no longer need a publishing
house to express yourself.
As a rule, bloggers are perceived as amateurs by professional media people. But an
amateur is someone who possesses ”amour” (affection) for what he or she does and
therefore commits to one subject or activity because he or she loves it. This differs
from a professional, who does something for the purpose of earning money. In other
words, an amateur can have greater knowledge than a journalist about the topics that
are being written about. All the same, the amateur will lack the competence that
trained journalists have accumulated through experience, education and practice. A
pity that established media players never avoid an opportunity of pointing that out.
In the same way, social bloggers are more than keen to gloat when they are able to
point out errors and omissions in traditional media.
In social media, you are given an opportunity to build a platform for yourself, take up
a position and create a voice for yourself within a field and gain recognition for it. The
different blogospheres and social media are the very definition of a meritocracy – a
system in which status and recognition are based on clear capabilities and talent.
Whereas the traditional media usually approach established players in social affairs,
the social media creates an undergrowth of new ones. One interesting observation
here is that the most well-known blogs in Norway today are fashion blogs, whereas in
countries such as Sweden and the USA the most well-known are often recognised
commentators within the fields of politics and social affairs. However, this might of
course have something to do with the capacity and desire of the traditional Norwegian media to find new voices and to push forward the social debate, and also the
individual bloggers’ ambitions to reach out.
Our marvellous new world: New technology has meant that the opportunity to

publish text, pictures, video and sound are now accessible to most people, either free
of charge or at a moderate price. You do not need to own a publishing house or a
radio station to express yourself in a mass medium. In addition to independent websites and bloggers, most newspapers are open to comments on their news articles or
give their readers opportunities to put forward their opinions on the newspaper’s own
blog platform.
New technology is also on the point of changing the power relationships in society,
with new digital channels giving citizens the opportunity to influence political decisions and priorities through new contact interfaces and meeting places for expressing
opinions, exchanging experiences and dialogue between the public authorities and
the citizens, as well as between citizens themselves.
In the book ”Here comes everybody”, journalist and blogger, Clay Shirky, writes about
how different digital platforms contribute to moving power from traditional institutions, whether that be bureaucracy, political parties, media houses or companies, and
voluntary organisations. It is not so much a digital revolution, but rather an evolution
of products and services on the Net.
The term ”Wisdom of the crowds” refers to the idea that a large group of ordinary
people have more knowledge than a small group of experts. On the Net, this is often
used as a background for services in which content is created and edited by many users.
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The Internet encyclopaedia, Wikipedia, is a good example of the way quality content
can be created when enough people contribute information that is changed and
corrected by collaboration between users.
This idea of the wisdom of the crowds also characterises the method by which social
media handle information. Information regarded as important or interesting is
spread from one user to another by means of social networks. Although people talk
about the social media’s democratising function in relation to enabling everyone to
participate, there is nevertheless stiff competition for attention. The critics are completely right in that Wikipedia does contain errors, and many blogs are at best uninteresting; at worst, they distribute incorrect information and libellous statements.
It is to be hoped that the evolution of new technology will contribute to making it
easier to differentiate between good and bad content, independent of ideology and
differences of opinion. Perhaps this is where the media houses come in. As a supplier
of ready-edited content, with everything from editorial content to filtered news, blogs
and stated opinions, they can use their platforms’ unique qualities in full.
Me, the amateur: Most bloggers prefer to see themselves as happy amateurs, however. One definition of an amateur is a person who loves something that he or she is
engaged in, as opposed to a professional, who does something with the purpose of
earning money from it. Such a definition promotes the view of an amateur as a committed resource person who possesses expertise about a topic, in contrast to the journalist. In other words, an amateur can have greater knowledge than a journalist about
the topics that are being written about. All the same, the amateur will lack the competence accumulated by the trained journalist through experience, education and
practice.
Over a relatively short period, an undergrowth of bloggers has grown up which has
been fulfilling, competently, approximately the same role as commentators from the
traditional media. In addition, people who previously acted as sources for the media,
have themselves started publishing content – whether as bloggers, via comments on
newspaper websites or elsewhere on the Net. This is both a threat and an opportunity
for the traditional media.
Or, you could look upon bloggers and social media as an opportunity to obtain some
totally unique content material, sources and knowledge, new voices and new angles.
The answer to the media crisis is namely not whether it should be on paper or not be
on paper, but rather who will manage to bring innovative ideas to old platforms
and/or realise the potential of new ones.
There is really no formula for a good personal blog. The key is to have something to
convey, and to convey it well. So simple. So difficult. It is as with all other forms of
writing – the genius is usually not in the story itself but in how it is conveyed.
People may view us as a threat – a parasite devouring the very foundation of its life –
and may try to fight against us. The battle is probably lost before it begins – we are
already here, we love what we are doing and have no plans to go away any time soon.
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The new Dialogue

by Arne H. Krumsvik
Media researcher and recipient of the Tinius scholarship

Professional
journalists and
annoying users
The internet enables journalists to
communicate directly with their readers on a
scale previously unheard of, but few journalists
see this as something to cheer for.


The explosion in use of social media gives rise to new expectations among
media users. They expect to be able to ask questions, and get answers. To be able to
exchange opinions directly with the representatives of the the various media organisations. To be consulted on expert matters, and information is updated and improved
as soon as new knowledge emerges.
However, journalists and commentators are sceptical. Basically, they seem none too
thrilled by the prospect of directly involved in exchanges of opinion with the general
public. What is published is published and new deadlines loom.
In the same way as newspapers struggle to transfer their old business models to new
media channels, they are facing an increasing opposition to the communication
methods of the old media. The electronic newspaper has served well enough as a transitional model, from old to new media, but the users have increasingly come to expect
that journalists also make use of what the internet has to offer. Readers have come to
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expect interaction, and if news sites remain digitalised versions of old media, users
will just move to other sites which make better use of the social web. This is the consequence of the transition from a supply managed publishing economy to a demand
managed one. News and information are no longer a limited resource. And old
branded goods are not necessarily as valuable as many people think.
The publishers of Store Norske Leksikon, a Norwegian encyclopaedia, were sure that
their branded goods and stable of experts were enough to oust the colloborative none
profit project Wikipedia with all its shortcoming and flaws. But that did not happen.
This dynamic and constantly changing encyclopaedia has lived up to user expectations in a better way than what the one put together by yesterday’s authorities did.
Traditional media are increasing the use of commentators considerably. This is a

relatively cost-efficient way of offering perspective on the news. However, this fast
growing occupational group seems to a much greater extent to prioritise discussions
with each other on prime time TV – or on Twitter, a social network still dominated
by a small élite – than to take an active part in the web conversation and debate their
artikles spur.
This lack of enthusiasm for close contact with the knowledge and opinions of the
public has interested me ever since online newspapers came into being. I was somewhat surprised that the VG journalists’ main worry when VG.no was to be launched
in autumn 1995, was the question of interactive by-lines. Our initial plan was to link
the names of the journalists to their newly acquired email addresses, so that the
readers could easily contact the journalist behind the story with their reactions and
input. However, many felt that this was totally unnecessary and would only serve to
interrupt their work according to widespread opinion, the switchboard was a great
invention for sorting through tips from the public.
The VG journalists’ scepticism to communicating with the readers is the rule rather
than the exception. At the same time we know how user participation can be for
creating loyalty, a fact which the media industry is very aware of. When I was responsible for the search engine Kvasir of Schibsted Nett and later for Scandinavian Online,
I had the pleasure of experiencing one of the most obvious examples of this first hand.
The users had strong ties to the web catalogue they themselves had been active in
establishing, and as a result of this the American search engine Yahoo! found the tast
of establishing a successfull operation here too difficult and withdrew from the
Scandinavian market. Schibsted and the Norwegian Kvasir, and the search engines in
Sweden and Denmark, became too strong.
Ten years later I managed to realise my dream of completing a PhD thesis, and I

included the subject of journalists’ relations with their readers, viewers and listeners
in the analysis of strategies, structures and processes of news production in CNN and
NRK, the Norwegian public service broadcaster. By studying the common traits of
two very different organisations, the ambition was to be able to say something general about traditional media players’ encounter with new media.
Despite the fact that I compared an American global, commercial web pioneer to a
Scandinavian national public service broadcaster which did not start its online news
service until the turn of the century, it turned out that they had several things in common after a decade with online newspapers.
It is true that CNN already in 1993 began to communicate actively with its users on the
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American online service CompuServe. The TV programme Talk Back used CompuServe as a forum for debate, and some of the opinions of the viewers were passed on
in the TV programme. The following year, news headlines were published on the
proprietary online service, which led to CNN in 1995 becoming the first among the
biggest media organisations focusing heavily on providing a news service on the
World Wide Web. The global expansion of the internet was perfect for CNN’s distribution strategies. Public participation was still central in this undertaking, but this really changed after the merger between Time Warner
and America Online (AOL) at the height of the dotcom boom.
Arne H. Krumsvik is a Tinius
America Online’s debate forums, with CNN producing news you
scholarship holder at the
could discuss on AOL was a successful, but after the dotcom bubble
University of Oslo, where he is
burst and AOL Time Warner reported a record loss of 99 billion dolpost-research fellow in freedom
lars in 2002, CNN’s online operations changed. Reporters working for
of speech and professionalizathe online operation were sacked, and a converged newsroom were
tion of journalism. He is also
made to offer standardised content which could function on all platsenior lecturer II at the Norforms. As a result of the restructuring the web entrepreneurs went out
wegian School of Management
the door, and CNN.com became a most cost-efficient distribution
BI and secretary to the
channel for the news engine CNN. Communicating with users was not
Norwegian Governmentconsidered to be a particularly efficient way of spending time in this
appointed Media Support
model.
Committee (MediestøtteIn NRK it was voluntary for the different departments to engage in utvalget), which is evaluating
online activities, and for a number of years the newsrooms were of the press support in Norway.
opinion that there were more important things to spend money on. Mr. Krumsvik has been online
But at the height of the online optimism around the millennium NRK editor in VG and Dagbladet,
had an idea for solving the problem of fixed income; instead of letting managing editor in Scandinathe broadcasting operations pay for the online activities, NRK was via Online, Editor-in-Chief of
given the go-ahead to finance NRK.no by advertising. However, there Romerikes Blad and general
was no doubt about the new ventures in-house ranking. In the begin- manager of the radio channel
ning the online journalists were not permitted to contact primary Kanal 24. He studied journasources in case they got in the way of the TV and radio reporters. lism at Volda University
Copying other online newspapers NRK also established an online College, has a Master of
debate forum, but the users were not invited to take part by using links Management degree from the
from editorial content, and the journalists did not communicate with Norwegian School of Managethe readers. Thus, in the beginning NRK’s online journalists had no ment BI and a PhD from the
communicating with either sources or users. Their main job was to University of Oslo.
publish NRK’s existing content online.
The situation was in other words quite similar in CNN and NRK,
although everything around the online business was different.
When I interviewed staff members in both organisations during the period 2005-

2007, we talked among other things about what it was that made a news item work
online. The fact is that good still pictures are important for newspapers, and live
pictures are equally important for television. But what make a good online article?
Both in CNN and in NRK emphasis was on multimediality: the possibility of combining text, pictures, video and other forms of expression when presenting a story. Here,
both players had a competitive edge in the online newspaper market because of their
access to live pictures.
The second most important thing for both CNN and NRK was their ability to publish
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the latest news items immediately. Contextualising came third for both. The web
allows the media to join together several published pieces on same the subject in one
news story placing the latest developments in a wider context.
Number three on the list of both organisations was exploiting the opportunity to
publish news on the internet. Less emphasis was placed on other possibilities facilitated by web technology, possibilities which many people thought were going to
revolutionise journalism. Both in CNN and in NRK the possibility of increased transparency in the journalistic process by active use of links to external sources, and the
possibility of a close dialogue with the users were not regarded as essential for good
online journalism. These were not possibilities they chose to employ.
As for making use of comment sections, chat rooms and blogs, one NRK journa-

list was quite clear; – I’d rather not be involved.
Why is this? One explanation may be found in how the journalistic role is defined.
Gunnar Nygren, a Swedish professor of journalism, has defined the journalistic role
by splitting it into four levels to clarify the concept. The most basic level is what journalists actually do in their everyday work. Then comes the silent knowledge based on
newsroom codes and routines which can be explicit or implicit. On level three we find
the professional norms of the industry which are often formulated in a code of ethics
to aid and guide journalists in their work. And finally we have the fourth level which
is about the journalists’ role in society as narrators of our times.
When news reporters in both CNN and NRK emphasis multimediality, imme-

diacy and contextuality when describing good online journalism, these are characteristics that work well with the journalistic role. This does not involve a new practice
interfering with what most journalists do every day. It strengthens rather than challenges the characteristics of skills already valued in the newsrooms, and it does not
challenge deeply ingrained ethical principles of caution and fact-checking before
publishing. On the contrary, it means new tools for the journalist in his traditional
role in society.
Communicating openly with the users is something else entirely.
Journalists wish to submit their stories before deadline, and to be able to go home,

have dinner and fall asleep on the coach in front of the TV-set, like any normal
person. They do not wish to do voluntary work for the further development of a
dynamic story which is never going to be completely finished. Naturally, the story
does develop, but the journalist wants to start his next work shift with a clean slate
when the latest news is to be disseminated. The debate section can take care of public
opinions.
Direct communication with the users does not give the journalist a high standing in
the newsroom unless it involves a tip which he or she can communicate to the world
as a scoop. And unedited debates and other user-generated content are problematic in
relation to the ethical codes of the press.
The Norwegian Online Newspaper Survey, for which I have interviewed
managers, journalists and users of online newspapers since 2005, also shows that the
user contributions in connection with online products are what worry the professional news producers the most.

However, the discussion about the relationship between journalists and the public
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is in no way new. The American civic journalism movement organised popular
meetings to involve readers and viewers before the internet opened up any of these
possibilities. And its roots go all the way back to the classic philosophical debate
between John Dewey and Walter Lippmann in the 1920ies.
Walter Lippmann believed that modern society was too complex for ordinary people
to understand what was going on, and that a technocratic élite
should govern while the citizens were kept up to date by a
Direct communication
professional press with codes for objective communication.
with the users does
John Dewey replied that democracy could only be ensured by
involving the citizens, and that media played a decisive role in
not give the journalist a
this process.
Less than a century later the internet’s potential regarding
dialogue and contribution to content production has vitalised
the debate about professional distance versus involvement.

high standing in the newsroom unless it involves
a tip which can be
communicated as a scoop.

What stops journalists from taking active part in debates
around the stories they themselves cover, is the professional
norm of distinguishing between commentary and reportage.
The journalist is afraid that by taking part in the discussion he will find himself in a
situation where this distinction is erased and as such the professional quality of the
product is lowered and his objectivity is questioned.

An important finding in the Online Newspaper Survey is the fact that users and journalists alike are more sceptical to the online newspapers than to the traditional channels of the media operation. It turns out that the more journalistic resources used on
online journalism, the more sceptical the users are. This may have something to do
with the fact that young and inexperienced online journalists, by having readily available access to statistics on how much web traffic each news article generates, can be
tempted to produce articles that generate lots of traffic at the expense of the story’s
credibility.
The same deviation from professional standard may contribute to making journalists
more sceptical to the media companies own online publications than what the users
are. The fear of cannibalisation also plays a part here. Support for traditional channels
such as print is in decline, and web distribution often gets more than its fair share of
the blame for this.
While newspaper managers, editors and journalists worry primarily about how
the professional content published online could cannibalise existing products such as
print, they ignore the significant change in public attitude to the different channels’
importance as debate forums. The professionals still regard the print publication as
the most important arena for reader opinions. Here, they are completely out of step
with the public: the Online Newspaper Survey shows that the majority of online
newspaper users, across the age groups, think that online debate is more important
for freedom of speech and expression that what the letters to the editors print are. In
the long run, this could threaten the legitimacy the print media privileges are based
on.

Of those who think that online newspapers offers the most important forums for
debate, there is a clear majority who think that the debate should not be moderated,
i.e. the writings should be published as they are, without first having been read and
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approved by an editor. The majority of editors and journalists would prefer advance
control, and tried to introduce this in connection with revision of Vær Varsomplakaten (the Code of Ethics of the Norwegian Press) in 2005. The revision committee
proposed that to publish a comment without prior approval by the editor was to be
regarded as a breach of press ethics.
Even if the proposal had been adopted, it would not have survived for long. The proposal did get the amount of support required to alter the ethical code of practice for
the press at this time of struggle between traditional press ethics and the established
web practice. The main problem was, in regard to the press
that the proposed practice would probably not be
The idea of journalists ethics,
followed, and complaints would be ignored. That would
acting as café-hosts in weaken both the Code of Ethics and the self-regulating
system and thus not benefit the industry.

their dealings with the
people formerly known as
the audience is still not
understood by editors
and journalists.

The reason behind the proposal was a ruling by Pressens
Faglige Utvalg (PFU), the Norwegian equivalent of the Press
Council, criticising Stavanger Aftenblad for waiting up to 48
hours at the weekend before removing a comment posted to
its news site. The criticism was based on the following
wording in the Code of Ethics: “Should the editorial staff
choose not to pre-moderate digital conversation, this has to
be announced in a clear manner for those accessing the pages.
The editorial staff has a particular responsibility, instantly to remove comments that
are not in compliance with the Ethical Code.”
In the Aftenbladet ruling PFU emphasised that comments in newspapers’ debate
forums fall under the editorial responsibility all Norwegian newspapers have agreed
to upheld, and that the editorial staff must follow digital conversations closely. PFU’s
resolution thus transferred the handling of online debate initiated by the media from
an established web industry practice to a legal minefield.

Anyone organising debate groups and chat rooms on the internet has primarily
three options: moderated or not moderated – with or without active monitoring. One
is, in short, either sender or organiser. For legal reasons it is not recommended to mix
the models, and the users should be informed explicitly what regime applies. This is
also reflected in the present Ethical Code.

A debate which is neither moderated nor monitored usually has a complaint button,
thus enabling the users to call attention to undesired content. When this happens,
closing the debate or deleting it must be considered and if necessary implemented
for the newspaper to avoid being held responsible. This is the model used by the
majority of online newspapers today.
In order to comply with PFU’s demand to monitor this activity, the monitoring will
in practice have to take place on a 24-hour basis. This demand was not followed up
by the industry, and that led to the proposal of establishing a traditional editing
regime:
“Digital expressions of opinion are subject to the same editorial responsibility as all
other debate. Comments shall primarily be edited prior to publication, when technically feasible. Online discussions must be monitored on a continuous basis, and offending content must be deleted or blocked as soon as possible.”
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The reservation of what is technically feasible refers to chat groups whose primary
characteristic is that they take place in real time. They can be compared to live broadcasting. In other words, press ethics have previously adapted themselves to technical
innovations, such as the possibility to broadcast in real time. Accordingly, it was
intended that this exception from the requirement of pre-approval would continue,
even though it is both technically possible and to a certain degree also practical to
delay live broadcasting a minute or two in order to be able to interrupt the broadcast
if anything untoward happens.
However, this pragmatic approach to technical innovations is brought to a standstill in the face of new media. The model behind the reasoning of the committee is
that there is one sender, i.e. the editor, communicating with a number of recipients.
The communication potential introduced by internet technology is many-to-many
conversations and one-to-one conversations.

Chat rooms are perhaps be the best example of this. These are open chat rooms where
everyone can take part while at the same time conducting a private conversation with
other chatters. The one-to-one conversation hardly comes under the editorial responsibility even if it does take place within the online newspaper. But where three or more
are gathered together, the editor should be in the middle.
Pre-moderating these activities would, however, result in a delay unacceptable to the
users, and the websites of the newspapers could be reduced to the classic one-to-many
model. This was not a major problem for the revision committee arguing in favour
of the proposed revision, saying that most of the “decent” newspapers have strict
rules regarding online debates, that editors have not normally regarded themselves as
“restaurant managers” or café hosts, but have, on the contrary, been “society’s most
influential moderators”. They do not wish to hand the publishing business over to a
“street parliament”.
Norsk Journalistlag (Norwegian Union of Journalists) was in favour of the revision,
Norsk Redaktørforening (Association of Norwegian Editors) was oppose to. The lack
of consensus for the proposal was largely due to practical and economic considerations. Pre-moderating is costly and impairs the loyalty-generating effect. However, the current practice is not accomplished without due loss of sleep for many a
responsible publisher.
The role of traditional media in the development of the digital world is still not

being debated to any great extent. But as the worrying debate about the users’
exchange of opinions is still going on in the industry, new social media platforms
emerge every day, media whose entire operations build actively on user involvement.
As editor of digital media in VG fifteen years ago, I too worried about user conduct in
the primitive chat room we had established. We tried to improve this technical solutions, for example automatic censoring of unwanted language, which only resulted in
the nastiest words being misspelt on purpose to circumvent censoring. After a lot of
trial and error, we settled for the café-host model. By emphasising our presence we
managed to establish a constructive tone of conversation, and the few troublemakers
who ruined things for all the others were immediately thrown out.
However, although the café-host role worked well in creating a good atmosphere in
virtual space, it is still not understood by editors and journalists as being a part of
their professional role when dealing with the people formerly known as the audience.
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The sources of Inspiration by Sven Egil Omdal
Media Critic at Stavanger Aftenblad, Stavanger

Media criticism,
eroticism
and rotary whisks
Journalism does not need to be saved,
but has to be rediscovered. It is a public
service that is an indispensable precondition
for a functioning democracy.


Knowledge is a maze in which it is sometimes a joy to lose one’s way and
completely lose the thread. I was going to write about the danger of drowning in a sea
of opinions, but ended up with Danish censorship, a beautiful lamp and the erotic
potential of the rotary whisk. It is a long way to get there, but we have plenty of time
and ample space available.
The idea was to find the wellspring for my own inspiration. All writers try to write like
someone else. I wanted to return to the text that first got me thinking ”this is the way
I want to write” – in a journalistic way, to be precise. This was not exactly like finding
the source of the Nile, so the expedition just took a few minutes. So there I was with
a tiny little book in my hands. It is well over 30 years old, and it must be just as long
since I last read it. Can a book of 132 narrow pages really make such an impression
that several decades of keyboard tapping have always been driven by a desire to
create something similar?
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The book has an impressively dull title: ”Spidser om presse, radio og TV” (Editorials
about press, radio and TV). The cover is a dirty grey colour and the publisher is Odense
University Press. It would be difficult to get closer to the total literary anaesthetic. But
the author is Børge Outze and the book is a collection of the finest
media criticism that has ever been written in Scandinavia. It was Børge
Outze who wrote of his editor colleagues that ”of the two languages
Sven Egil Omdal, media comthey best mastered – silence and Danish – they chose silence”.
mentator and journalist at
There is obviously a risk that today’s journalists and newspaper readers
Stavanger Aftenblad.
do not know who Børge Outze was. This risk will be further reinforEmployed at the Stavanger
ced because in Scandinavia we have stopped reading one another’s
Aftenblad newspaper in 1971;
newspapers. It is no longer the case that Politiken prints fellow newsAdresseavisen newspaper
paper Fædrelandsvennen’s editorial articles two days before Fædre1975-1976; editor at the
landsvennen itself (the only explanation people in Kristiansand found
Information Service of the
for the fact that Fædrelandsvennen constantly had exactly the same
Church of Norway 1976 opinions as Politiken, only two days later). When Oslo journalists meet
1979; Vårt Land newspaper
in the cafes to drown their distaste at the last strategy note from the
1979-1991 – the last four years
editors, they no longer dream of creating the Norwegian version of
there spent on leave of absence
Information.
to act as leader of the NorBørge Outze was the Danish paper, Information. He established
wegian Union of Journalists
Det Illegale Information (the Illegal Information), during the German
(Norsk Journalistlag). Since
occupation, and it became the principal organ of the Danish resistan1991, he has been at Stavanger
ce movement. When peace rolled in over the country, Information’s
Aftenblad working as news
employees took over the editorial premises of the Nazi newspaper
editor, culture editor, multiFædrelandet (Fatherland) in Store Kongensgade in Copenhagen and
media editor and now as a
carried on its business there. To start with, the paper was published as
print journalist. Formerly
handbills, flyers and small four-page slips of paper, but it gradually
head of Norway’s Press Comturned into the Danish daily that has ignored the force of gravity for
plaints Commission (Pressens
the past 65 years in the most unique way.
Faglige Utvalg). At present, he
Børge Outze was a man full of opinions. The opinions were not always
is working on a project at the
equally consistent – they were rarely popular, but they were always
University of Bergen that is
considered – and they were put forward in a form that had no equal.
undertaking research into new
His editorials, called spidser, were signed with a small o. and printed on
methods of financing quality
the front page of the paper. There is no point in an opinion-carrying
journalism. In 2009, awarded
newspaper hiding its opinions under a bushel.
the Golden Pen (Gullpennen).
I was not a reader of the Information at the end of the 1970s when I,
as fate (or perhaps Our Lord) would have it, ended up in Vårt Land
(Christian daily in Oslo). I subscribed to the newspaper, as did many
of my ambitious colleagues, but I did not read it. I ripped off the grey band around
the middle to see if the little o. was there under the editorial. If it did, I read Børge
Outze – the rest I put aside. Even the major debate about whether a vaginal orgasm
according to Marxist theory was more correct than a clitoral orgasm went right past
me. I got the Information quite simply for Børge Outze’s art of formulation and for
his ability and desire to criticise power, regardless of where and how it might manifest itself. He was just as elegantly merciless towards the USA’s war in Vietnam as
he was against the iron grip of Soviet in Eastern Europe. Anti-communist, antiimperialist, but also critical of all dogmatic tendencies in the generation that was
gradually taking over the newspaper he had created.
The little collection of Outze’s spidser of media criticism, edited by Erik Lund, has a
motto, taken from one of these spidsene:
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”Much of what goes into a newspaper is like a sandcastle on the beach just before high
water. But it so happens that some things are made of more solid stuff, so that they are
not erased by the waves of time”.
For more than 30 years, these waves have been washing over Outze’s texts, with-

out weakening them. I read them again, and feel the same strong inspiration: Media
criticism should be written this way: sharp, knowledgeable and elegant. From the
inside, but with a certain distance, or civil courage, so that not even friends and
colleagues escape. And to encourage the impatient reader, we are now approaching
the rotary whisk and eroticism.
On 31 August 1954, Børge Outze wrote a spids article headed ”PHilologi” (PHilology).
Today’s digital spellcheckers want to reduce the capital H to a small h, but we are also
still a long way from a time when machines have a sense of humour. For contemporary readers, the capital letters ”PH” were a signal that the article dealt with the big PH,
today best recognised as a lamp.
This article was a clash with the view of a close colleague, one of the few Danes who
could compete with Outze in firmness of opinion. It started off
as follows:
”Poul Henningsen, who is really going to be 60 presently, has
been questioned by journalists because of that, and, if you can
rely on their reports, they have even managed to get a word in
now and then. PH says that he is an opponent of the decimal
system, and that he would thus prefer to make a statement
when he reaches 60.7 years of age, which will probably happen,
because he is always keen to make a statement.”
After an intro like that, the reader is held helplessly captive. We
editor: Børge Outze created and
stay with Outze when he hits out at Henningsen’s perception Legendary
managed the Danish newspaper Information.
that renewal of the written language has to come from the He was a man with courage of his own convictions and a brilliant writer.
spoken language:
”PH actually also works on us intelligently, every time he talks about something we do
not know about; but with his talk about the language he cannot bluff us.”
Outze was very conservative on language issues, and took a stand against the ”bolleaaerne”, the new Danish å character (replacing ”aa”), for as long as he could. He
believed that the written language should not drift with the winds that blow from the
many inventions of everyday speech, but should constitute constancy.
”One should write ”snedker” (once it has been decided that this is the way to spell it)
but one might then say ”sneker” or ”snæker” or ”snedker” with the softest Danish soft
”d”, or ”sneeeeker”, and it would not matter. We do not want to have Norwegian
conditions in this area!”
Poul Henningsen was a polymath, although he now happened to be bluffing his

way through philology. He was an anti-Nazi, humanist, first communist then strict
anti-communist. Today there may not be too many people who remember his famous
Denmark film, which was intended to sell the beautiful self-image abroad, but which
finally ended up with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs censoring large parts of its
content. No one had asked him to tell the truth. Even his three-volume work on the
history of eroticism, which was a strong contributory factor in the legalisation of pornography (and made a greater change in the view the outside world had of Denmark
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than his film could ever have done), has been forgotten by most people. Outside
marriage, Poul Henningsen became the father of Sten Hegeler, half of Inge and Sten,
the sexologist couple who, with their outspoken recommendations for various sex
aids, shocked even the hardened readership of Dagbladet, and made Fredrik Stabel,
the founder of Dusteforbundet (the Association of Fools), draw them playing friskily
above the wording: ”A rotary whisk? It is quite normal”.
About Poul Henningsen, his opinions and achievements, and indeed also about his
family, it would therefore be possible to write a very much longer article than this one.
Here he is just one little – but important – offshoot. Because the PH that Børge Outze
took so strongly to task in the editorial column, is first and foremost
known as the father of the «PH lamp». It was the PH lamp which made it
possible for him to devote his life to debate and opinions, and which has
given him lasting renown outside Denmark. In several variations, it is still
hanging as a design trophy in innumerable Norwegian homes in the top
price bracket, as a social marker on a par with Arne Jacobsen and Bruno
Mathsson chairs.
So, there is also a line that stretches from the PH lamp to Børge
Outze’s works as a writer. It is as if they both strove to achieve the same
effect, Henningsen with functionalist design with the multiple shades
reflecting the light evenly and softly out into the room, Outze with his
choice of adjective, with the structure of his arguments and the composition of his small comments articles. The lamp is a brilliant solution to the
The man with the lamp: There
is a line that stretches straight from double problem: illuminate without dazzling, soften without removing the
Poul Henningsen, creator of the
energy. It is the same thing with the spidsene articles.
ingenious PH Lamp, to Børge
Børge Outze’s style of writing is exactly like the lamp: the form is elegant, but
Outze’s life and work as a writer.
it does not overshadow the energy of the message. As when he clashes with
provincial papers that do not have any opinions of their own, but which allow the political press bureaux to write their editorials for them, a tradition of which remnants still
remain in Norway’s A-pressen media group:
”We recently found an indignant attack on ”Information” in the cosy newspaper,
”Fyens Stiftstidende”, where, amongst a lot of fluff, privileged conservative opinions
are to be found from time to time, which at present have to find shelter in the provinces, because the ”Berlingske Tidende” newspaper has rediscovered its traditional position of being the voice of whichever government happens to be in office”.
No one could be in any doubt about what Outze thought about the practice (”It would
be hard to imagine anything more pathetic than the line of provincial editors who, with
mouths open, allow themselves to be spoon-fed by a bureau every morning”), but the
form is the rapid swish of the rapier, not the blunt stroke of the sword.
The book was read quickly as soon as I got hold of it. On the other hand, however, I read it several times. So, there I stood as a newly arrived member of the national press corps, with my own desk in the legendary street of Akersgata, and knew that
I wanted to be a media critic. In the absence of a formal education in journalism (well,
actually any kind of education) I subscribed to the Columbia Journalism Review and
followed the intense debates during and after the Watergate revelations and the publication of the Pentagon report. I had read David Halberstam’s portrait of those
mighty American institutions the New York Times, the Washington Post, Los Angeles
Times and Time Magazine in ”The Powers That Be” (1979). Half of Vårt Land’s
editorial team crammed their way through this 800-page hagiography of the best of
the best in the profession. Here was a description of the ideals for the free critical
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press, admittedly in Halberstam’s rather pretentious style, but five years after the fall
of Nixon, there was still room for pretension in the descriptions of journalism’s
democratic function.
I had also read the analysis, by media scholars Fred S. Siebert, Theodore Peterson and Wilbur Schrams, of the media’s social and political role in the book ”Four
Theories of the Press” and knew their principal theory that the media always obtains
its form and character from the social and political structure of the field in which it is
operating. Journalism has no universal identity, when detached from the structures
within which it operates. Its roots are authoritarian, arisen as it has under the British
autocracy – it is loyal and orthodox in dictatorships, liberal and an adherent of laissez
faire in societies where the thoughts of Milton, Locke and Mills dominate, and
characterised by social responsibility and social awareness in Scandinavia and other
countries in which social democracy holds a strong position.
Towards the end of the 1970s, the de-ideologisation of the Norwegian media was well
underway. The investors had not yet discovered the hidden values within the newspaper houses, but ties to political parties were loosened, or, in the case of the Liberal
Party of Norway: cut in two. After the break-up of the party in 1973, the old Liberal
newspapers declared themselves independent, and gradually the right-wing press and
the the social democratic press followed suit. In 1974, Reidar Hirsti was drawn into a
broom cupboard in Folkets Hus and was removed from office as editor of the
Arbeiderbladet newspaper, but as early as the following years saw an end to the poor
practice of electing the newspaper’s editor at the Norwegian Labour Party’s national
conference. The Norwegian media was going through a phase of change, journalism
had never been more powerful – but no one was instigating any systematic media
criticism from within.
I wrote my first piece of media criticism in 1982. It was on the back page of Vårt
Land’s new Friday magazine and was entitled ”Verdens gang slik VG ser den” (The
Way of the World as seen by VG). In form and content it was a long way from Børge
Outze, but nevertheless it was something new. One of the secretaries at VG (Verdens
Gang) was sent out to buy 20 copies of Vårt Land (a not insignificant increase in our
sales) to enable the entire management team to read the crude remarks that the Christian upstart across the road was making.
Over the café tables, and in spontaneous seminars in the middle of the pavement in
Akersgata, I was informed by some heavyweight names at VG that I had behaved like
a disloyal little whippersnapper. Who did I think I was to take it upon myself to criticise the work of other journalists? If I had been reviewing the latest book from the
famous norwegian author Dag Solstad, or a Nationaltheater production of Ibsen’s
”When We Dead Awaken”, no one would have reacted. But criticising VG required a
competence which I obviously did not possess.
There was certainly a lack of knowledge, but I had equipped myself for the onslaught
by also studying another of the profession’s great critics. From him, I had learnt the
value of being in control of the facts. Lying alongside the little pamphlet containing
the spidser articles was namely a considerably more full-bodied book – ”The Press”
by A. J. Liebling. This collection of Liebling’s articles about journalism and the media
were first published in 1961, my edition was from 1975. Here was the man I would be
able to lean on, in addition to Outze. Gay Talese has written that ”no one other than
Liebling is able to create literature while he is writing about the media”. Anthony
Lewis maintains that no one has done more to teach American journalists about the
faults of the media – and about its significance – than Liebling.
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Liebling wrote a monthly column in The New Yorker, entitled ”Wayward Press”

for 18 years. It was in one of these articles that he formulated the sharpest piece of
media criticism that has ever fitted into one sentence: ”Freedom of the press is
guaranteed only to those who own one”. The New Yorker was justifiably admired for
its accuracy. Liebling relates that the editorial team had eight fact-checkers going
through every word in the manuscripts, inserting a little tick beside every single
factual detail: names, figures, goals, weights, geographical data, references and quotations. In that way, everything was checked until even the most critical of the checkers
was convinced that the facts were actually facts. Even today, it is a delight to read the
paragraphs in Liebling that it is possible to check. When a newspaper has written
about all of the communists who are in control of Norway, Liebling points out that
there is only one communist sitting in Norway’s Storting, that his name is Emil Løvlien and that he has been elected by the county of Hedmark. He kept on like that for
decades; finely honed comments packed around a core of rock-hard facts.
Before he got that far, Liebling had been a reporter in Providence, Rhode Island, a sports
editor on The New York Times (in 2002, Sports Illustrated chose a collection of Liebling’s essays on boxing as the best sports book of all time) and in Joseph Pulitzer’s New York
World. To get that last job, he paid an unemployed Norwegian seaman to walk past the
Pulitzer building for three days carrying a sandwich board which read: ”Hire Joe Liebling”.
Since I had first been in search of old sources of inspiration, I also brought out
Liebling’s book from the bookshelf, which had been standing there untouched for two
decades. The prologue of the book is entitled ”The End of Free Lunch” and it is so
topical that it is spooky. Liebling starts off with the information that the British
government is so worried about the growing concentration of newspaper ownership
that it has set up a Royal Commission to look into how to guarantee diversity in the
voices heard by the general public.
”In the United States, the American Newspaper Publishers’ Association would treat such
a pronouncement as heresy and interference in their own damned business, not to mention an infringement of the freedom of the press and a partisan pronouncement – since
the press being almost exclusively Republican, any criticism is implicitly Democratic”.
In 2010, more than 60 years later, public enquiries are being set up in Norway,

Denmark and a number of other western countries to find out how journalism can
survive as a public service when the commercial business models look as if they are
crumbling. Even the American Federal Communication Commission is searching for
arguments to support new legislation that will secure the general public’s access to
journalism of the scale and quality needed for society to function democratically and
to develop in the best interests of its citizens.
In May last year, I wrote a media column under the heading ”Livet etter avisdøden”
(Life after the Death of the Newspaper), in which I attempted to discuss how we can
– and ought – to reconstruct journalism as a public service. This article provoked
aggression in some places and curiosity in others.
In January, an American book was published, written by Professor Robert McChesney and John Nichols, Washington correspondent for The Nation. These two are also
the founders of Free Press, well-known think-tank in the media field in the USA.
Their book has exactly the same approach as my column, and is called: ”The Death
and Life of American Journalism”. First death, then new life.
McChesney and Nichols write that we need to understand that journalism, as we
know it, will never be profitable again, at any rate not in the foreseeable future. There
is no smart business model for the iPad or iPod that can finance journalism on such
a scale and of such a quality as society needs.
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Their message is therefore that American journalism has to be rediscovered, by going
back to the time before big advertising revenues, to a situation in which the politicians
recognised that a free, critical press is the most important precondition for a
people’s self-government. The American press was not constructed upon advertisements for department stores and toothpaste, but upon public subsidies. The American postal service was established to distribute newspapers all over the country,
virtually free of charge. Presidents like Jefferson and Madison saw that the United
States could only develop via an informed public. McChesney and Nichols characterise this way of thinking as an understanding of the role of journalism as the infrastructure of democracy.
In his famous essay ”Democracy in America”, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote with amazement about the incredibly large number of newspapers that had been established in
the USA. At that time, the printed newspaper was the journalist’s only platform. The
extent to which anyone is able to write impressive essays on the future democracy in
Norway, will largely depend on our managing to retain a sufficient number of journalists with sufficiently good working conditions.
This is the point we have to reach in the debate about public subsidies for the
media. Instead discussing whether the Nationen (paper) or Nettavisen (online) newspapers ought to get most support, we need to formulate the requirements for journalism that Norwegian society is going to need in the years to come. These requirements
will be of a quantitative and qualitative nature, and they will have to adapt to the new
technology. If we – after having formulated the requirements – decide that the market will not be able to supply this journalism, we need to look at alternative public
solutions. Journalism does not need to be saved, but it has to be rediscovered. Not as
an item people can live without if the market fails, but as a public service which, like
education, is an indispensable qualification for a functioning democracy.
Børge Outze and A.J. Liebling entered the profession on completely different terms.
Outze started out in a situation in which each word he wrote brought him into
mortal danger. He founded an illegal organ which, after the end of the war, first became
a small publication, then an impoverished newspaper that never possessed one Krone of
a surplus. This is also the way Information lives today. Liebling was employed within
organisations that were so powerful that presidents came to visit, not vice-versa. He
had a support apparatus that could help him with research and marketing.
The scale of the Danish public was small and it was well-arranged – it was not too
difficult for someone like Outze to be seen and read. The scale of the American public
was enormous, the voices innumerable. Nevertheless, Liebling stood out as someone
completely outside the norm, Tom Wolfe called him ”irreplaceable”, an adverb that
Wolfe otherwise reserves for himself.
This is the consolation for journalism in a media landscape undergoing total
change. The finances will probably become difficult for most people, as it was for
Outze. The number of competing opinion-holders and writers would be tremendous,
as it was for Liebling. However, in the struggle for the readers’ attention, their loyalty
and their willingness to pay, these three factors remain constant: Facts, language and
trustworthiness. The media critics of the day must foster these three values in journalism, and try to manage them personally as best they can.
In addition, it must also be permitted to play about with the greatest special rewards
of journalism: the delightful joy of being able to learn something completely surprising, such as there really being a link between media criticism, lamps, eroticism and
rotary whisks.
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Democracy in Development by Robert G. Picard
Professor of Media Economics

Contemplating
Democracy without
the Press
New communication opportunities are not just changing
the media environment, they are changing society as a
whole. Fear for the future of democracy in a World without newspapers is caused mainly by a fear of change.


For two and a half centuries, western society has embraced the idea that the
press is the cornerstone of democracy. According to this fundamental philosophical
ideal, a free press provides avenues for the expression and debate of ideas and opinions, provides journalism that observes and explains events and developments
affecting society, and holds governments and individuals with economic, social, and
political power accountable for their actions.
To make this possible, we have expected the press to provide diverse and pluralistic
content that includes a wide range of information, opinions, and perspectives on developments that affect the lives of citizens. The press has been expected to mobilize the
public to participate in and carry out their responsibilities in society. It has been
expected to help citizens identify with and participate in the lives of their community,
state, and nation. It has been expected to serve the needs and represent the interests of
widely differing social groups and to ensure that information and ideas are not
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narrowed by governmental, economic, or social constraints. Simultaneously, the press
has been expected to serve their economic self-interests to produce profits, to grow, and
to contribute to national economies. We have expected a lot from the press.
Today, the ability of the press to fulfill those roles and expectations is under question
as the business confronts diminishing consumption of newspapers, reduction in
resources, cost cutting, and consolidation. These are caused because western newspaper markets are now mature and saturated; an ever-widening array of broadcast,
Internet, and mobile platforms are competing with the press in the provision of news,
information, and advertising. Consequently, the press from which the public traditionally received news and information, in which public debates were moderated, and in
which collective public experiences were generated, are receiving less public attention.
At some point in the not-too-distant future, the printed newspaper as we know it will
disappear, migrating to e-readers or the Internet. Because of declining readership
among the population during the past three to four decades, newspapers already began
transforming from a mass medium to a niche medium. The move to digital distribution will push the press further into the niche category and make its readers primarily
the socially, economically, and politically active members of society.
Digital distribution will also change the content and role of the digital press in society.
People read and comprehend content differently on screens than on paper because of
the way that the brain is wired and the ways that perception and memory work. Content on screens tends to be more effective if shorter, more visual, and video presentations are involved; lengthy analyses and opinion pieces are harder for the mind to process on screens. Consequently, traditional presentations of journalism, analysis, and
commentary as practiced in print will not be as effective on computer, e-reader, and
smart phone screens.
As the ability to convey serious, in-depth content is diminished, the role of news organizations in providing avenues for expression, debate, and analysis will continue to decline. As it does so, the exalted place the press has held among media will diminish as well.
Thus, we are left to ponder the future of democracy without the press.
Does Democracy Really Need the Press? Most of us have assumed that democracy requires the press as we know it. Democratic and social theorists from John Milton and
Thomas Jefferson, Alexis de Tocqueville to John Dewey, and Walter Lippmann to Jürgen
Habermas have all asserted the roles of the press in creating political community and have
portrayed the press as intermediaries between governors and the governed, as overseers
of governmental acts, and as creators of forums in which public debate takes place.
In practice, however, these relations have never been so evident because democracy
developed and thrived before the press as we know it today even existed. Even in
modern times, democratic movements to overthrow colonialism and its residual conditions were successful without a democratically leaning or sympathetic press. In
Africa and Asia, democracies emerged when colonial powers and conditions such as
apartheid were rejected by the population despite the lack of support in the press. The
struggle for democracy in Central and Eastern Europe went forward without the press
carrying out the democratic functions we believe they serve.
Clearly, the press can make important contributions to democratic processes, but there
is little evidence that other forms of communications or different types of organizations are unable to serve some of the news, commentary, and debate functions necessary for community building and democracy. This is especially true in an era in which
information dissemination, community building, and some debate and discussion can
be served through new communications technologies.
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Despite the love many of us have for the press, democracy doesn’t require the press.
What it requires is the service of the informational, debate, and accountability functions that the press has traditionally played better than other media in western society.
Press Form and Functions: Part of the concern exists because many
observers continue to emphasize the form of the press rather than its
functions. They recognize that contemporary changes are stripping
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ce functions to make readers aware of what was happening around
Studies. He has held professorthem. Analyses and in-depth explorations of issues and trends were
ships in Europe, North
made to increase understanding. Investigations of government and corAmerica, and Asia and was
porate activities were made to hold the powerful accountable. Financipreviously a fellow at the
al news was included to support decision-making by merchants, manuShorenstein Center at the
facturers, and investors. Commentary and criticism were provided to
John F. Kennedy School of
reflect and spark political, social, and cultural debate. Letters to the ediGovernment at Harvard
tors were included to provide social interaction. Sports, entertainment,
University.
and lifestyle news and features were provided to serve diversion and
amusement needs and because more people were willing to buy papers
when that content was included.
The press as we know it was constructed in response to the social, economic, political,
and technological conditions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Its current
form cannot be expected to survive the fundamental social, economic, political, and
technological transformations that are now occurring in society because the original
conditions are disappearing.
How the Functions will Change: The content and the functions provided by the
press will change in the future, especially as they migrate to new platforms where a far
greater variety of news, information, and commentary sources are available.
One reason for this change is that the lower cost structures for operating digital platforms is producing increasingly focused and specialized providers of news in online,
mobile, and e-reader environments. These are often run by people more knowledgeable than journalists, some of whom were previously sources for journalists. Economic
news and analysis is being provided by economists, weather news and information by
meteorologists, medical news and information by physicians, and science news by
scientists. Some of these sites are intended for professionals, but a growing number are
intended for the general public.
The appearance of these sites is reducing the reliance on the press for news and information, and online software is now allowing readers to aggregate the various sources
of news on personalized news pages – much the way the press has traditionally aggregated news from multiple sources.
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Such changes require the press to begin rethinking the way it provides content –both
in the current print and online editions and on other platforms they may adopt in the
future. Some of the content categories traditionally in the press will diminish or disappear in the future.
The degree of change in each content category will depend upon the media structure
in countries, the type, location, and size of papers involved, and the availability of alternative providers in the dominant language(s) of a country. In some nations, the national and metropolitan press will experience the strongest change, whereas it may be
the regional and local press in others.
These changes, however, will mean that financial and staff resources previously expended for some content categories can be redirected toward other news activities or can
be dropped as resources decline.
In the future, international and national news will play a smaller part in overall content of the printed press and any local news sites. Most of the press has relied on news
agencies or leading national papers for the bulk of that coverage and in the future the
news websites of the national press, as well as portals such as Yahoo!, Google, and MSN,
news aggregators, and broadcasters will dominate distribution of the daily flow of
information about national and international events.
Analysis, in-depth explorations, and investigations will be undertaken by the press and by
new journalistic organizations established to carry out those activities. Some will operate
as news providers to the public themselves; others will become providers to the press.
Financial and business news is increasingly shifting to specialized international and
national providers, with specialized papers and magazines and online and mobile providers providing higher quality and greater coverage than the general press. Financial
and business news will decline in importance for the general press when local relevance
is unclear. Stock tables, quarterly and annual performance reports for national and
international firms, and news of executives will move out of the general press and off
their websites to other platforms that better serve readers interested in that news and
information. Commentary and criticism in its traditional form will lose a good deal of
impact as new sources of commentary, criticism, and debate flourish on the Internet.
Bloggers and discussion forums are providing new ways for the public to vigorously
interact regarding public events and issues and are promoting new commentators
through democratic choice that are replacing the authority previously held by editors
and columnists because of the constraints on media. Sports, entertainment, and lifestyle news will be reduced in the general press, finding its home in tabloids and online
and mobile services devoted to those topics.
Where does this leave the general press? Local and regional news is less likely to be
gathered and distributed by large players, leaving opportunities for the press at those
levels to carve out local niches for themselves and find new and better ways to cover
and interact with their communities.
Community journalists typically have not regularly covered the range of public agencies and activities that have been traditionally covered by organized journalistic practice in the press. In the future they may be providers of niche information or may
expand their activities to take on that greater range of coverage and journalistic practices. It needs to be recognized as well that many of these news blogs and websites are
covering small communities and niche topics far better than the press traditionally did.
Clearly online news startups are beginning to play roles at the local or national levels
in a number of countries, but even with charitable and advertising funding, the size
and scope of their operations are far below those of the traditional press. They are currently seen as supplements to rather than replacements for news provision by the press,
but this is changing and they will continue to develop over time.
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The New Era and Position for the Press: The contemporary developments are

not diminishing the need for news and the functions previously performance by the
press, but they are reducing the need for the press as we know it today. There will
always remain a need for news organizations that carry out the organized, day-to-day
surveillance of society and in-depth exploration and analysis of issues and events.
What is changing, however, are the ways that news is financed, the means by which
news and information are distributed, how news is consumed, and the sustainability of
existing news organizations.
These developments are unsettling to anyone who cares about the roles of the press in
public life. However, while financing news in the emerging environment will be different from the recent past, it will not so different from the news environment in the
more distant past.
Historically, the first collection and dissemination of news was funded in ancient times
by emperors and kings. They used governors and officials throughout their realms to
collect news and information and send it to the seat of power. The collected information was then shared with officials throughout the realm to assist in governance activities. To gain foreign news, the monarch sent emissaries, consuls, and ambassadors to
collect news and information in places important for trade or seen as potential threats
to their realms. This pattern can be seen as an imperial finance model that was
designed to help manage the interests of the state.
In the Middle Ages, a commercial elite financing model developed, in which wealthy
merchants hired correspondents in cities and states with which they traded to collect
information about political and economic developments relevant to trade. This news
brought commercial advantages to the leading merchants. It was not intended for
broader dissemination and was held in confidence.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a broader social elite financing model developed to support newspapers serving the needs of the aristocracy and wider merchant
classes. Even in this model, news was not profitable and newspapers were subsidized by
other printing and commercial activities, governments and political parties, and merchant associations.
The mass media financing model appeared in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, made possible by the industrial revolution, urbanization, and wage earning. In this
model, news was provided for the masses at a small fee, but subsidized by advertising
sales. Even in this model there is some heritage of a split press: a quality press with a
heavier reliance on advertising and a tabloid or boulevard press that was still dependent on advertising to a lesser degree than the former.
This is a great deal of uncertainty about how society will support the press functions
in the twenty-first century. The mass media financing model is diminishing and it appears that we may be returning to some form of social elite financing. This is particularly
significant because the switch between the social elite financing model and the mass
media financing model was part of the democratization of western society, in which the
greater bulk of people were brought into social decision-making and needed information and expressive opportunities in order for democratic processes to play out.
The appearance of communications technologies that provide widespread ability for
citizens to search and retrieve news and information and to engage in broad public discussion and debate, however, means that even with a social elite news financing model
the general public is not being relegated to the position of poor communication and
information access that existed prior to the mass press.
This is happening because far more means for communicating about the events of the
day exist today than in the past. The traditional press has relied heavily on the public
for news, photos, and videos of events such as the protests in Iran and the earthquakes
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in Haiti and Chile. The burgeoning number of hyperlocal news sites is covering neighborhoods and small town developments far better than the press ever has. The public
is providing commentary and opinion to a wide audience through blogs, social networks, and websites and is engaging in discussion of events, issues, and trends in ways
they could not when only the traditional press existed.
Many professional journalists are uncomfortable with the idea of such citizen journalists, believing that only trained journalists can make effective news and informational contributions. They forget that the press relied on nonprofessional journalists for the
majority of its history. In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, for example,
nonprofessional correspondents around the world wrote roundups and stories for newspapers in Europe and North America. Similar correspondents in towns too small for
their own papers performed an equivalent task for papers in neighboring cities.
What is different is that the professionalism of journalism in the twentieth century
produced the idea that only similarly trained, professional journalists could adequately convey the news of the day and that there are benefits in regular news work that these
new enterprises and individuals are currently unable to provide.
Social leaders – including newspaper editors and columnists – find it disconcerting that
a wider array of citizens now has the opportunity to comment on public events and politics. Part of this is sheer elitism and wariness about giving a direct voice to the masses;
part is the knowledge that it is reducing the necessity for the commentary function in the
press and reducing the influence of traditional social and political organizations.
In the new environment there are clearly roles for the use of blogs and social media for
news and information gathering and dissemination, as well as public discussion. Contemporary communications technologies are supporting collective contemplation.
While not producing face-to-face discussion, blogs and technology-assisted social networking have increased opportunities for individuals to convey their opinions and
ideas, to inform each other, and to respond to and engage in conversation in ways that
were limited by traditional mass media. Concurrently, technologies are beginning to
allow effective meta-analyses of buzz, blogs, and social networking that gather topics
and some sense of the opinions being expressed. These information technologies thus
allow aggregating the views of millions in ways not previously possible.
Where such technologies will take us is unclear, but the contemporary engagement and contemplation by millions of people online is far better for society than the
disenfranchisement that mass society previously encouraged. Media organizations will
have to wrestle with how this collective contemplation is altering the roles and functions of editorial writers, op-ed authors, and columnists. They will have to increasingly
engage with the public and see their roles as provoking conversation, not merely telling
people what to think. One of the greatest effects of search and social media has been as
redistribution platforms for professionally produced news and features. This redistribution can both benefit and harm news organizations, depending upon whether it drives readers, listeners, and viewers to the original source of the material or conveys it
without taking individuals to the original source that benefits from advertising based
on the number of users who view material there.
Millions of people use new technologies, yet even in this time of exploration and experimentation with them, it is clear that the users of these digital tools react to them in
different ways. Some find them highly useful and satisfying; others find them disappointing. Some find them a worthy pastime; others conclude they are a waste of time.
They are more important to some people than to others. Not everyone wants to be or
will be equally wired, communicating, or sharing their opinions and the details of their
lives. Some people find the communications technologies more rewarding in business;
others emphasize the personal benefits.
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It is still early when it comes to the use of social media by news organizations. Already,
however, we can find some indications of the effectiveness of these interactive social
and instant messaging technologies. They tend to more beneficial for national and
large metropolitan news organizations than they are for smaller local ones. This is
because they offer the competitive advantages of making the brand omnipresent in the
face of the myriad competing alternative sources of news and information. When their
use is more targeted at building effective personal relationships with readers, listeners,
and viewers, they appear to be more useful for smaller local news organizations. There,
the contacts can be more individual and intimate and the volume of contact is generally not as overwhelming as for large organizations.
Although it is too early to fully forecast what the communication environment will be
like in 25 years, press enterprises need not disappear as the transformation occurs if
they transform themselves as well.
It is likely that established organizations will remain the primary providers of news and
information in their communities if they operate print, online, mobile, e-reader, and
whatever distribution platforms come along that we cannot yet envision. Print may
disappear as the primary news platform, but is likely to remain for special printed
reports and significant in-depth news that cannot be conveyed well on screens.
Press enterprises can become the primary community forums in which the public discusses and debates issues online, but only if they are willing to embrace the new roles
of individuals in the democratic process and find new ways to make the process open
and effective.
The press as we know it will become a niche medium that continues to facilitate
engagement and democratic processes, but it will play a far more diminished role than
in the past because it no longer has monopolistic control over communication.
Fear of the future without the printed press and of the prospects for democracy is primarily caused by fear of change and unwillingness to seriously consider how new communications opportunities are altering not only the media environment but society as
a whole. Digital technologies alter the roles and power of individuals, reduce the
importance of intermediary institutions such as the press, schools, churches, and
government in conveying and interpreting information, and create opportunities for
far greater democratization of many aspects of life than existed in the past.
This transition of society will be uneven, messy, and damaging to existing institutions,
but it is allowing more people in more locations to participate in democratic activities
and in decision-making processes in which they could not participate in the past. Rather
than fearing the future, we should be encouraged by these prospects for democracy.
This does not mean there are not democratic challenges to be faced. We need to find
ways, including governmental and non-governmental support, to provide resources
necessary to ensure that news gathering and distribution takes place. This may come
through taxes on Internet service providers, subsidies to news enterprises, and support
for creating non-commercial enterprises.
We must also be wary of control over communication infrastructures and the major
forums for discussion and debate in the virtual world. Competition and communication policies should be used to ensure that ownership and control do not interfere with
the democratic gains that the technology provides.
Ultimately, we come back to the question of whether democracy can exist without the
press. I believe the answer is yes. The printed press is becoming increasingly unnecessary for democracy, but some of its functions remain essential. As technology continues to progress in the twenty-first century, we need to ensure that the means for
traditional press functions are promoted and protected.
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The Trust Board
Ole Jacob Sunde

Per Egil Hegge

John A. Rein

Chairman of the Board

Member of the Board

Member of the Board

Chairman of the Board of
Schibsted ASA. Founder and
Chairman of the Board of
Formuesforvaltning
ASA.
Founded Industrifinans Forvaltning ASA in 1983 and was
General Manager until 2000.
Formerly a consultant with
McKinsey & Co. (1980-1883).
Various other directorships,
including
Blommenholm
Industrier AS. Graduate of
the Université de Fribourg,
Switzerland (1976) and Kellogg School of Management,
Northwestern University, USA
(1980, with distinction).

Employed with Aftenposten
1962-2005. Twelve years as foreign correspondent in London,
Moscow and Washington D.C.
Editor of A-Magasinet 19841988. Cultural Editor 19921998. 15 books, including biographies of Otto Sverdrup,
Fridtjof Nansen and King Harald V. The Narvesen prize in
1969 and Riksmålsforbundet’s
Gold Pen Award 1993. Class 1
Knight of the Order of St. Olav
2003. Bachelor’s Degree from
University of Oslo, specialising
in Russian, English and Political Science (1966).

John A. Rein is a business
lawyer and partner with Wikborg Rein. Admitted to the
Supreme Court Bar. Member
of the Board of VG and Blommenholm Industrier AS. Mr.
Rein was legal adviser to Tinius
Nagell-Erichsen for almost
twenty years until his death.
Former Fellow of the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime
Law (1978-1979), Contracts
Manager, Conoco, London
(1979-1981), associate Wikborg Rein 1981-1984 and partner from 1985.

Karl-Christian
Agerup

Kjersti Løken
Stavrum

Morten Goller

Deputy Member of the Board

Deputy Member of the Board

CEO, Oslo Innovation Center
(2010-d.d.). Founder and partner Northzone Ventures, (19942009). Founder and Managing
Director HUGIN AS, (19951999). Associate McKinsey &
Co., (1991-1993), Engagement
Manager (1993-1994). Corporate Planner Millipore Corp., Boston, USA, (1990-1991). Board
Member of Schibsted ASA and
Deputy Chairman of Norfund.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Alfred P. Sloan
School of Management, Master
of Science in Management
(1990). Copenhagen Business
School, Business Economist/HA
(1988).

Feature Editor and Editor of
Aftenposten’s A-Magasin since
2005. Editor of Aften. Formerly Editor-in-Chief of the weekly magazine KK (2001-2004).
Journalist and various management positions with Aftenposten 1991-2001. President of
Oslo Redaktørforening. Member of the Board of INMA
(International
Newspaper
Marketing Association) and
IPI Norge (International Press
Institute Norway). Bachelor’s
Degree from University of
Oslo and Manchester Metropolitan University, specialising
in Political Science, Economics
and History.

Deputy Member of the Board
Morten Goller is a trial lawyer
and partner in Wikborg Rein,
specialising in public procurement and EU/EEA competition law. Formerly employed by
the Attorney General (Civil
Affairs) (1993-2001.) Bachelor’s Degree in Law from University of Oslo (1992) and
Master of Law (LLM) from
Columbia University, New
York (1997). Admitted to the
Supreme Court Bar. Member
of the Board of Wikborg Rein
and a member of The Norwegian Complains Board for
Public Procurement.

From the left Ole Jacob Sunde, Chairman, Per Egil Hegge and John A. Rein, Board Members.
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Articles of Association
for The Tinius Trust
§ 1 Trust name
The name of the trust is “Stiftelsen Tinius”.
The Board of Directors represents the Trust externally. The Board may authorize the Chairman and
one Board Member together to represent the
Trust externally.
§ 2 Basic capital
The Trust is established by Tinius Nagell-Erichsen
in a deed of gift dated 8 May 1996, with a basic
capital of NOK 42,862,184.
§ 3 Objective
The Trust is the owner of the four voting A shares
in Blommenholm Industrier AS. The Trust shall
manage these shares and other assets belonging to
the Trust in accordance with the following guidelines:

§ 4 The Trust Board
The Trust Board consists of three directors
appointed by Mr. Nagell-Erichsen prior to his
death. Each director is to appoint his/her personal
deputy director. The deputy director automatically succeeds the director when his/her term
comes to an end.
In the future, each Board Member shall at any
time appoint a Deputy Member who will also be
his/her personal successor. The director who has
appointed the deputy can, before the deputy
becomes a full Board Member, reconsider and
appoint someone else to be his/her personal
deputy.
The Board elects its own Chairman.

The Schibsted Group is to be run according to the
main editorial and business guidelines laid down
on formation of the Group, guidelines which have
since been governing the Group operations.

§ 5 Decision-making by Directors
In the event that a Board Member has made apologies for his/her absence at the meeting, the
Deputy Member shall meet in his/her place.
A quorum is present when all the Board Members
or their deputies are present.

The Schibsted Group is to be run in such a way
that it ensures free and independent editing of the
newspapers owned by the Group and its subsidiaries involved in editorial operations.

The Board’s decisions should be unanimous. If
that is not possible, even after consideration of the
issue in question at a new Board meeting, the
majority decision stands.

The Schibsted Group is to strive for quality
and credibility in all its publications, and defend
values such as religious freedom, tolerance,
human rights and democratic principles.

The Board of Directors can, within the scope of
the law, unanimously adopt amendments to the
Articles of Association and proposals to dissolve
the Trust.

The Trust is to work to achieve the long-term,
healthy financial development of the Schibsted
Group.

The Board of Directors shall endeavour to reach
solutions in accordance with the intentions stated
in § 3 Objective, but are expected to show considerable business flexibility.

When necessary, the Trust shall also work to
impact the general conditions essential to ensure
a free and independent press.
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§ 6 Auditor
The auditors are elected by the Board.
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Directors’ report
for 2009
The objective of the Trust; The Tinius
Trust manages the Schibsted Group’s largest shareholding. The Tinius Trust was established by Tinius
Nagell-Erichsen in 1996 and has a basic capital of
NOK 42.8 million. The Trust holds the four voting
shares in Blommenholm Industrier AS which owns
27.0 per cent of the shares in Schibsted ASA and
thus is the Group’s largest shareholder.
Amendment to the articles of association of
Schibsted ASA requires three quarters majority
and no shareholder can, according to the articles
of association, own or vote for more than 30 per
cent of the shares. The articles of association of
Schibsted ASA also ensure that important decisions concerning the Group’s subsidiaries require
the support of three quarters of the votes at the
Annual General Meeting of Schibsted ASA.
As long as the Trust owns more than 25.0 per cent
of the shares outstanding, these provisions give
the Trust considerable influence over the ownership of Schibsted.
The articles of association of the Tinius Trust
state that the Trust shall work towards ensuring
that the Schibsted Group is operated along the
same editorial and commercial principles which
have governed the Group’s operations until the
present. Editorial independence shall be the
guiding principal of all the publications owned by
the Schibsted Group. The Group’s publications
shall strive for quality and credibility and shall
defend values such as freedom of religion, tolerance, human rights and democratic principles.
The Trust shall likewise work to ensure the longterm, healthy financial development of the
Group.
In connection with the establishing of Media
Norge in June 2009, the Trust has been given, free
of charge, one B share in Aftenposten in order to
strengthen the integrity of the editor-in-charge
and the company’s standing in the local community. The transfer entails, among other things, that
amendment to Aftenposten’s objective as well as

the appointment of the editor-in-charge require
approval by the Tinius Trust.
Operations in 2009; The Trust’s board has in
2009 consisted of Ole Jacob Sunde (chairman of
the board), Per Egil Hegge and John A. Rein. Each
member has in accordance with the articles of association appointed his own personal deputy and
successor. These are Karl-Christian Agerup, Kjersti
Løken Stavrum and Morten Goller respectively.
The Trust’s investment portfolio is managed,
based on our return targets, time horizon, risk
profile and liquidity requirements, according to a
policy with equal allocation to interest-bearing
and equity investments. Through 2009 the allocation to equity investments has been increased to
the strategic level. This increase together with
good returns of the selected investment funds
contributed to a return on the portfolio of 20.1
per cent or NOK 8.1 million.
Profit for the year came to NOK 6.7 million. The
board is of the opinion that the annual accounts
give a true and correct picture of the Trust’s assets
and liabilities, its financial position and the profit
for the year.
In 2008 Arne Krumsvik was awarded the Trust’s
media research scholarship. The scholarship runs
for three years and Arne Krumsvik will do research on the conditions affecting freedom of
speech with particular attention to ownership
concentration and technological development.
In 2009 the Trust established the website
www.tinius.com. The website will be further developed throughout 2010 with the goal of creating a
forum for media development. The Trust has
appointed Eivind Thomsen as editor of tinius.com.
The annual accounts are based on the going concern assumption as the solidity of operations is
good. Directors’ remunerations amounted to
NOK 100 000 in 2009. The auditor’s fee was
NOK 27 500. The Trust has no employees and
abides by the principle of equal rights. The Trust
does not pollute the external environment.

Oslo, April 12th, 2010

Ole Jacob Sunde
Chairman of the Board

Per Egil Hegge
Board Member

John A. Rein
Board Member
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The Tinius Trust

The Tinius Trust

Income Statement 1.1 – 31.12

Balance Sheet at 31.12

Notes

2009

2008

NOTE 1 – ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

31.12.2009 31.12.2008

ASSETS

OPERATING EXPENSES
Other operating expenses

Notes

Notes to the profit and loss statement 2009

2, 3

Total operating expenses
Operating profit (-loss)

913 135

761 846

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

913 135

761 846

Shares in STI Holding AS

(761 846)

(913 135)

FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENCES
Interest income, bank

10 223

Interest income, fixed income funds

1 119 061

1 061 806

Realised gains (-losses) on secutities

(4 638 976)

91 050

Foreign exchange losses

(142)

6

0

120 000

Shares in Blommenholm
Industrier AS

30 004

30 004

Total non-current assets

30 004

150 004

Other receivables

Financial instruments that are, directly or indirectly, part of a trade portfolio are valued at market value at the balance sheet date.

6

Total receivables
Investments

Result of Financial Items

Mutual funds

0

99 301

0

22 040 159 10 270 328

0

4 707 002

Bond funds

6 702 549 (10 107 176)

Total investments

4 167 658
4

Bank deposits
ALLOCATION OF ANNUAL PROFIT (-LOSS)
Transferred to equity

6 702 549 (10 107 176)

Total transfers

6 702 549 (10 107 176)

5 077 906
4 304 893

48 248 670 41 510 216
179 297

78 220

Total current assets

48 527 268 41 588 436

TOTAL ASSETS

48 557 272 41 738 440

5

Total paid-in capital

Total retained earnings
Total equity

2008

27 500

27 500

Other expenses

885 635

734 346

Sum

913 135

761 846

NOTE 3 – WAGE COSTS
The company does not have any employees. The board of directors received a remuneration of NOK 100.000 in 2009. The company is
not required to have an occupational pension scheme in accordance with the Norwegian law on required occupational pension («lov om
obligatorisk tjenestepensjon»).

Investment

EQUITY

Other equity

2009

NOTE 4 – LISTED FINANCIAL CURRENT ASSETS

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Capital base

NOTE 2 – OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

17 333 851 21 857 089

Money market funds
PROFIT (-LOSS) FOR THE YEAR

99 301

Auditor’s fee, incl. vat

Hedge funds
800 000

Listed financial current assets

Receivables

Unrealised gains (-losses) on securities 11 933 804 (10 505 485)

Donations

Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are valued at cost. Fixed assets are written down to recoverable amount when decreases in value are expected to be permanent.

(2 925)

8 415 684 (9 345 330)

ciples for small enterprises in Norway. Fixed assets are comprised of assets intended for long term ownership and use. Current assets and
liabilities are comprised of items receivable/due within one year.

CURRENT ASSETS
1 937

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Norwegian Accounting Act and generally accepted accounting prin-

5

42 862 184 42 862 184

Mutual funds

42 862 184 42 862 184

Money market funds

5 552 903 (1 149 646)
5 552 903 (1 149 646)

Acquisition
cost

Market
value

20 792 151

22 040 159

4 108 797

4 167 658

Hedge funds

4 317 203

4 707 002

Bond funds

16 821 227

17 333 851

Sum listed financial current assets

46 039 378

48 248 670

48 415 087 41 712 538

LIABILITIES
Other current liabilities

142 183

25 903

Total current liabilities

142 183

25 903

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 48 557 272 41 738 440

NOTE 5 – EQUITY
Equity

Subscribed
capital

Retained
earnings

Equity 01.01.2009

42 862 184

(1 149 646)

41 712 538

6 702 549

6 702 549

5 552 903

48 415 087

Net profit for the year
Equity 31.12.2009

42 862 184

Total
equity

NOTE 6 – LIQUIDATION OF DAUGHTER

Oslo, April 12th, 2010

STI Holding AS was liquidated in 2009. The proceeds of NOK 99 301 is booked as receivables as per 31.12.2009.

Ole Jacob Sunde
Chairman of the Board
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Per Egil Hegge
Board Member
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John A. Rein
Board Member
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The Tinius Trust
The Tinius Trust was established by Tinius Nagell-Erichsen in a deed
of gift on 8. May 1996 and has a basic capital of NOK 42,862,184. Nagell-Erichsen
transferred the only voting share in Blommenholm Industrier AS to the Trust on
5. May 2006. Blommenholm Industrier owns 27.0 per cent of the shares in Schibsted
ASA and is the company’s largest shareholder. The Tinius Trust thus manages the
largest block of shares in the Schibsted Group.
Amendments to Schibsted ASA’s Articles of Association require a three quarters
majority, and according to the Articles of Association no shareholder can own or vote
for more than 30 per cent of the shares. Schibsted ASA’s Articles of Association also
ensure that important decisions made by the Group’s subsidiaries require the
support of three quarters of the votes cast at the General Meeting of Schibsted ASA.
As long as the Trust owns more than 25.0 per cent of the shares outstanding, these
provisions give the Trust considerable influence over the ownership of Schibsted.
Nagell-Erichsen stated that he wanted to use this influence to ensure that Schibsted
remains a media group characterised by free, independent editorial staffs, credibility and
quality and with long-term, healthy financial developments. This is also stipulated in
the Trust’s Articles of Association.

www.tinius.com
The Tinius Trust has hired Eivind Thomsen as editor for the website www.tinius.com.
The website will in the coming months be upgraded and the editor intends to make
www.tinius.com a forum for following developments in the newsmedia – as the rapid
changes in the consumption of media in the digital media worlds
affects the traditional newsmedia.
Eivind Thomsen has spent a long working career within Schibsted
ASA. The first 25 years in VG (the last 20 years as Marketing
Director) before joining Schibsted ASA in 1993. The first years to
establish and develop Schibsted activities in Film and TV, then the
groundwork leading to the launching of the free newspaper concept; 20 Minutes – before being part of the acquisition, launch
and operations of Schibsted media activities in the Baltic region.
He has held numerous board positions during his Schibsted years; among others TV2
AS, TV Norge AS, Stavanger Aftenblad ASA, Sandrew Metronome, Eesti Meedia, Norges Markedsforbund. He has served as President of INMA, (International Newsmedia
Marketing Association) twice; 1992-1993 and 2003-2005.
The signature on the front page of the annual report is Tinius Nagell-Erichsen’s own handwriting
Editor: Sverre Martin Gunnerud
Pictures taken by Rolf M. Aagaard and Linda Nylind/Guardian News & Media Ltd have been used
Graphic design: Head of Type/Gunnar Ruud, Oslo
Repro: Uncle, Oslo · Printing: Kampen Grafisk, Oslo
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